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I. INTRODUCTION
T HROUGHOUT HISTORY, human society has used sub-
stances to alter moods and alleviate physical and mental suf-
fering.' These substances, although indispensable for the
alleviation of pain and suffering, proved to be addictive and de-
structive when misused or abused. 2 As a result, early societies
created rules to allocate the use of these substances for medici-
nal or religious purposes and entrusted them to priests, leaders,
and doctors:
The abuse of drugs has proliferated as a societal corrosion
from the mid-nineteenth century due to the increased availabil-
ity of products, the expansion of connections, the necessities
I See Declaration of the International Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking
and Comprehensive Multidisciplinayy Outline of Future Activities in Drug Abuse Control,
U.N. Division of Narcotic Drugs, at 5, U.N. Doc. ST/NAR/14, U.N. Sales No. E.
88. xI.I (1988) [hereinafter Declaration].
See id. at 5-6.
3 See id. at 6.
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brought about by changing socioeconomic factors, rapid urban-
ization, and changes in attitudes and values.4 These factors have
contributed to a rapid increase of criminal behavior in society,
leading to the exploitation of society by criminal elements.
In response to this problem, the international community has
introduced global control mechanisms, 5 one of which is a regu-
latory system for the control of illicit transport of narcotic drugs
by air. Not only does illicit transportation of narcotics by air per
se constitute an offense, but it also leads to other criminal acts
related to terrorism, including the following: the destruction of
airports by those involved in the carriage of narcotic drugs by
air, destruction of property and aircraft resulting from attempts
to transport narcotic drugs, and threats posed to traffic installa-
tions. This Article will discuss the enormity of the drug traffick-
ing problem, analyze the evolution of the regulatory process
related thereto, and evaluate its success.
II. HISTORY OF THE DRUG TRADE 6
The recognition of the need for an international drug control
system began in 1909 when representatives of thirteen nation
States met in Shanghai to discuss the proliferation of transporta-
tion of narcotics for non-medical consumption.' The gathering
was necessary because by the end of the nineteenth century,
opium smoking was rampant in China,8 affecting a third of the
adult male population. As early as 1729, Emperor Yong Cheng
forbade opium smoking in China. However, this attempt to de-
crease drug trafficking was to little avail, as opium was being
smuggled at that time into China through India by the Portu-
guese and later by the English. 9 The amount of opium that had
been smuggled into China had increased from thirteen metric
tons in 1729 to sixty-four metric tons in 1767. By 1773, the East
India Company of England had established a monopoly in the
drug trade, thus inaugurating the first recorded enterprise in-
4 See id.
5 See id. See generally Arnold H. Taylor, Opium and the Open Door, S. ATLANTIC
Q., Winter 1970, at 79.
6 See generally Richard Bell, The History of Drug Prohibition and Legislation,
INTERPOL INT'L CRIM. POLICE REV., Sept.-Oct. 1991, at 2.
7 See R.K. Newman, Opium Smoking in Late Imperial China: A Reconsideration, 29
MODERN ASIAN STUD. 765 (1995); see also Taylor, supra note 5, at 86.
8 See id. See generally PETER WARD FAY, THE OPIUM WAR 1840-1842, at 42-43
(1975); see alsoJONATHAN D. SPENCE, THE SEARCH FOR MODERN CHINA 88 (1990).
9 See C.P. SPENCER & V. NAVARATNAM, DRUG ABUSE IN EAST ASIA 11 (1981).
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volved in legal drug trafficking on a large scale."l From 1820 to
1830, the quantity of drugs brought into China took an upward
turn to 2500 metric tons. As a result, China had twenty million
opium smokers in 1838.
With the failure of diplomatic efforts to curb the flow of
opium into China, the Chinese authorities decided to act swiftly.
They ordered all foreign merchants to surrender their stocks of
opium for destruction. As a result, in excess of 1400 metric tons
belonging to the British were seized and thrown into the river at
Canton." The Chinese act was considered to be nothing short
of treason by the British Mission, and on April 4, 1840, England
declared war against China. 12 This war became known as the
First Opium War. The Chinese were defeated, as were their ef-
forts to control the abuse and trafficking of opium. As a result
of the (peace) Treaty of Nanking signed on August 29, 1842, the
British received, inter alia, Hong Kong.13 They developed Hong
Kong as a commercial center, making the best use of its location
for importing opium from India and Iran and exporting it not
only to China, but also to Japan, Macao, the Philippines, Indo-
nesia, Australia, Peru, Chile, the United States, Canada, Eng-
land, and France.
The First Opium War gave further momentum to the opium
trade. Over 3300 metric tons were imported from India into
China in 1850, and nearly 5000 metric tons were imported in
1855.'" The Chinese engaged in efforts to stem the tide once
again, but these efforts ended in failure. The British and the
French defeated the Chinese in the Second Opium War (1856-
1858), and forced them to sign the Treaty of Tientsin, which
legalized the opium trade on payment of a customs duty (thirty
teals per picull 5).1 The Chefoo Convention (1876) further lib-
eralized the trade. Arguably, this attempt at liberalization was
the first example of a country to legalize drug trafficking and
earn revenue by way of import duties. However, legalization did
not stabilize the quantity of opium imported into China let
alone reduce it. By 1880, the amount of opium imported into
11 See Bell, supra note 6, at 2.
it See id. at 3.
12 See SPENCE, supra note 8, at 150-52.
13 See Bell, supra note 6, at 3.
14 See id.
15 Old unit of weight equal to 62.5 kilograms.
16 See Bell, supra note 6, at 3; see alsoJEAN CHESNEAUX ET AL., CHINA FROM THE
OPIUM WARS 10 THE 1911 REVOLUTION 78-80 (1976).
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China rose to over 6000 metric tons.' 7 In addition, the political
and administrative situation within China had deteriorated.
The hold of central authority had weakened and the feudal and
military lords became powerful in different regions. Within
their strongholds they promoted the cultivation of the opium
poppy as a means of amassing wealth. Their policy made China
the biggest opium producing country in the world. In the four
years from 1905 to 1908, China produced in excess of 100,000
metric tons of opium (23,500,000 kilograms were produced in
1905, 35,497,360 kilograms in 1906, 20,685,500 kilograms in
1907, and 22,953,125 kilograms in 1908).18
This amount, combined with the quantities imported from In-
dia and Iran (about 3000 metric tons a year), virtually converted
China into a country of opium smokers. Villagers, the bour-
geois of the cities, shopkeepers, businessmen, civil servants,
soldiers, palace eunuchs, imperial mistresses, men, women, and
children of all ages and segments of society fell to the fatal
charm of the bamboo pipe.' 9
III. THE SHANGHAI COMMISSION
The period that followed can now be recognized as a con-
scious effort towards the regulation of opium trafficking. What
the governments failed to accomplish was achieved by a public-
spirited group of doctors, intellectuals, churchmen, and parlia-
mentarians. In England, these professionals belonged to the
Anti-Opium League, and through its organ, "The Friend of
China," they raised their voices against the "immoral nature of
the opium trade" and drew public attention to the ravages
caused by opium smoking in China and elsewhere. 0 The anti-
opium movement influenced, to some extent, the Liberal Party
government that came to power in England in 1906. A year
later, the Liberal Party negotiated some measures with China to
gradually reduce the opium trade from India to China. 21
China was not the only country with a drug problem. The
United States was also concerned, as its colony in the Philip-
pines, annexed in 1898, was rampant with opium smoking.22
17 See Bell, supra note 6, at 3.
18 See id.
19 See id.; see also Newman, supra note 7, at 776-89.
20 See Bell, supra note 6, at 3.
21 See generally PETER LowEs, THE GENESIS OF INTERNATIONAL NARCOTICS CON-
TROL 58-61 (1966).
22 See Bell, supra note 6, at 3.
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There were 118,000 Americans of Chinese origin living in the
United States at that time, almost half of whom were alleged to
be opium smokers .23 Accordingly, a committee was set up to
study in depth the problem of opium smoking in the Philip-
pines. In pursuit of its work, this committee visited some other
countries of the Far East and made useful observations.24
One of its members, the Reverend Charles H. Brent, American
Episcopal Bishop of the Philippines, was particularly touched by
the extensive misery caused by opium smoking. He was also one
of the first who recognized the international nature of this prob-
lem. In July 1906, he addressed a letter to Theodore Roosevelt
... urging him to convene a diplomatic international meeting to
discuss measures for solving the problem of opium smoking and
trade.2 5
The idea was well received. President Roosevelt proposed a
meeting at the Palace Hotel of Shanghai in February 1909. This
meeting was attended by the representatives of thirteen coun-
tries: Germany, Austria-Hungary, China, the United States,
France, the United Kingdom, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands,
Iran, Portugal, Russia, and Siam.2 6 Turkey, an important opium-
producing country at the time, was invited but did not attend
the meeting.
The meeting became known as the Shanghai Opium Commis-
sion.2 Its president observed that it devolved upon him to pro-
nounce with emphasis that the meeting was in fact a
commission. Although the idea of a conference had been sug-
gested, it seemed wise to choose this particular form of action,
because at that time, the members of the commission had not
been sufficiently well informed and were not sufficiently unani-
mous in their attitude to have a conference with any great hope
of immediate success."u
The Commission passed nine resolutions. These resolutions to-
day may seem to be nothing more than pious wishes, but in 1909
they represented a monumental achievement. Through them,
the Opium Commission, comprising representatives of the 13
countries, recognized the right of China to eradicate the abuse
and production of opium .... They also recommended the im-
2' See id.
24 See Taylor, supra note 5, at 85.
25 Bell, supra note 6, at 3-4.





mediate closure of smoking dens ... and the adoption of draco-
nian measures for controlling [the] production, sale, and
distribution of opium and its derivatives at [a] national level. In
addition, [the Commission] identified the need for adopting rea-
sonable measures in order to prevent the shipping of opium to
the countries which had prohibited its importation.29
Reverend Brent represented the United States and also
chaired the Commission. Although he, along with the Chinese
delegate, sought a more definite and drastic action against the
abuse and trafficking of opium, the economic interests of some
of the participating countries came into conflict with these senti-
ments, and the final resolutions emerged in a rather diluted
form.30
Although prior to 1949 China had been badly affected by
drug problems, the founding of the People's Republic of China
in 1949 marked the beginning of efforts to eliminate drugs com-
pletely. The Chinese government adopted a radical policy and
issued a series of laws and provisions to combat drug abuse. The
"Order on the Restriction of Opium Addiction," adopted by the
State Council in 1950, stipulated that cultivation of the opium
poppy was forbidden and that activities such as smuggling, pro-
ducing and trafficking in drugs would be sanctioned by law. Of-
fenders were to be severely punished; anyone in possession of
opium-derived drugs had to surrender them to the authorities
within a certain time and immediately cease smoking them."
Soon after the publication of that order, an operation was
launched to counter the cultivation of opium poppies and the
sale and consumption of opium; by 1952, the scourge had been
eradicated. These decisions, which continue to apply, garner
wide support from the Chinese people, and have been hailed by
the international mass media. However, since the adoption of
China's "open-door" policy, traffickers infiltrated China and
used the country as a base for drugs in transit to other countries
and other regions. In response, the Chinese police adopted
stringent measures against trafficking activities in the border re-
gions. Careful and thorough investigations enabled the Chinese
to clear up cases of trafficking from outside China, and, by 1985,
a significant quantity of opium had been seized at the border.
29 Id.
30 See generally Taylor, supra note 5, at 86-88.
31 See generally ALFRED W. McCoy, THE POLIrIcs OF HEROIN: CIA COMPLICITY IN
THE GLOBAL DRUc TRADE 122-24 (1991).
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Between 1981 and 1986, ninety-two kilograms of heroin and
223 kilograms of opium were seized in China; twenty cases in-
volving heroin smuggled into mainland China were solved; and
forty-three foreign traffickers were arrested.12 In 1986, two for-
eign nationals and a resident of Hong Kong were sentenced to
death for drug trafficking.
China shared information with Southeast Asian countries and
improved its surveillance and detection equipment at customs
and police posts along its frontiers. It also sent drug law en-
forcement officers from the Chinese Narcotics Control Board
(NCB) to the United States for training at the Drug Enforce-
ment Administration. In April 1986, two drug seminars, at-
tended by over 200 police officers, were organized in Beijing
with the help of the French police. Representatives were also
sent to international meetings on drug law enforcement, and
experts from the United Nations Narcotics Control Board and
Division of Narcotic Drugs were invited to China to speak about
international drug trafficking trends and their potential coun-
termeasures. China proposed several guidelines on arrests of
unlawful drug trafficking based on its long-standing experience
of drug prohibition and in view of the different tactics used in
China.
Some believe that drug problems can never be solved merely
by controlling drug trafficking; the real solution is a three-pro-
nged attack aimed at production, traffic, and consumption. A
demand for drugs naturally gives rise to traffic, which in turn,
stimulates production, and thus creates a vicious circle. Drug
problems cannot be eradicated simply by breaking one of the
links in the chain. Different countries are confronted with indi-
vidual aspects of the problem (i.e., production, consumption,
trafficking), while some countries experience all three aspects.
Therefore, the measures applied have to be appropriate to each
country's particular situation. Also, producing countries should
concentrate mainly on finding alternatives to drug cultivation,
endeavoring to limit production to within legal requirements.
In the opium-poppy producing regions, growers should be en-
couraged to turn to other substitute crops, and should be guar-
anteed an income high enough for their daily needs. In
countries where drug addiction is the main problem, the em-
phasis should be placed on treatment and awareness programs
32 Data on file with author.
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for young addicts and on the adoption of penal countermea-
sures aimed at the total suppression of drug consumption.3
It is not only important to examine the reasons and causes for
the increased addiction among young people, but also it is im-
portant to find the appropriate solutions.3 4 One of the most im-
portant proposals is that countries affected by drugs taken
through in transit should adopt strict legal measures and more
stringent control, detection, and interception at ports and at
border posts. A significant observation is that the drug problem
had such vast social ramifications and is so complex, it could not
be dealt with by the police alone. Governments have to estab-
lish and mobilize the appropriate judicial and administrative de-
partments and health and information services, each of which
has a part to play in waging a major campaign against drug traf-
fic, abuse, production, and cultivation. It is scarcely possible to
solve the problem in any other way.
Also, because drug problems affect so many countries, far-
reaching international cooperation is essential, and the follow-
ing international guidelines have been recommended:
* Interpol should cooperate closely with other international
organizations, such as the United Nations Division of Nar-
cotic Drugs and Commission on Narcotic Drugs, on the
preparation and implementation of joint projects;
* Interpol member states should unite in their efforts. In par-
ticular, neighboring countries should share information, as-
sist one another and fight together against the common
enemy. As far as China was concerned, cooperation with In-
terpol Bangkok, Hong Kong, and other NCBs was consid-
ered to be excellent;
* The General Secretariat's Drugs Sub-Division should serve as
the link between member countries. It should carefully
study the characteristics and trends of international drug-re-
lated crime and disseminate information to members imme-
diately. The Sub-Division should also organize the sharing of
information concerning specific investigations and provide
any necessary assistance with coordination. Finally, it should
ensure that different countries' experiences of drug detec-
tion methods are available to all.
33 See generally UNITED NATIONS, GLOBAL OUTLOOK 2000: AN ECONOMIC, SO-
CIAL, AND ENVIRONMENTAL PERSPECTIVE 322-23 (1990).
34 See id.
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IV. RECENT WORLD TRENDS IN DOMESTIC
DRUG TRAFFIC
Throughout 1994 and 1995, the production of heroin, co-
caine, cannabis, and psychotropic substances was at a record
high. The drug trade continued to be a profitable international
business in which traffickers aggressively developed new markets
for their products.15 Increased shipments of morphine and her-
oin were transported to Europe from source countries in South-
west Asia via land and sea routes, while Southeast Asian heroin
continued to dominate the North American airports. Increased
availability of cocaine was evident throughout 1994, with record
seizures by drug law enforcement agencies against efforts by
South, Central, and North American cartels to transit cocaine
into the West European market, and West African nationals
emerged as cocaine couriers from South America to Europe via
West African airports." ' Cannabis supplies were in abundance
in numerous countries. Multiton shipments of cannabis prod-
ucts were transported between continents in merchant vessels
and inside container trucks intermingled with legitimate cargo.
The popularity of cannabis coupled with enormous profits has
encouraged entrepreneurs to embark on new techniques of cul-
tivation, especially in the United States and the Netherlands.
In recent times, large quantities of amphetamines have been
seized in several countries. Europe, the Netherlands, and Po-
land continue to be source countries for the European market.
As in past years, methamphetamine continues to be manufac-
tured in clandestine laboratories in the United States. 7 In Afri-
can countries, the abuse of stimulants continues to be a major
problem. There is large-scale smuggling of methaqualone from
India to African countries, and Indian law enforcement agencies
have made record seizures at exit ports. In the Pacific Rim re-
gion, methamphetamine abuse is a major concern to the Japa-
nese authorities. In other countries-South Korea, Thailand,
the Philippines, and Australia-there are regular seizures of var-
ious psychotropic substances, indicating increasing abuse in the
entire region.
'5 See generally Paul B. Stares, The Global Drug Phenomenon: Implications for Policy,
in POLICIES AND STRATEGIES TO COMBAr DRUGS IN EUROPE 4-6 (Georges Es-
tievenart ed., 1995).
36 See id. at 20-21.
'47 See generally id. at 5-6.
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During 1995, the Near East, Southwest Asia, Southeast Asia,
Mexico, and Colombia remained the principal regions of illicit
poppy cultivation. Despite eradication and crop substitution
programs carried out in these regions, the total illegal produc-
tion of opium is estimated to exceed 4000 tons. There was regu-
lar transnational opium trade between Afghanistan and Iran in
Southwest Asia and between China and Myanmar in the South-
east Asian region. There were increasing reports of the conver-
sion of opium into morphine and heroin in clandestine
laboratories in and around the production areas. The principal
source and transit countries reporting significant opium
seizures were: Iran (38 tons), Pakistan (3.4 tons), India (2
tons), China (3 tons), Myanmar (2.2 tons), Thailand (1.1 ton),
and Vietnam (1 ton).38 In the western hemisphere, Mexico and
Colombia were the principal producers of opium. The Mexican
authorities estimate the annual production at forty tons. Co-
lombia's opium production in 1992 was an estimated 200 tons.3"
Illicit traffic in opiates escalated during 1994 and 1995. Infor-
mation received by Interpol indicates that enormous quantities
of opiates, produced in clandestine laboratories in the Afghani-
stan and Pakistan border region, were transported overland
through Iran and Turkey and by sea from the Pakistani coast via
the Suez Canal to Europe. The Iranian authorities intercepted
over seven tons of opiates along the country's eastern borders
with Afghanistan and Pakistan and on its western border with
Turkey. The Turkish authorities made two major seizures of
opiates totalling 3.5 tons. They seized 1.5 tons of opiates on the
Turkish and Georgian border, an indication that drug traffick-
ers are using this route through the central Asian republics to
transport morphine base to Europe. In addition, the Turkish
authorities intercepted a merchant vessel in the Mediterranean
Sea transporting two tons of opiates that originated in Paki-
stan.4 ° These seizures are evidence that increased quantities of
opiates are being transported to Europe, presumably for conver-
sion into heroin in clandestine laboratories.
Also during this period, there was a significant increase in
heroin production and its transnational transportation, despite
the improved international law enforcement cooperation.
Southwest Asian heroin production and traffic were more preva-
38 Data on file with author.
39 Data on file with author.
40 Data on file with author.
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lent than in previous years. This was ostensibly to meet the great
demand by consumers in Southwest Asia as well as in Europe
and North America.
The heroin trail from Southwest Asia to the Western Euro-
pean market starts at the Afghanistani and Pakistani border and
transits through Iran, entering collection centers in southeast
Turkey for onward shipment to Istanbul.4 It is estimated that
during 1994, between seventy and eighty percent of the seven
tons of heroin seized in Europe transited along the Balkan route
via Turkey. The heroin was mostly transported in secret com-
partments in trucks, buses, or private cars form Turkey to seven
main recipient countries: Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,
Belgium, Spain, France, and the United Kingdom. The war in
Bosnia disrupted the traditional Balkan route, and drug traffick-
ing groups are now transporting the drug in vehicles north
through Hungary and the Czech Republic to Germany for on-
ward shipment to other parts of Europe, and via Greek ports
where the drug, concealed inside trucks, is ferried across to Ital-
ian ports.
The "opening up" of Central and Eastern European countries
has proved advantageous to drug trafficking organizations that
are utilizing the countries in the region for storage and transit.4 2
Turkish crime syndicates continue to be active in transporting
heroin and working in close collaboration with organized crime
groups based in several European countries. With the bulk of
the heroin from Southwest Asia transiting along the Balkan
route to Europe, there were fewer heroin seizures at European
airports. Asian and African nationals were among the main
groups arrested at European airports when seizures did occur.
In the Near East, Lebanon remained a major source country
for illicit narcotics, despite efforts in the spring of 1992 by Leba-
nese and Syrian security forces to eradicate poppy and cannabis
cultivation at some sites in the Bekaa Valley. Harsh winter
weather probably destroyed much of the 1992 crop, and the
eradication campaign destroyed what remained. Intelligence
reports indicated that the Bekaa Valley continued to be the site
of many operational hashish and heroin-processing laboratories.
Lebanese trafficking groups have also forced alliances with
South American traffickers, resulting in heroin and cocaine ex-
41 See generally VINCENZO RUGGIERO & NIGEL SouTi, EURODRUGS: DRUG USE,
MARKETS, AND TRAFFICKING IN EUROPE 68-69 (1995).
42 See generally Stares, supra note 35, at 20.
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changes, as well as a proliferation of cocaine processing labora-
tories in Lebanon. Much of the cocaine appeared to be
destined for the Middle East and European markets. During
1992, officials seized heroin, cocaine, and hashish at the Beirut
International Airport as well as at sites in the Bekaa Valley.
In Southeast Asia, the heroin scene has not undergone any
dramatic change over the past few years.43 Heroin processing
has continued unabated in the border areas of Thailand, My-
anmar, and Laos, popularly known as the Golden Triangle.
Thailand, with its geographic location, modern transportation,
developed coastline, and well-connected air and sea ports at
Bangkok, is the principal transit country for these operations.
Thailand also continues to be the main conduit for heroin ship-
ments from the region to the international market. During
1994, the Thai authorities seized a total of 379 kilograms of her-
oin at Bangkok Airport, mainly found in the possession of East
Asian and African nationals, travelling to Africa, Europe, and
North America."
China has emerged as an alternative route for opium and her-
oin smuggled from Myanmar to Hong Kong.45 China's Yunnan
Province is at the heart of the new trafficking route. During
1994, Chinese authorities seized four tons of heroin, the bulk of
it in Yunnan Province. 46 Because of its strategically located bor-
der in close proximity to mainland China, Hong Kong contin-
ues to be a staging area in the Far East region. China and
Taiwan have emerged as major transit areas for heroin ship-
ments bound for North America. Based on reports received
from United States drug enforcement agencies, approximately
fifty-six percent of the heroin seized in the United States
originates from Southeast Asia.47 Countries such as Malaysia,
Singapore, the Philippines, and Indonesia, where there is do-
mestic heroin consumption, are also utilized as transit countries.
Australia is also a major recipient of Southeast Asian heroin
where organized criminal groups (of Chinese descent) play a
major role in heroin trade.
43 See generally The New Heroin Corridor: Drug Trafficking in China: Joint Hearing
Before the Committee on the judiciary and the Caucus on International Narcotics Control of
the United'States Senate, 102d Cong. (1992) [hereinafter Hearing].
44 Data on file with the author.
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North America remains the world's principal heroin market.
As noted above, heroin in the United States arrives mainly from
Southeast Asian countries that have well-organized networks in
the United States. Mexican heroin traffic to the United States is
controlled by Mexican criminal groups. Colombian heroin is
transported by Colombian nationals using commercial airlines
that fly to New York and Miami. Intelligence reports suggest
that South American cocaine cartels may be using existing co-
caine smuggling networks to ship Colombian heroin to North
America and Europe."
According to drug seizure information reported to Interpol,
four times as much cocaine as heroin was seized worldwide dur-
ing 1992. Although much of this increased activity is attributed
to aggressive anti-drug efforts, it is also the result of record high
levels of cocaine production. Although there are no adequate
means to measure the magnitude of the drug problem, a few
figures illustrate the possible seriousness of the threat. Accord-
ing to international sources, during 1994, 400 metric tons of co-
caine were seized globally, whereas the potential maximum coca
yield was between one to two thousand metric tons."
Nearly two-thirds of the world's cocaine supply comes from
coca grown in Peru.5" Peru's estimated coca cultivation in 1992
was reported to range from 129,000 hectares to as high as
350,000 hectares. Although there is no consensus on the
amount of coca grown in Peru, officials agree that coca cultiva-
tion is rising. While the government of Peru pursues a compre-
hensive program to eliminate cocaine production and provide
alternative development, its efforts are limited by insurgent ac-
tivity in coca producing regions.
Colombia is the world's leading supplier of cocaine base
(HCL). Most of the cocaine base is imported from Peru and
Bolivia and processed into cocaine by Colombian traffickers.51
Official Colombian statistics indicate that cocaine HCL seizures
have dropped to thirty-two metric tons from approximately sev-
enty-seven metric. This change is largely the result of shifting
48 See generally Joseph E. Kelley, U.S. Drug Interdiction Issues in Latin America
(1994), microJinned on GA 1.5/2:T-NSIAO-95-32 (Southern Methodist University
Underwood Law Library).
49 Data on file with author.
50 See generally PETER REUTER, QUEST FOR INTEC;GRIY: THE MEXICAN-U.S. DRUG
ISSUE IN THEI 1980S (1992).
51 See generally Kelley, sup~ra note 48.
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enforcement resources to the destruction of the country's rap-
idly expanding opium poppy crop.
Bolivia is the world's second largest producer of coca leaf and
cocoa derivatives, such as cocaine HCL. The Chaparer is Bo-
livia's primary coca leaf production region. Through the suc-
cess of a number of interdiction operations, most notably the
"Ghost Zone," traffickers have increased their activities in the
Yungas region of Bolivia.52
Brazil and Venezuela are major hubs for cocaine trafficking
activities. Brazil is a significant transit country for cocaine des-
tined for the United States and Europe, and it is a major pro-
ducer of precursor and other essential chemicals. Venezuela is
a transit country for Colombian cocaine. Information received
by Interpol indicates that seizures of drugs transported through
Venezuela totals more than thirty metric tons.
North America, specifically the United States, remains the
principal market for cocaine. United States agencies seized ap-
proximately 120 tons of cocaine during 1992. 5: Successful law
enforcement operations against Cali Cartel bases, combined
with the capture or surrender of several cartel leaders, disrupted
the flow of cocaine, which led to a sharp price increase in the
United States during the second quarter of 1994. Colombian
groups continue to dominate the traffic and are expected to fur-
ther consolidate their control.54 Cocaine is transported to the
United States primarily along the southeastern seaboard, by air-
craft using international air corridors over Cuba and land routes
through Mexico. During 1992, Mexican authorities seized al-
most forty tons of South American cocaine destined for the
United States.55
Canada reported a record number of seizures of cocaine in
1992. South American cocaine cartels view Canada both as a
new market and a transit point for cocaine bound for the
United States. One of the most striking features in the area of
Canadian related cocaine seizures is the increase in the number
of seizures effected by foreign countries of cocaine destined for
the Canadian market.
52 See generally U.S. Narcotics Control Programs in Peru, Bolivia, Colombia, and
Mexico: An Update (1989), microformed on CIS No. 89-H382(12) (Southern
Methodist University Underwood Law Library) [hereinafter U.S. Narcotics Con-
trol Program].
53 Data on file with author.
54 See generally U.S. Narcotics Control Program, supra note 52.
55 Data on file with author.
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Central America and the Caribbean have observed an in-
crease in cocaine trafficking by private aircraft and private and
commercial vessels. While sizeable quantities of cocaine are air-
dropped in the Caribbean to waiting vessels, drug traffickers are
also making greater use of commercial maritime vessels to trans-
port cocaine concealed within containerized cargo. Pleasure
yachts and fishing boats in the Atlantic and Caribbean seas are
also attractive to drug traffickers because they provide excellent
cover for their illicit activities.
Europe is being flooded with cocaine in an effort to develop a
market to help compensate for falling profits in the United
States. During 1994, European law enforcement agencies seized
nineteen tons of cocaine, with record seizures reported from
France, Portugal, Spain, and the United Kingdom.56 The im-
portation of cocaine into Europe is predominantly controlled by
the Cali Cartel. While smaller in size than the more notorious
Medellin Cartel, the Cali-based group has benefited from main-
taining a low profile. South American cocaine cartels have
forged alliances with organized crime groups in Europe, such as
Galician smugglers in Spain and the Mafia in Italy, to transport
cocaine to Europe.57
Large shipments of cocaine, smuggled by sea from Colombia
or Venezuela, are often transported via the Canary Islands, the
Azores, Cape Verde, or Madeira; all are situated in strategic loca-
tions on the North Atlantic route from South America to west-
ern Europe. Large ports such as Rotterdam and Rostock are
being used by drug traffickers to convey shipments of drugs in-
side legitimate cargo being sent to Europe.
Another alarming trend is the increase in the number of co-
caine-processing laboratories in Europe."8 In 1992, Germany, It-
aly, and Spain reported dismantling illicit laboratories. Both
France and the United Kingdom reported seizing cocaine base
being shipped through Brazil for conversion in cocaine process-
ing laboratories in Europe. Drug traffickers are also capitalizing
on the revolutionary changes taking place throughout Europe
from the collapse of communism to the emergence of a single
European Market. For example, South American cocaine car-
tels are specifically targeting Eastern Europe as a drug tranship-
ment point.
56 Data on file with author.
57 Data on file with author.
,5 See generally RUGGIERO & SouTrH, supra note 41.
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Africa is a major transit region for cocaine intended for Eu-
rope.59 Africa's strategic location and low standard of living has
created an ideal climate for drug trafficking, especially in Nige-
ria. Cocaine comes into Lagos, Nigeria for re-export to Europe
primarily by commercial air routes from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Nigerian and Ghanaian groups who control the Nigerian drug
trafficking activities continue to find new routes, methods and
couriers to evade arrest and detection.
The Middle East is also emerging as a transhipment point for
cocaine from South America destined for Europe and the
United States.6" Lebanese traffickers are collaborating with
South American traffickers to exchange heroin for cocaine, re-
sulting in the proliferation of cocaine processing laboratories in
Lebanon. During 1994, the French authorities reported to In-
terpol the existence of a Lebanese and Brazilian cocaine con-
nection based on several significant seizures involving Lebanese
nationals and cocaine shipments confiscated in France.
Cocaine trafficking and consumption are also growing
problems in Australia. South American cocaine traffickers have
targeted Australia as a new market in addition to being a transit
point for cocaine intended for the Asian market. Cocaine traf-
fickers looking to expand their markets have been attracted by
Japanese prosperity. This conclusion is supported by the in-
crease in travel by known members of Colombian cartels to Ja-
pan, as well as the high number of Japanese nationals arrested
for cocaine trafficking. The involvement of Japanese organized
crime, the Yakuza, in domestic cocaine trafficking is expected to
increase because the cocaine trade provides enormous profits.
As indicated by nearly every continent reporting seizures, in-
creased trafficking in crack cocaine is a growing concern to
drug law enforcement agencies. In 1992, C6te d'Ivoire reported
its first seizure of crack. Crack is readily available in large metro-
politan areas throughout the United Kingdom, Canada, and the
United States, where distribution networks are believed to be
supplied and controlled by Jamaican gangs.
During 1994, cannabis in its various forms was extensively cul-
tivated and traded in various parts of the world. Cannabis reaps
tremendous profits for both growers and traffickers. Indoor hy-
59 See generally Narcotics Review in Southeast/Southwest Asia, the Middle East,
and Africa (1988), microformed on CIS No. 88 H381-74 (Southern Methodist Uni-
versity Underwood Law Library).
60 See id.
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droponic operations are gaining popularity in the West, notably
in the United States and the Netherlands. These indoor opera-
tions reportedly produce four full growing cycles per year,
which quadruples the potential of production by other tradi-
tional methods. These indoor operations range from a few
plants grown in a closet to hundreds or thousands of plants
grown in subterranean greenhouses. Specially constructed sites
are capable of producing millions of dollars worth of sinsemilla.
A pound of sinsemilla is worth between $3000 and $9000 U.S.
dollars."'
The bulk of cannabis is smuggled by land or by ship because
of its weight. In 1994, transport by land accounted for sixty-five
percent of the total seizures of cannabis in Europe, and trans-
port by shipment accounted for twenty-eight percent. World-
wide, there was a significant increase in cannabis seizures
between 1991 and 1992. In 1992, fifteen African countries
seized 112 tons (fifty-three tons in 1991) of cannabis, including
fifty tons from Morocco. In Europe, 402 tons were seized in
1992, as compared to 221 tons in 1991. Spain seized 122 tons,
the Netherlands ninety-four tons, the United Kingdom forty-
nine tons, and France forty-two tons of cannabis. 1 2 These
seizure figures are substantially higher than those reported in
1991. Other significant worldwide seizures were in Sri Lanka,
forty-nine tons (ten tons in 1991); Pakistan, 188 tons; India, sixty
tons (fifty-two tons in 1991); Thailand, 126 tons (fifty-five tons in
1991); Mexico, nineteen tons; Lebanon, twenty tons; and the
United States, 346 tons.63
Some of the more significant 1992 worldwide seizures
included:
* 7740 kilograms of cannabis in Barcelona, Spain, in March
1992. The drug arrived in Spain by sea from Lebanon. The
drugs were hidden inside rubber wheels and packed in sacks.
* 6400 kilograms of cannabis in Istanbul in August 1992. The
drugs were concealed in a truck using the Balkan Route for
reaching various destinations in Western Europe, including
the Netherlands.
* 3000 kilograms of cannabis resin originating from Afghani-
stan, in Sydney in August 1992. One yacht and a light private
aircraft used in the smuggling were also seized.
61 Data on file with author.
62 Data on file with author.
63 Data on file with author.
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* 4040 kilograms of cannabis resin at the port of Casablanca,
Morocco, in March 1992. The drugs were hidden in a Volvo
truck on its way to the Netherlands.
* 2300 kilograms of cannabis in Maghria-Akid Lotfi, Algeria, in
November 1992. The drugs were hidden in a camping car
that was obtained in Morocco.
* 10,000 kilograms of cannabis resin in Dunkirk, France, in
September 1992 from the ship "Rossinant" that was loaded in
the port of Jiwani, Pakistan.64
A total of eleven tons of cannabis was seized in Russia between
1992 and 1994. Cannabis also grows wild in the five newly in-
dependent central Asian countries, formerly a part of the
U.S.S.R. The strategic importance of this area in the context of
cannabis traffic lies in its proximity to the well-recognized can-
nabis sources in Southwest Asia and its geopolitical and ethnic
proximity to countries such as Turkey, China, Afghanistan, and
Pakistan. Trafficking organizations are already exploiting the
location of these countries to move hashish in sizable quantities
to Russia and other destinations. This is confirmed by a record
seizure of fourteen tons of Afghan hashish destined for the
Netherlands in February 1993, and another seizure of thirteen
tons in 1992 in Uzbekistan."5
Unlike other drugs, psychotropic substances have no "mini-
mal criteria" concerning quantities when seizures are reported
to the General Secretariat. Logically, it should follow that the
General Secretariat's database for psychotropic substances
should accurately reflect what has occurred around the world
concerning these substances. However, when the Drug Seizure
Report (DRST) database is compared with national statistics on
illicit drug production, traffic, and use, it is evident that the
DRST database contains only a fraction of the total seizures
made by individual countries.6"
The overall picture shows that there were increases in the
amounts of illicitly produced amphetamine and metham-
phetamine, Lyseraic Acid Diethylamide (LSD), Methylene Dioxy
Amphetamine (MDA), and its analogue MDMA. The year 1994
saw the proliferation of a new MDA analogue, methylene dioxy-
ethylamphetamine (MDEA), which was introduced into the
market in 1992. With the exception of methaqualone, the pic-
64 Data on file with author.
65 Data on file with author.
66 Data on file with author.
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ture was much the same in 1992 for other stimulants, depres-
sants, and hallucinogens as it was in 1991. The reported
number of clandestine laboratories that were dismantled in-
creased to 876. The increase was caused largely by Polish au-
thorities seizing 518 laboratories producing compote, a narcotic
drug brewed from poppy straw.17
Although no seizures of buprenorphine were reported during
1994 by way of the DRST, several European countries, such as
the United Kingdom, have made some seizures. The same is
true of Southeast Asia. In its annual statistical report, New Zea-
land reported seizing sixty-nine tablets of buprenorphine
(Termgesic), together with small quantities of Paradeine and
Doloxene. Thirteen countries reported seizing preparations
containing codeine, morphine, and pethidine from 1992 to
1994.""
Thirteen countries representing various regions of the world
reported seizing 19,500 dosage units, 152 grams, and 2078 milli-
liters of methadone. '9 The individual seizures were all very
small quantities, but involved a large number of offenders. The
European sources of the drug were mainly the Netherlands and
Switzerland. In Southeast Asia, sources seemed to be mainly in
Thailand and Vietnam. The majority of seizures took place in
Germany, Switzerland, Greece, and Singapore. According to in-
formation received, butalbital, a barbiturate that can be used as
both a hypnotic and a sedative, has been seized in only one
country: Jordan. The Jordanian authorities removed over
35,000 dosage units from circulation in seven cases, all of which
were from Syria. Four other countries reported seizing 77,400
other unidentified barbiturates, 5434 of which were located in
Greece and 71,290 in the United States. The United States au-
thorities seized 589,997 dosage units of unidentified
tranquilizers. 7o
The large family of benzodiazepines was introduced as a
"safer" alternative to, for example, the barbiturates, because
benzodiazepines have less potential for creating dependence.
However, these drugs soon became popular on the illicit mar-
kets, particularly in West African countries. Diazepam, known
most commonly as Valium, was seized in fourteen countries. In
67 Data on file with author.
68 Data on file with author.
li- Data on file with author.
71 Data on file with author.
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all, 710,422 dosage units of Valium were seized, including
575,910 in the United States, 62,641 in C6te d'Ivoire, and 31,306
in Spain. Flunitrazepam (Rohypnol) proved to be the next most
popular drug with 189,690 dosage units seized, 170,317 of them
in Lebanon. Norway also made a large single seizure of 17,445
dosage units, which was smuggled from Thailand in champagne
bottles and cosmetic boxes.7'
There were seizures of smaller quantities of alprazolam,
clonazepam, flurazepam, cloraepam, midazolam, nitrazepam
(70,188 dosage units in Indonesia), oxazepam, temazepam
(12,238 dosage units in the United Kingdom), and triazolam, in
addition to another 54,300 dosage units of unidentified
benzodiazepines. 72 No geographical location has been left un-
touched by these drugs. Secobarbital, another drug that was
once very popular among the West African drug-using popula-
tion but has now been largely replaced by the benzodiazepines,
was seized in three countries: C6te d'Ivoire (91,400 dosage
units), Sudan (1,038 dosage units), and Saudi Arabia (1,361,776
dosage units). The tightening of control by drug producing
countries seems to have had a considerable effect on the availa-
bility of this drug.7 3
In 1992, there were two reported seizures of phenobarbital
concealed in barrels. One seizure was an unknown quantity
found with heroin smuggled from one part of Pakistan; the
other seizure was 100 kilograms sent by a British national work-
ing in a United Kingdom laboratory. Both barrels were destined
for another part of Pakistan. In December 1992, Indian authori-
ties and the General Secretariat held an international confer-
ence on the trafficking of methaqualone, a central nervous
system depressant, in New Delhi, India. During 1992, India
seized over 7.5 tons of methaqualone, the illicit production of
which has had devastating effects on some eastern and southern
Africa countries, so much that it replaced local currencies. 4
During 1992, six African countries-Botswana, Kenya, Swazi-
land, Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe-seized approximately
1.66 million dosage units of methaqualone. Another 15,384 and
149,238 dosage units were seized respectively by Greece and the
United States. South Africa, which had observer status at the
71 Data on file with author.
72 Data on file with author.
73 Data on file with author.
74 Data on file with author.
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New Delhi Meeting, informed delegates that authorities there
had seized 2.8 million dosage units in 1992. 75 The increase in
the amount being produced, as indicated by seizure figures,
continued into 1993 and 1994 with Indian authorities removing
three tons of methaqualone from the illicit trade in one single
case. This drug is mostly produced in India, though there is
some production in South Africa and its neighboring
countries.79
In Poland, 518 laboratories producing compote were disman-
tled, resulting in 1,761,200 mililiters of compote seized. A
methaqualone producing laboratory was seized in Luxembourg,
together with thirty-five kilograms of the finished drug, fifty kilo-
grams of anthranilic acid, and ninety liters of acetic anhydride. 7
Interestingly, it was reported that the laboratory had been oper-
ating in a hotel room. The operator had been sending the drug
to South Africa concealed in tins of five or ten liter capacity.
The total picture for methamphetamine seizures in 1992 is not
as clear, because some of the reports have included ephedrine
as part of the overall seizure figure. For example, Taiwan re-
ported a total of one ton, but this was the combined figure. Ja-
pan seized 163 kilograms, China 576 kilograms, in addition to
ten laboratories and 2779 kilograms of ephedrine, and the Phil-
"* 78ippines 129 kilograms, twelve kilograms of which were "ice.
Ice is the crystallized, more potent form of methamphetamine.
The United States also reported one seizure of twelve kilograms
of "ice," together with 47.5 million dosage units of
methamphetamine and the dismantling of 287 laboratories.79
Norway seized 280 grams of methamphetamine; while this fig-
ure may not seem important when compared with worldwide
figures, it is significant because 200 grams of this drug was
traced to Russia and is the first of its kind recorded in Norway.
Russia reported having seized twelve kilograms of
methamphetamine in 1992; however, it is possible that with the
availability of precursor chemicals in that country, the Norwe-
gian experience may prove to be an insight into what other Eu-
ropean countries may expect in the future. For instance, in
75 Data on file with author.
76 Data on file with author.
77 Data on file with author.
78 Data on file with author.
79 Data on file with author.
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1992, Sweden dismantled one methamphetamine laboratory,
and the United Kingdom dismantled three laboratories.""
Fenetylline still proves to be a problem for Middle Eastern
countries. In 1994, Qatar seized eighty-four dosage units; Jor-
dan 33,553; and Turkey 560,000; all of which were destined for
Saudi Arabia, where an additional 2.3 million tablets were
seized.8"
Almost two tons of khat leaves, a mild stimulant classified
under "other natural drugs," was seized in Europe. In general,
the traffickers included Danish, German, Netherlands, Norwe-
gian, Swedish, and United Kingdom nationals engaged by So-
mali and Ethiopian users of this substance. The majority of
these seizures took place in Sweden (1699 kilograms), with Swit-
zerland, Italy, and Finland accounting for the remainder.8 2
LSD is currently enjoying a new wave of popularity, particu-
larly in Europe with the United Kingdom as the center of activ-
ity. In 1992, The United Kingdom seized 312,114 dosage units;
France seized 128,359 dosage units; and the Netherlands, the
principal source country for Europe, seized 50,002 dosage
units. " Another major source, the United States, seized 3.9 mil-
lion dosage units. Despite the world seizure total of 4.5 million
dosage units, only one laboratory in Germany was reported dis-
mantled with 29,5000 units seized. LSD is trafficked in much
the same way as all other drugs, with similar methods of conceal-
ment being used.84
The postal services remain a favorite method of distribution
due to the light weight of the product and the reduced risk of
detection. In Europe, the "Strawberry" and "Om" designs are
among those most often seized. During 1993, Australia seized
30,173 dosage units (four times as many as in 1991) and New
Zealand seized 22,284 units.85 The drug is cheap and has a
"cleaner" image than it had in the sixties. It is also less potent,
with each dosage unit containing about forty to fifty micrograms
of LSD. MDA and its analogues MDMA and MDEA have all
been marketed to young people as "clean" drugs, in contrast to
other "hard" drugs. Given the common street name of "Ec-
stasy," they do not have a "dirty needle" image and are ex-
80 Data on file with author.
81 Data on file with author.
82 Data on file with author.
83 Data on file with author.
84 Data on file with author.
85 Data on file with author.
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tremely popular with young people attending "acid" or "rave"
parties. If the quantities seized indicate the amounts available,
then this is cause for alarm.
Most of the seizures in 1992 took place in Europe and were
recorded both by weight and by dosage units. Ten European
countries reported seizing 406,000 dosage units of MDMA;
512,000 dosage units of MDEA; and 2,700,0000 dosage units of
MDA. In terms of weight, Germany reported the seizure of 3097
kilograms of Latvian-produced MDA in a single operation. The
Netherlands also seized 776 kilograms of MDA.86 Gram quanti-
ties were seized by Finland (MDMA), Germany (MDMA and
MDEA), Sweden (MDMA), and Australia (MDMA and MDA).
MDA laboratories were dismantled by the United States (two),
Germany (one), and the Netherlands (one). MDMA laborato-
ries were dismantled by the United States (nine), the Nether-
lands (one), and the United Kingdom (two). MDEA
laboratories were dismantled by Hungary (two) and the Nether-
lands (two). The Netherlands, the principal source country for
Europe, seized 2.7 million dosage units. These figures prove
that law enforcement is working hard to eliminate this problem.
The United Kingdom is the second largest Ecstasy center in Eu-
rope; a combined total of just over 825,000 dosage units were
seized there.
Small quantities of the hallucinogenic drug psilocybin were
seized in Germany and the Netherlands. Only two countries
mentioned phencyclidine (PCP): Germany, in connection with
the dismantling of an amphetamine and MDA laboratory; and
the United States, in connection with the dismantling of four
laboratories and the seizure of 47,807 dosage units of PCP. Ana-
bolic steroids are a growing problem in a number of countries
and will continue to be so as long as people in sporting circles
see them as a way to achieve fame and fortune.88 Reports of
seizures of these substances have been received from Austria,
Canada, Finland, and, in particular, Sweden, where many
seizures were made during 1994. The source of anabolic ster-
oids for European countries seems to be Russia and other East-
ern European countries. The United States reported seizing
11 Data on file with author.
87 Data on file with author.
8 See generally Charles E. Yesalis et al., History of Anabolic Steroid Use in Sport and




244,207 dosage units in the same period. 9 The dangers of ana-
bolic steroids are that they are often injected, thereby increasing
the risk of spreading disease, and they are counterfeited in a
number of southeast Asian centers. Consequently, the users are
totally unaware of what they are taking.90
There were very few reports of precursors and essential chem-
icals seized in 1992. In Europe, there were reports of small
quantities of chemicals seized in connection with the disman-
tling of laboratories in Denmark, Germany, Spain, and the
United Kingdom. There were only six reports of chemical
seizures from countries in production or transit areas. These
reports included seizures made by Argentina and Colombia (co-
caine laboratory chemicals); Pakistan, Thailand, and Turkey
(heroin-producing chemicals); and Taiwan (ephedrine for
methamphetamine production). 9'
V. UNITED NATIONS INITIATIVES
A. U.N. RESOLUTION 40/120
In December 1985, the General Assembly of the United Na-
tions requested the Economic and Social Council, in accord-
ance with General Assembly Resolution 39/141 and Resolution
1 (XXXI) of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs, to instruct the
Commission to recommend elements to be included in a con-
vention against illicit traffic in narcotic drugs and psychotropic
substances. 92 The General Assembly also requested the Secre-
tary-General to prepare a draft regarding those elements and to
submit a progress report of completed elements of the draft to
the Commission for further consideration.93
The Assembly also requested that the Secretary-General sub-
mit to the International Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit
Trafficking in 1987 "a report on progress made towards com-
pleting a new convention against drug trafficking."94 The As-
sembly emphasized "the importance of Resolution 2 adopted by
the Seventh United Nations Congress on the Prevention of
Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, approved by the Gen-
89 Data on file with author.
90 See generally GEORGE F. RENGERT, THE GEOGRAPHY OF ILLEGAL DRUGS (1996).
91 See generally RUGGIERO & SOUTH, supra note 41, at 67-97.
92 See Preparation of a Draft Convention Against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and
Psychotropic Substances, G.A. Res. 40/120, U.N. GAOR, 40th Sess., Supp. No. 53,
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eral Assembly in its Resolution 40/32 of 29 November 1985 [.] ,,05
In Resolution 2, the Congress urged that top priority be given to
preparing a new international instrument against illicit drug
traffic. 6
The Congress also recommended that this instrument em-
brace the interests of all countries to ensure the effectiveness of
the instrument in the battle against illicit drug trafficking. 97
The General Assembly further requested the Commission on
Narcotic Drugs "to report to the Economic and Social Council
at its first regular session of 1986 on the results achieved in this
respect during its ninth special session. '"s
B. U.N. RESOLUTION 40/121
In its Resolution 40/121, adopted December 13, 1985, the
United Nation's General Assembly reaffirmed
that maximum priority must be given to the fight against the il-
licit production of, demand for and traffic in drugs and related
international criminal activities, such as the illegal arms trade
and terrorist practices, which also have an adverse effect not only
on the well-being of peoples but also on the stability of institu-
tions, as well as posing a threat to the sovereignty of States ....
[The Assembly acknowledged] the work of bodies of the United
Nations system, in particular the drug-control bodies, in assisting
efforts and initiatives designed to increase international co-oper-
ation, and recommend[ed] that this work be intensified; [and
encouraged] Member States and the relevant bodies of the
United Nations system to provide technical assistance to the de-
veloping countries most affected by the illicit production of, traf-
fic in and use of drugs and psychotropic substances, in order to
combat the problem. . .. "
The General Assembly approved the Secretary-General's plan
to hold an interregional meeting of national drug law enforce-
ment leaders in Vienna pursuant to paragraph 10 of General
Assembly Resolution 39/143.1"" The General Assembly recom-





99 International Campaign Against raffic in Drugs, G.A. Res. 40/121, U.N.





advise the interregional meeting to examine in depth the most
important aspects of the problem, especially those that would en-
hance ongoing bilateral and multilateral efforts, in particular the
preparation of a draft convention against illicit traffic in narcotic
drugs and psychotropic substances and the proposed Interna-
tional Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking, to be
convened by the Secretary-General at the ministerial level, and to
recommend action on, inter alia:
(a) Extradition;
(b) Mechanisms that would enhance interregional co-ordina-
tion and co-operation on a permanent basis;
(c) Modalities of ensuring rapid and secure means of commu-
nication between law enforcement agencies at the national,
regional and international levels;
(d) Techniques of controlled delivery;
(e) Measures to reduce the vulnerability of States affected by
the transit of illicit drugs .... "'
The Assembly encouraged Member States to send representa-
tives with decision-making authority to the interregional meet-
ing.' °2 The Assembly also invited the active participation of
bodies within the United Nations system, the International
Criminal Police Organization, and the Customs Co-operation
Council, and welcomed their technical expertise.'0 3 The Gen-
eral Assembly requested
the Secretary-General to submit to the General Assembly at its
forty-first session an interim report containing the recommenda-
tions of the interregional meeting of heads of national drug law
enforcement agencies and to submit a final report to the Eco-
nomic and Social Council, through the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs at its next session....
[ The Assembly also reiterated] its request to the Secretary-General
to continue to make the necessary arrangements for holding,
within the framework of advisory services, interregional seminars
on the experience gained within the United Nations system in
integrated rural development programs that include the substitu-
tion of illegal crops in affected areas, particularly in the Andean
region .... [Furthermore, the Assembly acknowledged] the vital
role played by the United Nations Fund for Drug Abuse Control
and call[ed] upon Member States to contribute or to continue
contributing to the Fund; [and] call[ed] upon the specialized
agencies and all relevant bodies of the United Nations system ac-
10, Id. at 236-37.
102 See id. at 237.
103 See id.
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tively to implement the present resolution and requests the Sec-
retary-General to report thereon to the General Assembly at its
forty-first session.""
The resolution itself was to be included in the provisional
agenda for the forty-first session."°5
C. U.N. RESOLUTION 40/122
In Resolution 40/122 of December 13, 1985, relating to the
International Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking,
the General Assembly expressed its deep concern over the dam-
aging effects of drug abuse and illicit trafficking, and recognized
its threat to the stability of nations, the well-being of mankind,
the security and development of many countries."0 6 In recogni-
tion of these dangers, the Assembly focused on the dangers
faced by producers, consumers, and transit countries due to the
illegal production of, trafficking in, and demand for drugs.'0 7
Recalling the earlier resolutions and decisions of the Eco-
nomic and Social Council and the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs in the international campaign against narcotic drugs and
psychotropic substances, the Assembly recognized the "special
responsibilities of the United Nations and the international
community to seek viable solutions to the growing scourge of
drug abuse and illicit trafficking[.]"' 08
The Assembly appreciated the Secretary-General's statement
made before the Economic and Social Council on May 24, 1985,
which focused on the gravity, magnitude, and complexities of
the international drug problem.' ° The Assembly recognized
that the
interregional meeting of heads of national drug law enforcement
agencies, to be convened at Vienna in 1986, could make a signifi-
cant contribution to the deliberations of the conference at the
ministerial level proposed by the Secretary-General, [and took]
into account the various reviews of the activities of the United Na-
104 i.
105 See id.
1- See International Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking, G.A. Res. 40/
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tions agencies in the narcotics field that ha[d] already been un-
dertaken and not[ed] with satisfaction the Secretary-General's
designation of the Under-Secretary-General for Political and
General Assembly Affairs as the overall co-ordinator of all United
Nations activities related to drug control. . . . [the Assembly
strongly urged] all States to summon the utmost political will to
combat drug abuse and illicit trafficking by generating increased
political, cultural and social awareness .... [It called upon the
United Nations], the specialized agencies and other organiza-
tions of the United Nations system to give the highest attention
and priority possible to international measures to combat illicit
production of, trafficking in and demand for drugs .... 0
Further, the General Assembly called upon all States to ratify
the Single Convention of Narcotic Drugs of 1961, the 1972 Pro-
tocol Amending the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs of
1961, and the Convention on Psychotropic Substances of 1971,
and to comply with their provisions in the interim.11'
The General Assembly decided to convene a ministerial-level
meeting entitled the International Conference on Drug Abuse
and Illicit Trafficking in 1987
as an expression of the political will of nations to combat the
drug menace, with the mandate to generate universal action to
combat the drug problem in all its forms at the national, regional
and international levels and to adopt a comprehensive multidis-
ciplinary outline of future activities which focuses on concrete
and substantive issues directly relevant to the problems of drug
abuse and illicit trafficking, inter alia:
(a) To consider whether existing mechanisms, whereby exper-
iences, methodologies and other information in law en-
forcement, preventive education, treatment and
rehabilitation, research and development of manpower re-
lating to the prevention and control of drug abuse can be
exchanged, should be improved or, if necessary, comple-
mented by new mechanisms;
(b) To intensify concerted efforts by governmental, intergov-
ernmental and non-governmental organizations to combat
all forms of drug abuse, illicit trafficking and related crimi-
nal activities leading to the further development of na-
tional strategies that could be a basis for international
action;
(c) To create heightened national and international awareness
and sensitivity concerning the pernicious effects of the
110 Id. at 237-38.
111 See id. at 238.
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abuse of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances, pay-
ing due attention to the demand dimension of the drug
problem and to the role of the mass media, non-govern-
mental organizations and other channels of dissemination
of information about all aspects of the drug problem, espe-
cially in the prevention of drug abuse;
(d) To achieve as much harmonization as possible and to rein-
force national legislation, bilateral treaties, regional ar-
rangements and other international legal instruments,
especially as they relate to enforcement and penalties
against those involved in all aspects of illicit trafficking, in-
cluding forfeiture of illegally acquired assets and extradi-
tion, and to develop co-operation in dealing with drug
abusers, including their treatment and rehabilitation;
(e) To make further progress towards eradicating the sources
of raw materials for illicit drugs through a comprehensive
programme of integrated rural development, the develop-
ment of alternative means of livelihood and retraining, law
enforcement and, where appropriate, crop substitution;
0) To control more effectively the production, distribution
and consumption of narcotic drugs and psychotropic sub-
stances with a view to limiting their use exclusively to medi-
cal and scientific purposes, in accordance with existing
conventions, and, in this connection, to underline the cen-
tral role of the International Narcotics Control Board;
(g) To strengthen the United Nations co-ordination of drug
abuse control activities by, inter alia, increasing support for
the United Nations Fund for Drug Abuse Control and to
reinforce regional and other co-operation between Mem-
ber States; [and]
(h) To support strongly current high-priority initiatives and
[programs] of the United Nations, including the elabora-
tion of a convention against illicit traffic in narcotic drugs
and psychotropic substances which considers, in particular,
those aspects of the problem not envisaged in existing in-
ternational instruments ... 112
To this end, the Assembly requested the Secretary-General to
"facilitate co-ordination and interaction between Member States
and the specialized agencies and other organizations of the
United Nations system and, in this regard, to appoint a Secre-
tary-General of the International Conference on Drug Abuse
and Illicit Trafficking at the earliest possible time.""' The As-




sembly also requested the Economic and Social council, to in-
vite the Commission on Narcotic Drugs to coordinate the
Conference." 4 The Commission was asked to submit its report
to the Council at its first regular session of 1986.'15
The Assembly reaffirmed the central role of the Commission
on Narcotic Drugs and summoned all United Nations bodies to
cooperate with preparations for the Conference.1 6 The resolu-
tion requested that the Secretary-General absorb as much cost as
possible within the regular budget for the biennium 1986-87
without hampering ongoing initiatives, programs, and work of
the United Nations in the field of drugs, and to facilitate consid-
eration of the financial implications of the present resolution
through established procedures."17 The General Assembly re-
quested progress reports on the financial arrangements and
preparations for the conference by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, to the Economic and Social Council at its first regular
session of 1986."8
D. U.N. RESOLUTION 40/129
The General Assembly also took the step of addressing strat-
egy and policies for drug control in its Resolution 40/129. The
Assembly recalled two resolutions: (1) Resolution 32/124 of De-
cember 16, 1977, requesting the Commission on Narcotic Drugs
to study the possibility of starting an international program on
drug abuse control strategies and policies; and (2) Resolution
36/168 of December 16, 1981, adopting the International Drug
Abuse Control Strategy and a five-year program proposed by the
Commission on Narcotic Drugs in its Resolution 1 (XXIX) of
February 11, 1981. Pursuant to these resolutions, the Commis-
sion on Narcotic Drugs would constitute the task force to moni-
tor and coordinate the implementation of the International
Drug Abuse Control Strategy and the five-year program." 9 The
Assembly approved the program of action for 1986, the fifth
114 See id. The Conference would be open to the States and would extend the
ninth special session of the Commission at Vienna in February 1986 by one week






119 See Strategies and Policies for Drug Control, G.A. Res. 40/129, U.N. GAOR, 40th
Sess., Supp. No. 53, 116th plen. mtg., at 242-43, 243 n.165, U.N. Doc. A/40/53
(1985).
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year of the five-year program that was to be reviewed by the
Commission on Narcotic Drugs at its thirty-first session.1 21
E. U.N. RESOLUTION 41/125
In a separate exercise, the General Assembly
[took] into consideration that in response to the threat posed by
the drug problem, the international community ha[d] adopted
numerous declarations and initiatives, interregional and re-
gional, multilateral and bilateral, in order to condemn and com-
bat the problem and to achieve its total eradication .... [The
Assembly commended] the valuable contributions of the Secre-
tary-General of the United Nations and the Secretary-General of
the International Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Traffick-
ing to the preparatory work for the Conference and not[ed] the
continuing efforts of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs, the
United Nations Fund for Drug Abuse Control, the International
Narcotics Control Board, the Division of Narcotic Drugs of the
Secretariat, intergovernmental and non-governmental organiza-
tions and the regional commissions.
INO See id. at 242.
121 International Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking, G.A. Res. 41/125,
U.N. GAOR, 41st Sess., Supp. No. 53, 97th plen. mtg., at 183, U.N. Doc. A/41/53
(1986). The following meetings and initiatives illustrate the world-wide attention
given to the problems of drug abuse and trafficking:
The Inter-American Programme of Action against the Illicit Use
and Production of Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances
and Traffic Therein, adopted by the Inter-American Specialized
Conference on Traffic in Narcotic Drugs, held at Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil . . . [Apr. 22-26, 1986]; The Tokyo Declaration entitled
"Looking Forward to a Better Future," issued at the Tokyo Eco-
nomic Summit, held from May 4-6, 1986 (see A/41/354, annex I,
para. 5); The nineteenth Ministerial Meeting of the Association of
South-East Asian Nations, held at Manila [June 23-24, 1986]; The
recommendations of the first Interregional Meeting of Heads of
National Drug Law Enforcement Agencies, held at Vienna [July 28-
Aug. 1, 1986] (see A/41/559, para. 10); The Economic Declaration
of the Eighth Conference of Heads of State or Government of Non-
Aligned Countries, held at Harare [Sept. 1-6, 1986].... The tenth
meeting of senior officials of the States members of the Southeast
Asian Nations on drugs, held at Manila [Sept. 30-Oct. 2, 1986]; The
Puerto Vallarta Declaration, adopted at the Regional Meeting of
Ministers of Justice and Attorneys-General, held at Puerto Vallarta,
Mexico, [Oct. 8-10, 1986] (A/C.3/41/5, annex); The Meeting of
Ministers of Interior and Justice of the 12 member States of the
European Community, held at London [Oct. 20, 1986]; The rec-
ommendations of the Interregional Conference on the Involve-
ment of Non-Governmental Organizations in Prevention and
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The Assembly embraced the Secretary-General's commitment
to cover the cost of the Conference through the regular budget
for the 1986-87 biennium, without hindering ongoing initiatives
and programs of the United Nations in the field of drug
control.1
22
The Assembly, after considering the Secretary-General's re-
port on the status of preparations for the Conference:
1. Request[ed] all States, in reaffirmation of the commitment of
the international community and as an expression of their
political will to combat the threat posed by drug abuse and
illicit trafficking, to give the highest priority to the holding of
the International Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Traf-
ficking at Vienna in 1987 and to participate actively in the
Conference in order to stimulate comprehensive world-wide
co-operative action to combat the drug problem in all it
forms at the national, regional and international levels;
2. [Took] note with satisfaction of the report of the Commission
on Narcotic Drugs acting as the preparatory body for the In-
ternational Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking
on its first session, and of the recommendations contained in
that report, adopted by the Economic and Social Council in
its decision 1986/128, in which it decided, inter alia, that the
preparatory body for the Conference should convene for its
second session immediately following the thirty-second regu-
lar session of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs;
3. Request[ed] the preparatory body for the Conference to com-
plete its work [in] Vienna, in February 1987, particularly the
drafting of the comprehensive multidisciplinary outline of
future activities relevant to the problems of drug abuse and
illicit trafficking, based on comments and modifications pro-
posed by Governments, so that the Conference may consider
it for adoption;
4. Furtherrequest[ed] the preparatory body for the Conference to
report on its work to the Economic and Social Council at its
first regular session of 1987;
5. Reaffirm[ed] the importance of the contribution of the Com-
mission on Narcotic Drugs and request[ed] all States and all
United Nations organs and organizations, as well as non-gov-
ernmental organizations, to co-operate fully with the Com-
mission and with the Secretary-General of the Conference in
Reduction of the Demand for Drugs, held at Stockholm [Sept. 15-
19, 1986] (A/C.3/41/7, annex, para. 84).
Id. at 183 n.100.
122 See id. at 183.
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order to ensure effective preparations for the Conference
and its success;
6. Request[ed] the Secretary-General to report to the General As-
sembly at its forty-second session on the implementation of
the present resolution, particularly with regard to the results
of the International Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit
Trafficking, for consideration under the relevant agenda
item. 121
F. U.N. RESOLUTION 41/126
In its preparation of the Draft Convention Against Illicit Traf-
fic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances, the General
Assembly at its ninety-seventh plenary meeting in December
1986 adopted Resolution 41/126, expressing its appreciation to
the Secretary-General for his effective response to the request
made in paragraph four of Commission on Narcotic Drugs reso-
lution 1 (S-IX). 2 4
The Assembly also
[1.] Expresse[d] its appreciation to the Member States that re-
sponded to the request contained in paragraph 5 of Commission
on Narcotic Drugs resolution 1 (S-IX), in which they were invited
to submit their comments on and/or proposed textual changes
to the draft, and urge[d] all Member States that [had] not yet
done so to comply with this request as soon as possible;
[2.] Request[ed] the Commission on Narcotic Drugs, through the
Economic and Social Council, to continue at its thirty-second
regular session its work on the preparation of a draft convention
against illicit traffic in narcotic drugs and psychotropic sub-
stances in the most expeditious manner, so that it may be effec-
tive, and widely acceptable, and enter into force at the earliest
possible time.
[3.] Request[ed] the Secretary-General to submit to the Interna-
tional Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Drug Trafficking, to
be held in 1987, a report on progress achieved in the prepara-
tion of a new convention against illicit drug trafficking;
12- Id. (citing U.N. GAOR, 41st Sess., U.N. Doc. A/41/665 and addendum pt. 1
(1986)).
124 See Prepartation of a Draft Convention Against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and
Psychotropic Substances, G.A. Res. 41/126, U.N. GAOR, 41st Sess., Supp. No. 53,
97th plen. mtg., at 184, U.N. Doc. A/41/126 (1986). The request was for a draft
of the "Guidance on the Drafting of an International Convention To Combat
Drug Trafficking" to be prepared. The draft contained the elements specified in
paragraph three of that resolution and was to be available to members of the
Commission and other interested governments.
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[4.] Once again urge[d] all States that [had] not yet done so to
ratify and to accede to the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs
of 1961, the 1972 Protocol Amending the Single Convention on
Narcotic Drugs of 1961 and the Convention on Psychotropic
Substances of 1971; [and]
[5.] Request[ed] the Secretary-General to report to the General
Assembly at its forty-second session on the implementation of the
present resolution. 1
25
G. U.N. RESOLUTION 41/127
Simultaneously, the General Assembly inaugurated its Inter-
national Campaign Against Traffic in Drugs in Resolution 41/
127 by noting:
the common concern that exists among peoples of the world re-
garding the devastating effects of drug abuse and illicit traffick-
ing, which jeopardize the stability of democratic institutions and
the well-being of mankind and which therefore constitute a grave
threat to the security and an obstacle to the development of
many countries....
[The Assembly took] into consideration that the problem of illicit
drug traffic negatively affects all producer, consumer and transit
countries, and that there is an urgent need to take joint measures
to combat it, including all aspects relating to illicit supply of, de-
mand for and traffic in drugs....
[The Assembly recalled] its Resolutions 39/142 of 14 December
1984 and 40/121 of 13 December 1985 and other relevant reso-
lutions and decisions of the Economic and Social Council and of
the Commission on Narcotic Drugs adopted to advance the inter-
national campaign against traffic in and abuse of narcotic drugs
and psychotropic substances ....
[The Assembly considered] that, despite the efforts made, the situ-
ation continues to deteriorate, owing, inter alia, to the growing
interrelationship between drug trafficking and transnational
criminal organizations that are responsible for much of the drug
traffic and abuse of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances
and for the increase in violence, corruption and injury to society
126
The Assembly again acknowledged that the elimination of the
drug trade called for shared responsibility in simultaneously at-
tacking the problems of illicit demand, production, distribution,
125 Id. at 184.
126 International Campaign Against Traffic In Drugs, G.A. Res. 41/127, U.N.
GAOR, 41st Sess., Supp. No. 53, 97th plen. mtg., at 184, U.N. Doc. A/41/53
(1986).
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and marketing, and that the attack should be accompanied by
economic and social development programs.' 27 The Assembly
recognized that "transit routes used by international drug traf-
fickers are constantly shifting, and that an increasing number of
countries in all regions of the world, and even entire areas be-
cause of their strategic geographical location and other consid-
erations, are particularly vulnerable to the illicit transit
traffic." 128
Considering that cooperative regional and international ac-
tion was required to reduce States' vulnerability to the illicit
drug trafficking and to provide support and assistance, the As-
sembly commended the work of the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, the International Narcotics Control Board, the Division
of Narcotic Drugs of the Secretariat, and the United Nations
Fund for Drug Abuse Control.1 9
The Assembly acknowledged the need for States to consider
the recommendations of the first Interregional Meeting of
Heads of National Drug Law Enforcement Agencies, held in Vi-
enna fromJuly 28 to August 1, 1986, convened pursuant to Gen-
eral Assembly Resolution 39/143 of December 14, 1984, and
examined the most important aspects of drug trafficking, in-
cluding proposals for the preparation of a draft convention
against illicit drug trafficking.""° Once again, the Assembly rec-
ognized the importance of adherence to existing international
legal instruments, including the Single Convention on Narcotic
Drugs of 1961, and the need to encourage Member States to
ratify and implement these instruments.'
While expressing appreciation for the efforts undertaken by
States to implement U.N. Resolution 40/122 of December 13,
1985, on the convening of an International Conference on Drug
Abuse and Illicit Trafficking in 1987, the Assembly condemned
drug trafficking in each of its illicit forms-production, process-
ing, marketing and consumption-as a criminal activity and re-
quested that all States pledge to a universal struggle to achieve
its elimination.' 32 The Assembly urged States to acknowledge
their share of responsibility for combating the problem and to
encourage mutual collaboration in the struggle against drug
127 See id. at 185.
128 Id,
129 (12 ' Sgee id.





trafficking, in accordance with the relevant international and
national norms.1 33 Another measure adopted by the Assembly
was to call upon all States to "adopt appropriate preventive and/
or punitive measures of a political, legal, economic and cultural
nature so as to bring about social awareness of the pernicious
effects of illicit drug use, and individual and collective rejection
of all kinds of practices that facilitate such illegal use .. .,1
The Assembly invited States to use all possible means to discour-
age domestic and foreign practices that promoted production
and consumption of drugs. 135 The Assembly urged countries
facing problems of drug abuse, especially those most affected, to
give priority to programs that encourage health, fitness, and the
well-being of society, while providing information about drug
abuse, its harms, and ways to fight it for all members of the
community. 13
The Assembly also:
[1.1 Recommend[ed] that concerted efforts be made to promote
co-operation and co-ordination among States, particularly in the
areas of communications and training, with a view to alleviating
the problems associated with illicit transit traffic in narcotic
drugs and psychotropic substances;
[2.] Recommend[ed] ... that the Economic and Social Council
request the Commission on Narcotic Drugs to consider conven-
ing, within available resources, a sessional working group to facil-
itate the exchange of information on experience gained by States
in combating the illicit transit traffic in narcotic drugs and
psychotropic substances;
[3.] Encourag[ed] Member States and the relevant bodies of the
United Nations system, subject to observance of the principles of
national sovereignty and jurisdiction, to provide economic assist-
ance and technical co-operation to the developing countries
most affected by the illicit production of, traffic in and use of
narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances, in order to combat
this problem; [and]
[4.] Express[ed] its appreciation to the Secretary-General of the
United Nations and to the Secretary-General of the International
Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking for their valua-
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While acknowledging the work done by the United Nations
committees, particularly the drug-control bodies, in designing
initiatives to increase international cooperation, the Assembly
noted the first Interregional Meeting of Heads of National Drug
Law Enforcement Agencies' recommendations and requested
that they be considered by the Commission on Narcotic Drugs
at its thirty-second session. The Assembly hoped that the spe-
cific measures required for their implementation could be iden-
tified with a view to their inclusion, for possible adoption, in the
report to be submitted to the Economic and Social Council at its
next session."' The Assembly repeated its request to the Secre-
tary-General to continue making arrangements for interregional
seminars on the experience gained by the United Nations on
integrated rural development programs, including the substitu-
tion of surplus and illegal crops in affected areas.1 39 Further-
more, the Assembly:
[1.] Invit[ed] all States that have not already done so to become
parties to the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs of 1961, the
1972 Protocol Amending the Single Convention on Narcotic
Drugs of 1961 and the Convention of Psychotropic Substances of
1971 and, in the mean time, to [endeavor] to comply with the
provisions of these instruments; [and]
[2.] Acknowledge[d] the vital role played by the United Nations
Fund for Drug Abuse Control and calli[ed] upon Member States
to contribute and/or increase their contributions to the Fund.'40
H. U.N. RESOLUTION 42/111
It is notable that the General Assembly, in its consideration of
Resolution 42/111 of December 7, 1987, on the preparation of
a draft Convention Against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and
Psychotropic Substances, "[e]xpresse[d] its appreciation to and
commend[ed] the Secretary-General for the report submitted
to the International Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Traf-
ficking on progress achieved in the preparation of a new con-
vention against illicit traffic in drugs."'14 ' The Assembly
emphasized "the importance of the appeal made in paragraph 3
138 See id.
"19 See id. (citing U.N. GAOR, 41st Sess., U.N. Doc. A/41/55a, para. 10
(1987)).
' Id. at 185-86.
i'i Preparation of Draft Convention Against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and
Pvychotropic Substances, G.A. Res. 41/111, U.N. GAOR, 42d Sess., Supp. No. 49,
93d. plen. mtg., at 210, U.N. Doc. A/42/49 (1988) (citations omitted).
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of its Declaration" of the International Conference on Drug
Abuse and Illicit Trafficking, in which the Conference "called
for the urgent but careful preparation and finalization, taking
into account the various aspects of illicit trafficking, of the draft
convention against illicit traffic in narcotic drugs and psycho-
tropic substances to ensure its entry into force at the earliest
possible date as a complement to existing international instru-
ments." 14 2 As a progressive measure in this field, the Assembly
welcomed the Intergovernmental Expert Group's report of the
meeting on the preparation of the draft convention, that was
drawn up in accordance with Commission on Narcotic Drugs
Resolution 1 (XXXII) of February 10, 1987, which requested
States to submit their observations on the draft revised by the
Expert Group.'43 The Assembly also requested that the Secre-
tary-General consider the possibility of convening the Intergov-
ernmental Expert Group for the two weeks preceeding the
tenth special session of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs to
further revise the working paper on the draft convention against
illicit trafficking and to reach agreement on the convention if
possible.' 44 It also invited the Commission on Narcotic Drugs to
"consider and, if possible, approve at its tenth special session the
draft convention against illicit traffic in narcotic drugs and
psychotropic substances, and to prepare recommendations on
the next measures to be taken with a view to concluding the
preparation of the convention, including the possibility of con-
vening a plenipotentiary conference in 1988 for it adoption. '145
The Assembly asked the Secretary-General to make arrange-
ments for any agreed plenipotentiary conference convened in
1988, for the signing of the convention against illicit traffic in
narcotic -drugs and psychotropic substances.146 As was tradi-
tional, the Assembly once again urged all States to ratify or to
accede to the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs of 1961 as
amended by the 1972 Protocol Amending the Single Conven-
tion on Narcotic Drugs of 1961 and the Convention on Psycho-
142 Id. (citing U.N. International Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking,
Declaration of the International Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking, at 2,
Part 1 § B, 3, U.N. Sales No. E.87.I.18 (1987)).
143 See id. (citing U.N. ESCOR, 42d Sess., E/Cn.7/1988 (Part II) and Corr. 2
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tropic Substances of 1971. Finally, the Assembly requested the
Secretary-General to report on the implementation of the pres-
ent resolution at the Assembly's forty-third session. 14 7
I. U.N. RESOLUTION 42/112
As another measure taken to ensure the success of the Inter-
national Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking, the
General Assembly adopted Resolution 42/112 in December
1987.14 The Assembly recalled its Resolution 40/122 of Decem-
ber 13, 1985, by which it decided to convene an International
Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking at the ministe-
rial level, at Vienna in 1987, to generate universal action and
combat the international drug problem in all its forms. 49 The
Assembly also recalled Resolution 41/125 of December 4, 1986.
The Assembly referred to the Economic and Social Council de-
cision 1987/127 of May 26, 1987, and the Secretary-General's
report on the International Conference on Drug Abuse and Il-
licit Trafficking, and determined "to strengthen action and co-
operation at the national, regional, and international levels to-
wards the goal of an international society free of drug abuse."'' 50
The Assembly noted the need for an assessment of the follow-
up activities to the Conference and thanked the Government of
Bolivia for offering to act as host for the second international
conference. 15 1 The Assembly also:
1. [Took] note of the report of the International Conference on
Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking, 152 and welcome[d] the
successful conclusion of the Conference, in particular the
adoption of the Declaration 5 and the Comprehensive Mul-
tidisciplinary Outline of Future Activities in Drug Abuse
Control; 154
2. Affirme[d] its commitment to the Declaration of the Interna-
tional Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking as
an expression of the political will of nations to combat the
drug menace;
147 See id.
148 See International Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking, G.A. Res. 42/
112, U.N. GAOR, 42d Sess., Supp. No. 49, 93d plen. mtg., at 211, U.N. Doc. A/
42/49 (1988).
149 See G.A. Res. 41/125, supra note 121, at 211.
150 Id.
151 See id.
152 U.N. Sales No. E.87.I.18, supra note 142.
15' Id.
154 Id. ch. I, § A.
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3. Urge[d] Governments and organizations, in formulating
programmes, to take due account of the framework provided
by the Comprehensive Multidisciplinary Outline of Future
Activities in Drug Abuse Control as a repertory of recommen-
dations setting forth practical measures that can contribute
to the fight against drug abuse and illicit trafficking;
4. Request[ed] the Secretary-General to make available, within
existing resources, an adequate number of copies of the Dec-
laration and the Comprehensive Multidisciplinary Outline of
Future Activities in Drug Abuse Control;
5. Decide[d] to observe 26 June each year as the International
Day against Drug abuse and Illicit Trafficking;
6. Appeal[ed] to Member States to provide additional resources
to the United Nations Fund for Drug Abuse Control as a pri-
ority goal in the follow-up activities to the Conference to en-
able it to strengthen its co-operation with the developing
countries in their efforts to implement drug control [pro-
grams; and,]
7. Request[ed] the Commission on Narcotic Drugs, as the princi-
pal United Nations policy-making body on drug control, to
identify suitable measures for follow-up to the International
Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking and, in this
context, to give appropriate consideration to the report of
the Secretary-General on the Conference .... 155
The Assembly also requested the Secretary-General to report on
the implementation of the present resolution to the Assembly at
its forty-third session.' 56
J. U.N. RESOLUTION 42/113
At this stage, the General Assembly was acutely conscious of
the adverse effects of the global drug abuse problem, including:
the effects on individuals, both physical and psychological; limi-
tations on creativity and development of human potential; and
the effect on States, with the threat to national security and prej-
udice to their democratic institutions, economic, social, legal,
and cultural structures.1 57 It also noted as a result of the grow-
ing interrelationship between drug trafficking and the transna-
tional criminal organizations, those most responsible for much
of the drug traffic, abuse of narcotic drugs and psychotropic
155 G.A. Res. 42/112, supra note 148.
156 See id.
157 See International Campaign Against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking, G.A. Res.
42/113, U.N. GAOR, 42d Sess., Supp. No. 49, 93d.plen. mtg., at 211, U.N. Doc.
A/42/49 (1988).
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substances, and the increase in violence and corruption which
injure society the situation continues to deteriorate. 5 '
The Assembly further recognized and considered the follow-
ing factors:
Recognize[d] the collective responsibility of States for providing
appropriate resources for the elimination of illicit production
and trafficking and of the abuse of drugs and psychotropic
substances,
Recognize[d] also that measures to prevent and control supply
and to combat illicit trafficking can be effective only if they take
into consideration the close link between illicit production,
transit and the abuse of drugs and the social, economic and cul-
tural conditions in the States affected, and that they must be for-
mulated and implemented in the context of the social and
economic policy of States, taking due account of community tra-
ditions, harmonious development and conservation of the
environment,
Recognize[d] once again that transit routes used by drug traffick-
ers are constantly shifting and that an increasing number of
countries in all regions of the world and even entire areas, be-
cause of their geographical location and other considerations,
are particularly vulnerable to the illicit transit traffic,
Consider[ed] that regional and international co-operation is re-
quired in order to reduce the vulnerability of States and regions
to the illicit transit traffic and to provide necessary support and
assistance, particularly to countries hitherto unaffected,
[Took] into account the need to reaffirm the effectiveness of
human, moral and spiritual values for preventing the consump-
tion of narcotic drugs, at the national and international levels,
through information, guidance and educational activities,
Consider[ed] the importance of the United Nations Fund for
Drug Abuse Control in its role as a catalyst in the United Nations
system, and that it has become one of the major sources of multi-
lateral financing for technical co-operation [programs] in the
context of the international campaign against abuse of and illicit
trafficking in drugs and psychotropic substances,
Recognize[d] that the policy adopted by the Fund for the formu-
lation of so-called master plans takes into account the principal
social, economic and cultural factors of countries, as well as their
national and regional [programs], and that in those plans both
donor countries and recipients of technical assistance are actively
15' See id. at 211-12.
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involved in concerted action with a view to combating the prob-
lem at all stages . 1...59
The Assembly took note of the close link between govern-
ments, public institutions, the Fund, and the United Nations De-
velopment Program, in coordination with other organizations of
the United Nations system concerned with controlling abuse of
drugs and psychotropic substances. The Assembly recalled sev-
eral of its resolutions, including Resolution 41/127 of Decem-
ber 4, 1986, and those of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs
and of the Economic and Social Council that advanced the in-
ternational campaign against abuse of and illicit traffic in drugs
and psychotropic substances. 6
The following measures were taken by the Assembly:
1. [Unequivocally condemned] once again drug trafficking in all its
forms-illicit production, processing, marketing and con-
sumption-as a criminal activity, [and] request[ed] all
States to pledge their political will in a concerted and uni-
versal struggle to achieve its complete and final elimination;
2. Urge[d] States to acknowledge that they share responsibility
for combating the problem of illicit consumption, produc-
tion, transit and trafficking and therefore to encourage in-
ternational co-operation in the struggle to eliminate illicit
production and trafficking and abuse of drugs and psycho-
tropic substances, in accordance with the relevant interna-
tional and national norms;
3. [Acknowledged] the constant and determined efforts of Gov-
ernments at the national, regional and international levels
to cope with the increase in drug abuse and illicit drug traf-
ficking and its increasingly close links with other forms of
organized international criminal activities;
4. [Noted] with appreciation the unanimous adoption of the Dec-
laration'61 and the adoption by consensus of the Compre-
hensive Multidisciplinary Outline of Future Activities in
Drug Abuse Control' 62 by the International Conference on
Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking, and [the urging of]
States to carry out the recommendations contained in those
documents in a determined and sustained manner;
5. [Took] note of the First Meeting of Heads of National Drug
Law Enforcement Agencies, African Region, held at Addis
Adaba from 30 March to 3 April 1987, the First Meeting of
159 Id. at 212.
-6 See id.
161 U.N. Sales No. E.87.I.18, supra note 142, ch. I, § B.
162 Id. ch. I, § A.
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Heads of National Drug Law Enforcement Agencies, Latin
American and Caribbean Region, held at Santiago from 28
September to 2 October 1987, and the Meeting of the
Heads of National Drug Law Enforcement Agencies, Asia
and the Pacific Region, held at Tokyo from 30 November to
4 December 1987, and request[ed] the Commission on
Narcotic Drugs to consider their recommendations at its
tenth special session, in order to determine the specific
measures required for implementation thereof, for possible
adoption by the Economic and Social Council at its next
session;
6. Encourag[ed] States to use the meetings of the working
group of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs for the pur-
pose of exchanging experiences in their struggle against
the illicit transit of drugs and psychotropic substances and
to increase regional and interregional co-operation on this
aspect;
7. Reiterat[ed] once again its request to the Secretary-General to
continue to make the necessary arrangements for holding,
within the framework of advisory services, interregional
seminars on the experience gained within the United Na-
tions system in integrated rural development [programs]
that include the substitution of illegal crops in affected ar-
eas, including the Andean region;
8. [Commended] the United Nations Fund for Drug Abuse Con-
trol for the productive work that it has done as one of the
main bodies of the United Nations system providing techni-
cal co-operation in the field of drug abuse control, and en-
courage[d] it to continue its activities, paying particular
attention to requests from developing countries;
9. Cal[ed] upon all States to continue and increase their polit-
ical support of and financial contributions to the Fund, and
encourage[d] its Executive Director to continue systemati-
cally and consistently strengthening the activities of the
Fund in affected countries and regions, so as to enable
them to combat all aspects of the problem effectively;
10. Endorse[d] Economic and Social Council resolution 1987/32
of 26 May 1987;
11. Request[ed] that the Secretary-General . . . take steps to en-
sure that the Department of Public Information of the Sec-
retariat includes in its publications information designed to
prevent the abuse of narcotic drugs, especially by young
people;
12. Call[ed] upon the Governments of countries facing problems
of drug abuse, particularly those most seriously affected, as
part of their national strategy, to take the necessary meas-
ures to reduce significantly the illicit demand for drugs and
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psychotropic substances with the aim of creating in society a
deep respect for its own health, fitness and well-being and
to provide appropriate information and advice for all sec-
tors of their communities with regard to drug abuse, its
harmful effects and the way in which appropriate commu-
nity action can be promoted;
13. Request[ed that] the Secretary-General ... take steps to pro-
vide, within existing resources, appropriate support for
strengthening the Division of Narcotic Drugs and the Inter-
national Narcotics Control Board, including through
redeployment;
14. Request[ed that] the Secretary-General... report to the Gen-
eral Assembly at its forty-third session on the implementa-
tion of the present resolution and decid[ed] to include in
the provisional agenda ... the item entitled "International
campaign against traffic in drugs." '163
K U.N. RESOLUTION 43/120
In December 1988, the General Assembly, as a further mea-
sure towards developing its preparation of a draft convention
against illicit traffic in narcotics drugs and psychotropic sub-
stances, considered document A/43/678 prepared by the Secre-
tary-General on progress achieved in the preparation of the
draft convention. 164 The Assembly also took the following
actions:
[1.] Welcome[d] with appreciation Economic and Social Council
resolution 1988/8, in which it decided to convene the Review
Group in mid-June 1988 at Vienna, with the mandate of continu-
ing the preparation of the draft convention and preparing the
organizational aspects of the Conference of plenipotentiaries for
the adoption of a convention against illicit traffic in narcotic
drugs and psychotropic substances;
[2.] [Took] note with satisfaction . . . the report of the Secretary-
General, and the report of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs
on its tenth special session165 and the recommendations therein,
approved by the Economic and Social Council in its resolution
1988/8 and decisions 1988/118 and 1988/120 of 25 May 1988
and 1988/159 of 26 July 1988, in which it decided, inter alia, to
convene the Conference of plenipotentiaries to adopt the con-
163 G.A. Res. 42/113, supra note 157, at 212-13.
164 See Preparation of a Draft Convention Against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and
Psychotropic Substances, G.A. Res. 43/120, U.N. GAOR, 43d Sess., Supp. No. 49, at
197, U.N. Doc. A/43/49 (1988).
165 See U.N. ESCOR, 43d Sess., Supp. No. 3, U.N. Doc. E/1988/13 (1988).
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vention, and to extend to ten working days the thirty-third ses-
sion of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs in order to allow it to
consider suitable measures to be taken prior to the entry into
force of the convention;...
[3.] Request[ed] the Commission on Narcotic Drugs, as the princi-
pal United Nations policy-making body on drug abuse control, to
identify suitable measures to be taken prior to the entry into
force of the convention; ...
[4.] Urge[d] all States to adopt a constructive approach with a
view to resolving any outstanding differences over the text of the
convention;
[5.] Request[ed] all States, while reaffirming their commitment to
the Declaration of the International Conference on Drug Abuse
and Illicit Trafficking 166 as an expression of the political will of
nations to combat the drug problem, to assign the highest prior-
ity to the Conference of plenipotentiaries and to participate ac-
tively in it, at the highest possible level, for the adoption of the
convention;
[6.] Expresse[d] its appreciation to the Secretary-General, the Com-
mission on Narcotic Drugs and all related organs established by
the Commission, for their effectiveness in responding to its re-
quest to prepare the draft convention;
[7.] Once again urge[d] all States that [had] not yet done so to
ratify or to accede to the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs of
1961, as amended by the 1972 Protocol Amending the Single
Convention on Narcotic Drugs of 1961, and the Convention on
Psychotropic Substances of 1971;
[8.] Request[ed] the Secretary-General to report to the General
Assembly at its forty-fourth session on the implementation of the
present resolution, particularly on the conclusions of the Confer-
ence of plenipotentiaries for the adoption of a convention
against illicit traffic in narcotic drugs and psychotropic
substances. 167
VI. THE USE OF CHILDREN IN NARCOTIC
DRUG TRAFFICKING
The international regulatory regime on narcotic drug traffick-
ing took an interesting turn with Resolution 43/121 168 on the
use of children in the illicit traffic of narcotic drugs and rehabili-
tation of drug-addicted minors. Here, the General Assembly re-
166 See U.N. Sales No. E.87.I.18, supra note 142, ch. I, § B.
67 G.A. Res. 43/120, supra note 164, at 197-98.
];8 See Use of Children in the Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Rehabilitation of
Drug-Addicted Minors, G.A. Res. 43/121, U.N. GAOR, 43d Sess., Supp. No. 49, 75th
plen. intg., at 198, U.N. Doc. A/43/49 (1988).
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called resolutions 41/127 of December 4, 1986, 42/113 of
December 7, 1987, and the relevant resolutions of the Commis-
sion on Narcotic Drugs and the Economic and Social Council
regarding the implementation of the international campaign
against drug abuse and illicit trafficking.169 The Assembly fo-
cused on the provisions of the Declaration of the International
Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking and the guide-
lines contained in the Comprehensive Multidisciplinary Outline
of Future Activities in Drug Abuse Control. 170 The Assembly was
alarmed by the fact that drug-dealing organizations were using
children in their illicit production and trafficking of drugs, as
well as the increase in the number of drug-addicted children.
71
The Assembly was conscious of the physical and psychological
damage inflicted on children by the illicit use of narcotic drugs,
and its effects on children's development and relationship with
family and society. 172 Keeping in mind the Declaration of the
Rights of the Child, the Assembly reaffirmed its resolution 42/
101 of December 7, 1987, stating that children's rights require
special protection and continuous improvement in their situa-
tion, development, and education. 73 While articulating this
premise, the Assembly took the following actions:
1. Strongly condemn[ed] drug trafficking in all its forms, particu-
larly those criminal activities which involve children in the
use, production and illicit sale of narcotic drugs and psycho-
tropic substances;
2. Urge[d] all States to join together in order to establish na-
tional and international [programs] to protect children from
the illicit consumption of drugs and psychotropic substances
and from involvement in illicit production and trafficking;
3. Invite[d] the [g]overnments of those Member States which
are most affected by drug use among their child population
to adopt urgent additional measures, as part of their national
strategies, to prevent, reduce and eliminate drug use by chil-
dren, with the aim of ensuring for children a social and fam-
ily environment that will preserve their health, physical
fitness and well-being;
169 See id.
170 See id. (referring to Report of the International Conference on Drug Abuse and
Illicit Trafficking, Vienna, 17-26June 1987, in U.N. Sales No. E.87.I.18, supra note
142, ch. 1, §§ A, B).
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4. Call[ed] upon all States to promote the adoption, by their
competent legislative organs, of measures providing for suita-
bly severe punishment of drug-trafficking crimes that involve
children;
5. Urge[d] all [g]overnments, competent international organiza-
tions and non-governmental organizations to give high prior-
ity, in their campaigns to prevent drug addiction among
children and to rehabilitate children so addicted, to the dis-
semination of necessary information and the provision of ap-
propriate advice for all sectors of their communities with
regard to the serious effects of the illicit use of drugs among
children, as well as to the promotion of appropriate commu-
nity action;
6. Appeal[ed] to the competent international agencies and the
United Nations Fund for Drug Abuse Control to assign high
priority to financial support for prevention campaigns and
[programs] to rehabilitate drug-addicted minors conducted
by government bodies dealing with such matters, and also
appeal [ed] to all competent international and national agen-
cies to provide all possible support to the non-governmental
organizations engaged in such action;
7. Request[ed] the Secretary-General to ensure that the Depart-
ment of Public Information of the Secretariat includes in its
publications, as a matter of priority, information designed to
prevent the use of narcotic drugs and psychotropic sub-
stances among children. 174
VII. INTERNATIONAL CAMPAIGN AGAINST DRUG
ABUSE AND ILLICIT TRAFFICKING
A. U.N. RESOLUTION 43/122
The General Assembly followed the above work with some
recommendations. The Assembly recalled Resolutions 40/122
of December 13, 1985; 41/125 of December 4, 1986; 42/112
and 42/113 of December 7, 1986; and the relevant resolutions
of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs and the Economic and
Social Council adopted to implement the international cam-
paign against drug abuse and illicit trafficking.' 7- The Assembly
was satisfied with the successful conclusion of the International
Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking, especially
with its adoption of the Declaration "as an expression of the
174 Id.
175 See International Campaign Against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking, G.A. Res.




political will of nations to combat the drug menace, and the
Comprehensive Multidisciplinary Outline of Future Activities in
Drug abuse Control [as] a compendium of recommendations
for implementation."' 176 The Assembly also recognized that the
global problem of illicit trafficking and illicit production and
abuse of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances is a global
problem that continues to have devastating effects on individu-
als and nation States. 7
7
The Assembly emphasized that the connections between drug
trafficking and international criminal organizations, and the vio-
lence and corruption associated with them, as being highly det-
rimental to democratic institutions, national security and
economic, social and cultural structures of States. 178 Thus, a
compelling need exists to ensure the implementation of the
courses of action recommended in the Comprehensive Multidis-
ciplinary Outline, particularly in the areas of education and
public information with regard to the abuse of narcotic drugs
and psychotropic substances. In this context, the Assembly
noted that all countries had the collective responsibility for the
international campaign against drug abuse and illicit trafficking,
as highlighted in the Declaration. 179 The Assembly recognized
that measures used to prevent and control the supply and used
to combat illicit trafficking can be effective only if the measures
take into consideration the close link between this illicit traffic,
including illicit production and abuse, and the social, economic
and cultural conditions in the States affected. 8 ° Such measures
must be formulated and implemented in the context of the so-
cial and economic policies of States, taking into account com-
munity traditions and developments in the conservation of the
environment.' The transit routes used by drug traffickers are
constantly changing, and an increasing number of countries are
particularly vulnerable because of their geographic location and
other considerations.18 2 The Assembly emphasized that in order
to stop the illicit traffic, regional and interregional cooperation,
action, support, and assistance are required to strengthen the
176 Id. (referring to U.N. Sales No. E.87.I.18, supra note 142, ch. I, §§ A, B).
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capability of nation States. 813 The Assembly further noted that
the new convention against illicit traffic in narcotic drugs and
psychotropic substances would greatly enhance the interna-
tional campaign against drug abuse and illicit trafficking.18 4
The Assembly took note of the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs' Resolution 4 (S-X) of February 12, 1988, concerning the
financial and human resources available to the Division of Nar-
cotic Drugs of the Secretariat and the secretariat of the Interna-
tional Narcotics Control Board."8 5  The Assembly also
considered the importance of the United Nations Fund for
Drug Abuse Control as a major source of multilateral funding
and expertise for the drug abuse control efforts of the develop-
ing countries, as well as the Fund's success in fund raising and
its improved operations." 6
Recalling its decision to observe June 26th each year as the
International Day Against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking, the
Assembly took the following actions:
1. [N]ote[d]... the report [in U.N. Document A/43/684] of
the Secretary-General;
2. Reiterate[d] its condemnation of international drug trafficking
as a criminal activity, and encourage[d] all States to con-
tinue to demonstrate the political will to enhance interna-
tional co-operation to stop illicit trafficking in narcotic
drugs and psychotropic substances, including illicit produc-
tion and consumption;
3. Urge[d] all States to take appropriate action in regard to
drug abuse control, in accordance with international drug
control instruments, recognizing the collective responsibil-
ity of States, to provide appropriate resources for the elimi-
nation of illicit production, trafficking and drug abuse, as
set forth in the Declaration of the International Conference
on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking;
4. Acknowledge[d] that, despite serious economic constraints,
particularly in developing countries, Governments continue
to make determined efforts to cope with the increasing
abuse of and illicit traffic in narcotic drugs and psycho-
tropic substances, especially with the destructive activities of
international criminal organizations;
5. Note[d] with satisfaction the valuable work of the meetings of
Heads of National Drug Law Enforcement Agencies, in par-
183 See id.
184 See id.




ticular the Second Meeting of Heads of National Drug Law
Enforcement Agencies, African Region, held at Dakar from
18 to 22 April 1988, the Second Meeting of Heads of Na-
tional Drug Law Enforcement Agencies, Latin American
and Caribbean Region, held at Lima from 12 to 16 Septem-
ber 1988, and the Fourteenth Meeting of Heads of National
Drug Law Enforcement Agencies, Asia and the Pacific Re-
gion, held at Bangkok from 3 to 7 OCtober 1988;
6. Request[ed] that consideration be given to the convening of
regional meetings of heads of national drug law enforce-
ment agencies in regions where they have not yet been
held;
7. Note[d] with satisfaction that the Second Interregional Meet-
ing of Heads of National Drug Law Enforcement Agencies
is to be held in 1989 and encourage [d] it to consider the
reports and achievements of all the regional meetings;
8. Urge[d] the Interregional Meeting to discuss ways and means
of enhancing law enforcement training, especially in those
areas that would require new knowledge and skills for the
implementation of the provisions of the new convention
against illicit traffic in narcotic drugs and psychotropic
substances;
9. Encourage[d] States to use the meetings of the working
group of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs and other fo-
rums for the purpose of exchanging experiences in the
fight against the illicit transit of drugs and psychotropic sub-
stances and to increase regional and interregional co-opera-
tion on this aspect of the drug problem;
10. Reiterate[d] once again its request to the Secretary-General to
continue to make the necessary arrangements for holding,
within the framework of advisory services, interregional
seminars on the experience gained within the United Na-
tions system in integrated rural development [programs]
that include the substitution of illegal crops in affected ar-
eas, including the Andean region;
11. Endorse[d] the Commission on Narcotic Drugs resolution 4
(S-X), the implementation of which is essential for the ade-
quate functioning of the Division of Narcotic Drugs and the
secretariat of the International Narcotics Control Board;
12. Commend[ed] the United Nations Fund for Drug Abuse Con-
trol for the productive work that it has done as one of the
main bodies of the United Nations system providing techni-
cal co-operation and funding in the field of drug abuse
control;
13. Appeal[ed] to Member States to continue to provide addi-
tional resources to the Fund to enable it to continue its ac-
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tivities, giving particular attention to requests for assistance
from developing countries;
14. Once again call[ed] upon the [g]overnments of countries fac-
ing problems of drug abuse, particularly those most seri-
ously affected, as part of their national strategies, to take the
necessary measures to reduce significantly the illicit de-
mand for narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances with
the aim of creating societies that deeply respect health, fit-
ness and well-being, and to provide appropriate informa-
tion and advice on the harmful effects of drug abuse,
through adequate community action, to all sectors of their
communities;
15. Request[ed] the Secretary-General to take steps to ensure that
the Department of Public Information of the Secretariat in-
cludes in its publications information designed to prevent
the abuse of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances, es-
pecially by young people. 87
The Assembly also took note of the report of the Secretary-
General in document A/43/679 and urged governments and or-
ganizations to adhere to the principles set forth in the Declara-
tion of the International Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit
Trafficking;' and to utilize the recommendations of the Com-
prehensive Multidisciplinary Outline of Future Activities in
Drug Abuse Control'89 regarding developing national and re-
gional strategies, particularly by promoting bilateral, regional
and international co-operative arrangements."9 ' The Assembly
further recommended that in implementing the guiding princi-
ples of these agreements, the United Nations intergovernmental
organizations should emphasize the activities identified in the
annex to Economic and Social Council Resolution 1988/9 of
May 25, 1988.191
A request was made of the Secretary-General to use available
resources in reviewing current information systems in the
United Nations drug control units and in developing an infor-
mation strategy with relevant financial implications, and to sub-
mit it to the Commission on Narcotic Drugs at its thirty-third
session. 19 2 The Commission was to advise on the creation of an
information system that would integrate inputs from national,
17 Id. at 199.
I'l See U.N. Sales No. E.87.I.18, supra note 142, ch. I § B.
1'19 See id. ch. 1, § A.





regional, and international sources to facilitate the linkage, re-
trieval, and dissemination of information dealing with all aspects
of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances, and chemicals used
in their illicit processing and manufacturing.19 3
The Assembly invited the Secretary-General to support and
coordinate the United Nations' efforts.194 The Assembly also re-
quested that the Secretary-General ensure continued inter-
agency coordination in drug abuse control activities, in particu-
lar by rotating the venue of inter-agency meetings on coordina-
tion to enhance the Commission's efforts to implement follow-
up activities to the Conference.195 The Assembly asked the
Commission to continue to review the action taken with respect
to the Declaration and the Comprehensive Multidisciplinary
Outline."9 6 Finally, the Assembly requested the Secretary-Gen-
eral to report to the Assembly at its forty-fourth session on the
implementation of the resolution.197
B. U.N. RESOLUTION 44/16
At its forty-third plenary meeting in November 1989, the
United Nations summoned a special session of the General As-
sembly to consider the question of international cooperation
against illicit production, supply, demand, trafficking, and distri-
bution of narcotic drugs; and to expand the scope and effective-
ness of such cooperation."9s The Assembly reiterated its
concern about the serious problem of narcotic drugs and their
devastating effect on individuals and society.'99 The Assembly
noted the Colombian President's statements delivered to the As-
sembly in the forty-fourth session plenary meeting on Septem-
ber 29, 1989,2oo which specifically called for a special session of
the Assembly. 20 ' The Assembly decided to hold a special ses-






198 See Special Session of the General Assembly to consider the Question of International
Co-Operation Against Illicit Production, Supply, Demand, Trafficking, G.A. Res. 44/16,
U.N. GAOR, 44th Sess., Supp. No. 49, 43d plen. mtg., at 25, U.N. Doc. A/44/49
(1989).
199 See id.
200 See Official Records of the General Assembly, U.N. GAOR, 44th Sess., 13th plen.
mtg., U.N. Doc. A/44/PV.13 (1989).
201 See G.A. Res. 44/16, supra note 198, at 25.
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international cooperation against illicit dealings of narcotic
drugs.112 The Assembly requested the Secretary-General to
make the necessary administrative arrangements for the conven-
ing of that special session. °:3
C. U.N. RESOLUTION 44/140
In December 1989, at its eighty-second plenary meeting, the
General Assembly, on the subject of implementation of the
United Nations Convention Against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic
Drugs and Psychotropic Substances, expressed its appreciation
for the Secretary-General's report on the conclusions of the con-
ference of plenipotentiaries that adopted the United Nations
Convention Against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psycho-
tropic Substances in Vienna.2 4 The Assembly thanked the
States that participated in the preparation and adoption of the
Convention and urged those that had not yet ratified it to do so
rapidly so that it could enter into force as early as possible.2 °5
The Assembly urged States to establish legislative and adminis-
trative measures compatible with the spirit and scope of the
Convention, and to apply provisionally the measures enumer-
ated in the Convention, pending adoption by each State. 2 11
The Assembly requested the Secretary-General to modify the
section on the implementation of international treaties and to
review the steps taken by States to ratify the Convention." 7 Fur-
thermore, the Assembly invited the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, the principal United Nations policy-making body on the
subject, to identify measures that should be taken prior to the
Convention's entry into force.2 18 The Assembly further re-
quested the Secretary-General to assign appropriate priority to
provide the Division of Narcotic Drugs of the Secretariat and the
Secretariat of the International Narcotics Control Board with
the necessary resources to carry out the additional responsibili-
ties under the Convention for the biennium 1990_91.209
2) 2 See id.
203 See id.
2 ,4 See Implementation of the United Nations Convention Against Illicit Traffic in Nar-
cotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances, G.A. Res. 44/140, U.N. GAOR, 44th Sess.,








The Assembly urged the Secretary-General to assist States in
establishing the legislative and administrative measures neces-
sary to implement the Convention. 21  All States were asked to
ratify or accede to the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs of
1961, as amended by the 1972 Protocol Amending the Single
Convention on Narcotic Drugs of 1961 and the Convention on
Psychotropic Substances of 1971.211
The Assembly further requested that the Secretary-General
use existing resources, especially the funds available to the De-
partment of Public Information of the Secretariat, "to provide
for, facilitate and encourage public information activities relat-
ing to the Convention and also to disseminate the text of the
Convention in the official languages of the United Nations. 212
The Assembly requested the Secretary-General to report at its
forty-fifth session on the implementation of this resolution.2 1 3
D. U.N. RESOLUTION 44/141
The Assembly next considered its global program against il-
licit narcotic drugs and expressed alarm due to the increase in
drug abuse, production, and trafficking.214 The Assembly noted
that this growth increased the threat to the health and well-be-
ing of millions of people, especially the youth of the world. 5
The concern of the Assembly was that "the evolving drug
problem [was] assuming new dimensions and [was] threatening
the economic, social and political structures of affected coun-
tries, through acts of violence perpetrated against their demo-
cratic institutions and the extensive economic power of illicit
drug organizations. '" 21 6
The Assembly commended the efforts of Colombia to stop
drug trafficking and recognized the importance of support for
such efforts from the international community. 21 v The Assem-
bly welcomed the increasing international attention to these is-
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to increase their efforts and resources to coordinate the interna-
tional fight against narcotic drugs.2 1 The Assembly further rec-
ognized that the collective responsibility of States to campaign
against the demand for, production of, and trafficking in illicit
drugs required intensified international cooperation and joint
action, including the necessary support and assistance to help
States deal with the problem in all its aspects.2 9 The Assembly
expressed appreciation for the work done by the United Nations
and recognized that valuable knowledge, experience, and im-
portant contributions had been made to the international cam-
paign against drug abuse and illicit trafficking, especially by the
Declaration adopted by the International Conference on Drug
Abuse and Illicit Trafficking in Vienna in June 1987.22' The As-
sembly was concerned that, because of the lack of resources, the
United Nations organs were not able to execute several of the
important steps and measures mandated for the biennium 1988-
89.22
1
The Assembly acknowledged that
the recommendations made by the Administrative Committee on
Co-ordination and the Committee for Programme and Co-ordi-
nation at their twenty-fourth series of Joint Meetings, at which
they concluded, inter alia, that the Administrative Committee on
Co-ordination should prepare a system-wide action plan leading
to specific activities to be undertaken by organizations of the
United Nations system, individually and collectively, and that
consideration could be given to the need for the establishment
of additional mechanisms to enhance the effectiveness of the
United Nations system in the field of drug abuse control, [while
recognizing] that the new dimensions taken on by the drug men-
ace will necessitate a more comprehensive approach to interna-
tional drug control and a more efficient and co-ordinated
structure in this field in order to enable the United Nations to
play the central and greatly increased role necessary for coun-
tering this threat.2 2 2
218 See id.
219) See id. at 219-20.
221) See id. at 220 (referring to U.N. Sales No. E.87.I.18, supra note 142, ch. I.,
§ B.). The Assembly also recognized the importance of the Comprehensive Mul-
tidisciplinary Outline of Future Activities in Drug Abuse Control. See id.; and the
conference of plenipotentiaries, held in Vienna from November to December
1988, which adopted the United Nations Convention Against Illicit Traffic in
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances. See E/CONF.82/15 and Corr. 2, 28
I.L.M. 493 (1989).




The Assembly recalled its decision in Resolution 44/16223 of
November 1, 1989, to hold a special session to consider interna-
tional cooperation against narcotic drugs, stressing the impor-
tance of Member States to make the fullest possible
contributions to its preparatory work. The Assembly:
1. Resolve[d] that action against drug abuse and illicit produc-
tion and trafficking in narcotics should, as a collective re-
sponsibility, be accorded the highest possible priority by the
international community and that the United Nations should
be the main focus for concerted action against illicit drugs;
2. Agree[d] to strengthen the capability of the United Nations in
order to achieve more efficient and co-ordinated co-opera-
tion at the international, regional and national levels against
the threats posed by illicit narcotic drugs and psychotropic
substances;
3. Request[ed] the Secretary-General, in his capacity as Chairman
of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination, to co-or-
dinate at the inter-agency level, the development of a United
Nations system-wide action plan on drug abuse control
aimed at the full implementation of all existing mandates
and subsequent decisions of intergovernmental bodies
throughout the United Nations system, using as a guide the
Declaration of the International Conference on Drug Abuse
and Illicit Trafficking and the recommendations in the Com-
prehensive Multidisciplinary Outline of Future Activities in
Drug Abuse Control and for the attainment of this purpose:
(a) Call[ed] upon the Division of Narcotic Drugs of the Sec-
retariat, the International Narcotics Control Board and
its secretariat, as well as the United Nations Fund for
Drug Abuse Control, to consult closely with and contrib-
ute their expertise to the other agencies represented on
the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination in de-
veloping the action plan;
(b) Request[ed] the Administrative Committee on Co-ordi-
nation to include in the action plan, inter alia:
(i) A statement of purposes that defines the overall
goal and denotes specific objectives;
(ii) An outline of concrete activities that each agency
should undertake, within its mandate, ensuring
that there is no duplication or overlap;
(iii) A reasonable time-frame for implementation of
each portion of the action plan;
(iv) A realistic cost estimate for implementing the ac-
tion plan, being mindful that resources are limited
223 G.A. Res. 44/16, supra note 198.
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and that it would be necessary for agencies to focus
priorities, review deployment of resources or ob-
tain, if necessary, from their governing bodies the
authority needed to fulfil their part of the plan;
(c) Request[ed] the Administrative Committee on Co-ordi-
nation to present the action plan to all Member States
no later than 31 March 1990, in order to permit discus-
sion by the Committee for Programme and Co-ordina-
tion at its thirtieth session and by the Economic and
Social Council at its next regular session of 1990;
(d) Request[ed] that the executive heads of United Nations
bodies report annually to the Administrative Committee
on Co-ordination on the progress made in implement-
ing the action plan and that the Administrative Commit-
tee include the same information in its annual report, so
as to enable the Committee for Programme and Co-ordi-
nation and the Economic and Social Council to consider
it, within their respective mandates, and to make appro-
priate recommendations to the General Assembly;
(e) Request[ed] the Administrative Committee on Co-ordi-
nation to make the necessary adjustments to the action
plan annually and to ensure that each agency brings up
to date and revises its related activities annually in order
to meet changing circumstances;
4. Request[ed] the Secretary-General to select a limited number
of experts from developed and developing countries to ad-
vise and assist him for a maximum period of one year, in full
co-operation with United Nations officials, in order to en-
hance the efficiency of the United Nations structure for drug
abuse control, taking into account the ability of the United
Nations to perform its increasing tasks in the light of existing
mandates and of decisions adopted by the General Assembly
at its special session, and to report to the Assembly at its
forty-fifth session;
5. Request[ed] States, without prejudice to the basic criteria that
the General Assembly shall adopt at its special session, to
consider in the preparatory work for that session, inter alia,
the following areas, with the purpose of ensuring that all as-
pects of the problem are adequately addressed in the elabo-
ration of a global programme of action against illicit narcotic
drugs for adoption at the special session:
(a) Giving increased attention to curbing the rising demand
for narcotic drugs by intensified rehabilitative, legal and
preventive measures, including public information and
education;
(b) The possibility of declaring a United Nations decade
against drug abuse, with the purpose of raising public
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awareness through a world-wide campaign against drug
abuse;
(c) The expansion of the scope of international co-opera-
tion in support of rural development programmes and
other economic development and technical assistance
programmes aimed at reducing illicit production and
drug trafficking through the strengthening of economic,
judicial and legal systems;
(d) The full involvement of international, regional and na-
tional financial institutions within their respective areas
of competence in the elaboration of measures to
counteract the negative economic and social conse-
quences of the drug problem in all its aspects, paying
special attention to the characteristics and magnitude of
the conversion and transference of drug-related monies
in the economic systems of countries;
(e) The development of mechanisms to prevent the use of
the banking system and other financial institutions for
the processing or laundering of drug-related money;
(f) An examination of recommendations to enhance the ef-
ficiency of the United Nations structure for drug abuse
control in the most appropriate way to enable the
United Nations to perform its increasing tasks in the
most effective and co-ordinated manner;
(g) The development of recommendations for generating
increased financial resources to the United Nations drug
effort and for ensuring sufficient regular budget re-
sources for the United Nations drug bodies to carry out
their mandates;
(h) The co-ordination of an expanded programme of train-
ing for national narcotics agents in investigative meth-
ods, interdiction and narcotics intelligence;
(i) The feasibility of establishing a reserve pool of exper-
ienced narcotics agents and experts pledged by other
States, whose services States may request for specified pe-
riods of time;
(j) The establishment under the United Nations of a facility
to gather and collate information on the financial flow
from drug-related funds, to be made available to States
at their request;
(k) The feasibility of a United Nations capability that, at the
request of States, would provide training and equipment
for the anti-drug operations of the States to inhibit the
use, interdict the supply and eliminate the illicit traffick-
ing of drugs;
(1) The elaboration of any other appropriate measures
whereby the United Nations can contribute further to
1997]
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concerted international action against illicit narcotic
drugs [.] 224
The Assembly invited States to request that the Secretary-Gen-
eral appoint experts in the various aspects of the drug problem
to further develop the global program. 225 The Assembly then
requested the Secretary-General to give priority to narcotics con-
trol activities in his proposals for the medium-term plan begin-
ning in 1992.2
The Assembly urged States to contribute to the United Na-
tions Fund for Drug Abuse Control or give other support to en-
hance and promote a truly comprehensive global program of
action. 2 27 The Assembly lastly requested that the Secretary-Gen-
eral "transmit the present resolution to the Preparatory Com-
mittee of the Whole for the Seventeenth Special Session of the
General Assembly, which the Assembly established by its deci-
sion 44/410 of 14 November 1989. "1228
E. U.N. RESOLUTION 44/142
The General Assembly expressed deep concern that "the il-
licit demand for, production of, traffic in and use of narcotic
drugs and psychotropic substances has become one of the most
serious dangers to the health and welfare of populations, ad-
versely affecting the political, economic, social, and cultural
structure of all societies. '' 2 ' The Assembly recognized that drug
trafficking destabilizes economies, adversely affects the develop-
ment of countries, and threatens stability, national security, and
sovereignty of States.23 ° The international community's alarm
over the situation led the Assembly to reaffirm the growing con-
nection between drug trafficking and terrorism, as well as to re-
iterate the existence of a collective responsibility from the
224 G.A. Res. 44/141, supra note 214, at 220-21.
225 See id. at 221.
226 See id.
227 See id.
228 Id. (referring to Organization of the Special Session of the General Assembly to
Consider the Question of International Co-Operation Against Illicit Production, Supply,
Demand, Trafficking, and Distribution of Narcotic Drugs with a View to Expanding the
Scope and Increasing the Effectiveness of Such Co-Operation, G.A. Dec. 44/410, U.N.
GAOR, 44th Sess., Supp. No. 49, 55th plen. rntg., at 323, U.N. Doc. A/44/49
(1990)).
229 See International Action to Combat Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking, G.A. Res.
44/142, U.N. GAOR, 44th Sess., Supp. No. 49, 82d plen. rntg., at 221, U.N. Doc.
A/44/49 (1989).
2 0 See id.
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international community to combat drug trafficking. 3 On nu-
merous occasions, the Assembly recognized the serious efforts of
governments through programs for crop substitution, inte-
grated rural development, and interdiction. 32 Nonetheless, the
Assembly concluded that
international economic and technical co-operation has so far
proved inadequate to the task at hand and therefore should be
substantially stepped up[, and considered] that the necessary
steps must be taken to preclude the illicit cultivation of plants
containing narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances, such as
the opium poppy, coca bush and cannabis plant, together with
the manufacture of psychotropic substances not used for indus-
trial, scientific or traditional purposes.233
The Assembly also emphasized the importance of the Interna-
tional Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking unani-
mously adopting the Declaration 234 and the comprehensive
Multidisciplinary Outline of Future Activities in Drug Abuse
Control,235 which represent the proper framework for interna-
tional co-operation in drug control. Moreover, it "welcom[ed]
the efforts made by those countries that produce narcotic drugs
for scientific, medicinal and therapeutic uses to prevent the
channelling of such substances to illicit markets and to maintain
production at a level consistent with licit demand. ''2 6 The As-
sembly recognized that two important deterrents to drug traf-
ficking are the constantly changing transit routes used by drug
traffickers and the growing number of countries around the
world who are particularly vulnerable to illicit transit traffic be-
cause of their geographic location. 237  The Assembly also
recognized
the need for greater international co-operation which would fa-
cilitate the marketing of crop substitution products and the con-
trol of chemical substances used to process illicit drugs and
psychotropic substances, as well as the impact of the social and
economic consequences of drug-money transfers and conversion,
which have an adverse effect on national economic systems[. We




234 See U.N. Sales No. E.87.I.18, supra note 142, ch. I, § B.
235 Id. ch. I, § A.
236 Id.
237 See G.A. Res. 44/142, supra note 229, at 221.
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United Nations in controlling narcotic drugs and psychotropic
substances, which is being seriously impeded by a lack of human
and financial resources. 23 8
In December 1989, the Assembly recalled its Resolution 43/
122 of December 8, 1988, and Resolution 3 of the United Na-
tions conference for the Adoption of a Convention Against Il-
licit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances, held
in Vienna from November 25 to December 20, 1988, which rec-
ognized the urgent need for additional resources, both human
and financial, for the Division of Narcotic Drugs of the Secreta-
riat and the Secretariat of the International Narcotics Control
Board.2 39 The Assembly reiterated the need for significant con-
tribution to curb the problem of narcotic drug traffickers. 240
The Assembly also recognized the importance of its Resolution
43/121 of December 8, 1988, which condemned the criminal
activities involving children in drug dealings. 24' The Assembly
appealed to the "competent international agencies and the
United Nations Fund for Drug Abuse Control to assign high pri-
ority to the study of proposals designed to tackle the
problem. ' 242
Referring to its Resolution 44/16 of November 1, 1989, which
decided to convene a special session to discuss closer interna-
tional cooperation to combat drug abuse and illicit trafficking,
the Assembly voted to:
1. Strongly condemn the crime of drug trafficking in all its forms
and [urge] all States to remain steadfast in their political
commitment to the concerted international struggle to put
an end to it;
2. Endorse Economic and Social Council resolution 1989/20 of
22 May 1989 and [urge] Governments and organizations to
adhere to the principles set forth in the Declaration of the
International Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Traf-
ficking and to apply, as appropriate, the recommendations
of the Comprehensive Multidisciplinary Outline of Future
Activities in Drug Abuse Control;
3. Emphasize that the international struggle against drug traf-
ficking and the abuse and sale of, and illicit traffic in, nar-
cotic drugs and psychotropic substances is a collective
238 Id. at 221-22.
239 See id. at 222 (referring to G.A. Res. 40/122, supra note 106, at 222).
240 See id.
241 See id. (referring to G.A. Res. 43/121, supra note 168, at 198).
242 Id.
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responsibility and that the eradication of the problem re-
quires efficient and co-ordinated international co-opera-
tion, in keeping with the principle of respect for national
sovereignty and the cultural identity of States;
4. Emphasize the connection between the illicit production and
supply of, demand for, sale of and traffic in narcotic drugs
and psychotropic substances, and the economic, social and
cultural conditions of the countries affected;
5. Recognize that the international community, in seeking solu-
tions to the problem of illicit production of, demand for
and trade, transit or traffic in narcotic drugs and psycho-
tropic substances, must take into account the differences
and diversity of the problem in each country;
6. Call upon the international community to provide in-
creased international economic and technical co-operation
to Governments, at their request, in support of program [s]
for the substitution of illicit crops by means of integrated
rural development program[s] that respect fully the juris-
diction and sovereignty of countries and the cultural tradi-
tions of peoples;
7. Recognize the importance of international co-operation in fa-
cilitating trade flows in support of integrated rural develop-
ment program[s] leading to economically viable
alternatives to illicit cultivation, taking into account factors
such as access to markets for crop substitution products;
8. Request countries that produce the chemical substances nec-
essary for the manufacture of narcotic drugs and psycho-
tropic substances to take the initiative in adopting measures
which ensure effective control of the export of such
substances;
9. Request the Secretary-General to undertake as soon as possi-
ble, with the assistance of a group of intergovernmental ex-
perts, a study on the economic and social consequences of
illicit traffic in drugs, with a view to analysing, inter alia, the
following elements:
(a) The magnitude and characteristics of economic trans-
actions related to drug trafficking in all its stages, in-
cluding production of, traffic in and distribution of
illicit drugs, in order to determine the impact of drug-
related money transfers and conversion on national
economic systems; [and]
(b) Mechanisms which would prevent the use of the bank-
ing system and the international financial system in this
activity;
10. Also request the Secretary-General to ask Member States for
their views on the scope and context of such a study, taking
into account the elements set forth in paragraph 9 of the
1997]
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present resolution, and to transmit such views to the group
of experts;
11. Consider that a system should be established to identify the
methods and routes used for the illicit transit traffic in nar-
cotic drugs and psychotropic substances, to enhance the in-
terdiction capability of those States along such routes;
12. Strongly condemn the illicit arms trade that is arming drug
traffickers, causing political destabilization and loss of
human lives;
13. Call upon all States, particularly those with high rates of use
of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances, to take pre-
vention and rehabilitation measures and also increasingly
stringent political and legal measures to eliminate the de-
mand for narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances, and
[call] upon the United Nations and other relevant interna-
tional organizations to devote greater attention to this as-
pect of the problem;
14. Take note with satisfaction of the proposal by the Government
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ire-
land to convene an international conference on drug de-
mand reduction;
15. Recognize that the publication and dissemination of materi-
als which encourage or stimulate the production of and de-
mand for narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances do
not contribute positively to the international action to com-
bat drug abuse and illicit trafficking;
16. Request the Secretary-General to report to the General As-
sembly at its forty-fifth session on the implementation of its
resolution 43/121 and of Economic and Social Council de-
cision 1989/123 of 22 May 1989;
17. Call upon Member States substantially to increase their con-
tributions to the United Nations Fund for Drug Abuse Con-
trol, so that it can expand its programmes;
18. Endorse Economic and Social Council resolution 1989/18 of
22 May 1989;
19. Express its serious concern at the considerable reduction in the
budget and staff of the Division of Narcotic Drugs of the
Secretariat and the secretariat of the International Narcot-
ics Control Board, which threatens their ability to carry out
adequately any additional responsibilities deriving from the
activities which the United Nations must undertake to
tackle the new dimension of the problem of drug abuse and
illicit trafficking;
20. Recommend that the Secretary-General take urgent steps to
ensure the increase of allocations to the Division of Nar-




21. Take note with satisfaction of the results of the Second Inter-
regional Meetings of Heads of National Drug Law Enforce-
ment Agencies;
22. Take note of the reports of the Secretary-General and re-
quest[s] him to report to the General Assembly at its forty-
fifth session on the implementation of the present resolu-
tion and also to prepare on a yearly basis a detailed report
on international drug-control activities reflecting the work
done by the United Nations system to implement the rec-
ommendations of the comprehensive Multidisciplinary Out-
line of Future Activities in Drug Abuse Control; [and]
23. Decide to include in the provisional agenda of its forty-fifth
session an item entitled "International action to combat
drug abuse and illicit trafficking."
243
F. U.N. RESOLUTION 44/29
In December 1989, the Assembly considered measures to pre-
vent international terrorism that endangered or took innocent
human lives and jeopardized fundamental freedoms and to
study the underlying causes of terrorism and acts of violence,
which often lie in misery, frustration, grievance, and despair,
thus causing some people to sacrifice human lives, including
their own, in an attempt to effect radical changes.244
The Assembly was convinced that a policy of firmness and ef-
fective measures should be taken in accordance with interna-
tional law to ensure the end of all acts, methods, and practices
of international terrorism.245 In this context, the Assembly
noted the International Civil Aviation Organization's (ICAO)
ongoing research on the detection of plastic or sheet explosives
and the devising of an international regime for the marking of
such explosives for the purposes of detection. 246 The Assembly
took note of Security Council Resolution 635 of June 14, 1989,
and expressed its confidence that the ICAO work would signifi-
cantly help curb acts of unlawful interference with civil
aviation.24 7
243 G.A. Res. 44/142, supra note 229, at 222-23.
244 See Measures to Prevent International Terrorism, G.A. Res. 44/29, U.N. GAOR,
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G. U.N. RESOLUTION 46/51
The Assembly was concerned about the "world-wide persis-
tence of acts of international terrorism in all its forms, including
those in which States are directly or indirectly involved, which
endanger or take innocent lives, have a deleterious effect on in-
ternational relations and may jeopardize the territorial integrity
and security of States. ' 248 The Assembly pointed out the grow-
ing connection between terrorist groups and drug traffickers
and stressed the importance of States' obligations to ensure that
appropriate law-enforcement measures are taken in response to
the offenses addressed in relevant international conventions. 249
The Assembly was convinced that "international co-operation
in combating and preventing terrorism will contribute to the
strengthening of confidence among States, reduce tensions and
create a better climate among them[, and was m]indful of the
need to enhance the role of the United Nations and the rele-
vant specialized agencies in combating international
terrorism. "25()
"[T]he necessity of maintaining and protecting the basic
rights of, and guarantees for, the individual in accordance with
the relevant international human rights instruments and gener-
ally accepted international standards" was recognized to the ex-
tent that the Assembly reaffirmed "the principle of self-
determination of peoples as enshrined in the Charter of the
United Nations. 25 '
The Assembly noted the efforts and important achievements
of the ICAO and the International Maritime Organization for
"promoting the security of international air and sea transport
against acts of terrorism," and recognized that "the effectiveness
of the struggle against terrorism could be enhanced by the es-
tablishment of a generally agreed definition of international ter-
rorism. '252 The Assembly condemned all acts, methods, and
practices of terrorism as criminal and unjustifiable, wherever
and by whomever committed, including acts that jeopardize
248 Measures to Eliminate International Terrorism, G.A. Res. 46/51, U.N. GAOR,
46th Sess., 67th plen. mtg., U.N. Doc. A/46/51 (1991).
1!41 See id. The Assembly also noted the importance of expanding and improv-
ing international cooperation among States, on various levels, including on a bi-






friendly relations among States and their security. 253 The As-
sembly asked States "to fulfil their obligations under interna-
tional law to refrain from organizing, instigating, assisting or
participating in terrorist acts in other States, or acquiescing in
or encouraging activities within their territory directed towards
the commission of such acts. ' 254 The Assembly also urged States
to fulfil their obligations under international law by taking effec-
tive and resolute measures to quickly eliminate international ter-
rorism and prevent the preparation and organization of
terrorist activities in their territories.255 The Assembly urged
States to ensure the apprehension, prosecution, or extradition
of terrorists.256
The Assembly stated that it was vital for States to cooperate
with each other in exchanging information concerning the pre-
vention and combating of terrorism, to implement the interna-
tional conventions, and to harmonize State legislation with U.N.
conventions. 257 The Assembly appealed to all States to adopt
the international conventions relating to terrorism and
urge[d] all States, unilaterally and in co-operation with other
States, as well as relevant United Nations organs, to contribute to
the progressive elimination of the causes underlying interna-
tional terrorism and to pay special attention to all situations, in-
cluding colonialism, racism and situations involving mass and
flagrant violation of human rights and fundamental freedoms
and those involving alien domination and foreign occupation,
that may give rise to international terrorism and may endanger
international peace and security. 258
The Assembly concluded by firmly calling for the "immediate
and safe release of all hostages and abducted persons, wherever
and by whomever they are being held. 259
H. U.N. RESOLUTION 39/141/ANNEX
In December 1984, the United Nations suggested a Draft Con-
vention Against Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Sub-
253 See id. The Assembly deeply deplored the loss of human lives resulting from




256 See id. The Assembly asked States to endeavor to conclude special agree-
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stances and Related Activities. 21 °  The Preamble to the
Convention reflects the concern of all the States Parties to the
Convention that
illicit traffic in and use of narcotic drugs and psychotropic sub-
stances transcend the sphere of the physical and moral well-be-
ing of mankind and are detrimental to the identity and
integration of peoples, since they constitute a factor of depen-
dence and corruption which undermines their spiritual, cultural,
social and economic values.261
A further concern was that these problems must be dealt with in
the international and cooperative global geopolitics, because
drugs weaken the economies of countries and undermine their
sovereignty, impeding their development.26 2 Parties agreeing to
the Convention declare that illicit traffic in narcotic drugs and
psychotropic substances is a grievous crime against all humanity
under international law, considering:
1.... illicit traffic in and use of such substances are detrimental
to the integrity and identity of our peoples since they undermine
their spiritual, historical and social values, and, as a result of tech-
nical advances in the communications media, unprecedented ex-
pansion in untoward cross-cultural influences, increase in
organized crime and other factors, have reached proportions too
great to be dealt with through the isolated demands and actions
of States,
2. . . . there is clear evidence that illicit trafficking is closely
linked to the designs and actions of some aimed at subverting the
legal order and social peace in our countries in pursuit of their
despicable commercial aims, and that it constitutes a factor of
dependence for developing peoples and impedes economic inte-
gration in keeping with their common interests,
3.... it is clearly established that illicit trafficking operates by
corrupting the political and administrative structures of produc-
ing and consuming countries and undermines the security and
defence of peoples by sapping their military strength and affect-
ing their sovereignty,
4 .... there is a need for international legislation that would
provide a basis for effective action to combat the illicit trafficking
in and use of ... and for punishing those responsible wherever
they may be,
2,, Draft Convention Against Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances
and Related Activities, G.A. Res. 39/141/Annex, U.N. GAOR, 39th Sess., Supp. No.





5.... the volume, magnitude and extent of illicit drug trafficking
and use represent a challenge to society as a whole and constitute
activities threatening the very existence and future development
of human beings and especially affect youth, a key factor for the
development of the peoples of the world,
6.... drug addiction is detrimental to health, one of the basic
assets and inalienable rights of every human being, and whereas
without individual health there is no public health, a fact which
in turn bears upon and determines the economic development
of peoples,
7.... the repeated use of narcotic drugs and psychotropic sub-
stances affects the individual and that, through its biological, psy-
chological and social effects, damages the personality and creates
problems for the family, society and the State,
8.... the illicit use of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances
is taking a very serious and often irreversible toll on youth, which
is the noblest part of the human resources of the world's peoples,
and weakens their capacity for cultural and material progress.263
Article 2 of the Draft Convention states that "[t] rafficking in
narcotic drugs or psychotropic substances is a grave interna-
tional crime against humanity. '264 Illicit activities are defined by
Article 3 as "trafficking, distribution, supply, manufacture, elab-
oration, refining, processing, extraction, preparation, produc-
tion, cultivation, preservation, transport and storage and the
management, organization, financing or facilitating of the traf-
fic in any of the substances or their raw materials referred to in
the present Convention. '"265 Article 4 states that it will be an "ag-
gravating circumstance" if a violator is someone who performs a
public function of any kind.266 Article 5 of the Convention stip-
ulates that the illicit activities discussed shall not be considered
political crimes, for the purpose of extradition.267
Article 6 states that the crimes enumerated in the Convention
are imprescriptible and will be investigated, irrespective of when
the acts were committed. 268 "[I]ndividuals against whom there
exists sufficient evidence of having committed such crimes shall
be sought, arrested, charged and, if found guilty, punished. 2 69
263 Id. at 229-30.
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Article 6 of the Convention stipulates that the parties adopt, in
accordance with their respective laws, any measures necessary to
ensure that no limitations will apply to the prosecution and pun-
ishment of the crimes referred to in Article 3 and part A, para-
graph 2, of Article 10 of the Convention.27 °
Article 7 provides that States will adopt the legislative meas-
ures necessary to ensure implementation of the Convention and
provide for stringent criminal penalties against individuals re-
sponsible for the activities.2 7 ' The duties of international orga-
nizations are specified in Article 8, which requires that the State
or international organizations seek to have the "United Nations
or ... other regional organization take such action as they deem
appropriate, in accordance with the international instruments
governing them, to prevent and suppress the illicit activities enu-
merated in the . . . Convention. ' 72
International cooperation is a critical element of the imple-
mentation of the Convention. States must "cooperate on a bilat-
eral and multilateral basis to prevent and suppress the illicit
activities... [and must] take all necessary measures towards that
end. '12 73 Accordingly, Article 9 requires States to effect the
following:
(a) Ensure that, at the national level, there is co-ordination of
preventive and repressive action against illicit trafficking in
narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances. They may as-
sign responsibility for such co-ordination to an appropriate
agency;
(b) Provide mutual assistance in combating illicit trafficking and
co-operate with each other in identifying, arresting and tak-
ing legal action against those suspected of engaging in such
illicit activities and their accomplices or abettors and also in
seizing and destroying such substances;
(c) Co-operate closely with each other and with competent inter-
national organizations of which they are members in a co-
ordinated effort to combat illicit trafficking, particularly by
collecting information and documents relevant to investiga-
tion with the aim of facilitating the prosecution of the per-
sons referred to in the preceding paragraph, and exchange
such information;
(d) See to it that international co-operation between the rele-
vant agencies is expeditiously carried out;





(e) Ensure that writs for judicial action are transmitted between
countries directly and expeditiously to the organs desig-
nated by the States Parties. This provision shall not prevent
any State party from exercising its right to require that such
writs be transmitted to it through the diplomatic channel or
from Government to Government;
(f) Provide information on illicit activities within their territo-
ries that involve narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances,
including information on the cultivation, production and
manufacture of, trafficking in and use of such substances;
(g) Refrain from enacting legislative provisions or taking meas-
ures of any other kind which might be prejudicial to the in-
ternational obligations which they have assumed with
respect to the identification, arrest, extradition and punish-
ment of individuals guilty of the crimes enumerated in the
present Convention.27 4
Penal provisions are addressed in Article 10, which provides
that the crimes enumerated in the Convention, whether com-
mitted by one or more individuals in one or more countries,
would be considered a distinct offence.2 7 5 Foreign convictions
relating to such crimes will be taken into account to determine
whether the accused is a habitual offender.2 7 6
Crimes committed by both nationals and aliens shall be tried by
the State Party in whose territory the crime was committed, or by
the State Party in whose territory the offender is present if extra-
dition is not authorized under the law of the State Party to which
a request for extradition is made and if the offender has not yet
been tried and sentenced for one of the crimes enumerated in
the present Convention.27 7
All of the crimes listed in Articles 3 and 10, are included
among the extraditable offenses covered by any past or future
extradition treaty.2 78 If a State,
which makes extradition contingent on the existence of a treaty
receives a request for extradition from another State Party with
which it has no treaty, it may, should is so choose, consider the
present Convention as the necessary legal basis for extradition in
274 Id.
275 See id. Offenses will include participation, association, or the attempt to
commit, conspire, or instigate any such crime, as well as the preparation to en-
gage in such crimes. See id.
276 See id.
277 Id.
278 See id. at 230-31.
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respect of the crimes enumerated in article 3 and in part A, para-
graph 2, of the present article. 7
Extradition will also be subject to other conditions established
by laws of the State in which the application is made.28 ° States
not making extradition contingent on the existence of a treaty
"shall recognize the crimes enumerated 
...as extraditable of-
fenses as between them, subject to any conditions laid down by
the law of the State Party to which the application for extradi-
tion is made. ' 281 Article 10 does not affect the principle that
crimes must be prosecuted and punished according to individ-
ual State law. 28 2
The Convention next addresses the issue of judicial jurisdic-
tion of these cases. Article 11 provides that "[a] nyone involved
in any of the activities enumerated in the present Convention
may be tried by a competent tribunal in any of the States in
whose territory an act or acts ... was or were committed, or by
such international criminal tribunal as may have jurisdiction. "283
The Convention requires a fund to be established to help devel-
oping countries affected by the illicit traffic to overcome the
causes of illicit drug activity and to provide them with the ade-
quate means to combat such activities.284 The States agreed "to
entrust the task of overseeing the activities and obligations set
out in the... Convention to the Commission on Narcotic Drugs
and the International Narcotics Control Board of the Economic
and Social Council of the United Nations. '285 Article 15 of the
Convention requires that any disputes relating to the Conven-
tion be submitted to the International Court of Justice, at the
request of either State's Parties.28 6
According to Article 16, the Convention is open for adoption





283 Id. at 231.
284 See id.
The fund shall be constituted by contributions from States which
are Parties to the present Convention on the basis of the method of
assessment used by the United Nations and by voluntary contribu-
tions .... The Fund shall be administered by a Governing Board
composed of an equal number of representatives from each of the
States Parties. Id. (referring to Articles 11 and 12).




and without any limitation as to time.28 7 Ratification instru-
ments must be deposited with the Secretary-General of the
United Nations and will become effective on the tenth day, fol-
lowing the date on which the twentieth instrument is depos-
ited.28  The Convention will then remain in effect for fifty
years. 289
I. U.N. RESOLUTION 39/142/ANNEX
The Annex to the Convention contained a Declaration on the
Control of Drug Trafficking and Drug Abuse 'that focused on
the "purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Na-
tions reaffirm faith in the dignity and worth of the human per-
son and promote social progress and better standards of life in
larger freedom and international co-operation in solving
problems of an economic, social, cultural or humanitarian char-
acter," and took note that "Member States have undertaken in
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights to promote social
progress and better standards of life for the peoples of the
world. 290
The Resolution declares that
the international community has expressed grave concern at the
fact that trafficking in narcotics and drug abuse constitute an ob-
stacle to the physical and moral well-being of peoples and of
youth in particular, [thus reflecting] . . .the awareness of the
international community of the urgency of preventing and pun-
ishing the illicit demand for, abuse of and illicit production of
and traffic in drugs .... 291
The Assembly drew attention to the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, the International Narcotics Control Board, and the
United Nations Fund for Drug Abuse Control, for their valuable
contributions against drug trafficking and abuse.29 2 The Assem-
bly urged States to adhere to the recommendations of these
bodies and then declared:
287 See id.
288 See id. (referring to Articles 16 and 17).
289 See id. (referring to Article 18).
290 Declaration on the Control of Drug Trafficking and Drug Abuse, G.A. Res. 39/
142/Annex, U.N. GAOR, 39th Sess., Supp. No. 51, at 231 101st plen. mtg., U.N.
Doc. A/39/51 (1985). The Declaration set forth in the Annex has been adopted
by the General Assembly as Resolution 142. See id. The Universal Declaration of
Human Rights can be found in G.A. Res. 217(111) (A), U.N. GAOR, 3d Sess., 178th
plen. mtg., U.N. Doc. A/217(III) (A) (1948).
291 G.A. Res. 39/142/Annex, supra note 290.
292 See id.
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1. Drug trafficking and drug abuse are extremely serious
problems which, owing to their magnitude, scope and
widespread pernicious effects, have become an interna-
tional criminal activity demanding urgent attention and
maximum priority.
2. The illegal production of, illicit demand for, abuse of and
illicit trafficking in drugs impede economic and social pro-
gress, constitute a grave threat to the security and develop-
ment of many countries and peoples and should be
combated by all moral, legal and institutional means, at
the national, regional and international levels.
3. The eradication of trafficking in narcotic drugs is the col-
lective responsibility of all States, especially those affected
by problems relating to illicit production, trafficking or
abuse.
4. States Members shall utilize the legal instruments against
the illicit production of and demand for, abuse of and il-
licit traffic in drugs and adopt additional measures to
counter new manifestations of this shameful and heinous
crime.
5. States Members undertake to intensify efforts and to co-
ordinate strategies aimed at the control and eradication of
the complex problem of drug trafficking and drug abuse
through [programs] including economic, social and cul-
tural alternatives. 2 9
3
VIII. THE UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION AGAINST
ILLICIT TRAFFIC IN NARCOTIC DRUGS AND
PSYCHOTROPIC SUBSTANCES
On December 19, 1988, the United Nations adopted the Con-
vention Against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psycho-
tropic Substances ("Convention") .294 The Convention
expressed concern for "the magnitude of and rising trend in the
illicit production of, demand for and traffic in narcotic drugs
and psychotropic substances, which pose a serious threat to the
health and welfare of human beings and adversely affect the
'293 Id. at 231-32.
294 See Implementation of the United Nations Convention Against Illicit Traffic in Nar-
cotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances, G.A. Res. 44/140, U.N. GAOR 3d Comm.,
44th Sess., Supp. No. 49, at 219, U.N. Doc. A/44/49 (1989). See also United Na-
tions Convention Against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances,
U.N. GAOR, Foreign Relations Comm., 1st Sess., S. Exec. Rep. No. 101-15, at 16
(1989), reprinted in U.N. Doc. E/CONF. 82/14.
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economic, cultural and political foundations of society. '29 5 The
Parties adopting the Convention (the "Parties") were also con-
cerned about the steadily increasing presence of illicit traffic in
narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances, and the incalcula-
ble degree of danger caused by the fact that children continued
to be used as illicit drug consumers, producers, distributors, and
traders of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances.
296
The Convention recognized "the links between illicit traffic
and other related organized criminal activities which under-
mine the legitimate economies and threaten the stability, secur-
ity and sovereignty of states," and that "illicit traffic is an
international criminal activity, the suppression of which de-
mands urgent attention and the highest priority.
297
Article 2 of the Convention provided that its purpose was to
promote cooperation among the Parties to more effectively
combat illicit drug trafficking on an international level. 29' To
carry out their obligations under the Convention, the Parties
were required to "take necessary measures, including legislative
and administrative measures, in conformity with the fundamen-
tal provisions of their perspective domestic legislative
systems. "299
Article 3 of the Convention enumerated the following of-
fenses and sanctions, providing that each Party would adopt
measures necessary to establish these acts as criminal offenses
under the domestic law of the Party's individual state:
(a) (i) The production, manufacture, extraction, preparation,
offering, offering for sale, distribution, sale, delivery on
any terms whatsoever, brokerage, dispatch, dispatch in
transit, transport, importation or exportation of any
narcotic drug or any psychotropic substances contrary
to the provisions of the 1961 Convention, the 1961
Convention as amended or the 1971 Convention;
(ii) The cultivation of opium poppy, coca bush, or cannabis
plant for the purpose of the production of narcotic
drugs contrary to the provisions of the 1961 Convention
and the 1961 Convention as amended;
295 S. Exec. Rep. No. 101-15, supra note 294, at 16.
296 See id.
297 Id.
298 See id. at 22.
299 Id.
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(iii) The possession or purchase of any narcotic drug or
psychotropic substance for the purpose of any of the
activities enumerated in (i) above;
(iv) The manufacture, transport, or distribution of [cer-
tain] equipment, materials or of substances . . ., know-
ing that they are to be used in or for the illicit
cultivation, production, or manufacture of narcotic
drugs or psychotropic substances;
(v) The organization, management, or financing of any of
the offences enumerated in (i), (ii), (iii), or (iv) above;
(b) (i) The conversion or transfer of property, knowing that
such property is derived from any offence or offences
established in accordance with subparagraph (a) of this
paragraph, or from an act of participation in such of-
fence or offences, for the purpose of concealing or dis-
guising the illicit origin of the property or of assisting
any person who is involved in the commission of such
an offence or offences to evade the legal consequences
of his actions;
(ii) The concealment or disguise of the true nature, source,
location, disposition, movement, rights with respect to,
or ownership of property, knowing that such property is
derived from an offence or offences established in ac-
cordance with subparagraph (a) of this paragraph or
from an act of participation in such an offence or
offences.
(c) Subject to its constitutional principles and the basic concepts
of its legal system:
(i) The acquisition, possession, or use of property, know-
ing, at the time of receipt, that such property was de-
rived from an offence or offences ...
(ii) The possession of equipment or materials or substances
listed in [the Convention], knowing that they are being
or are to be used in or for the illicit cultivation, produc-
tion or manufacture of narcotic drugs or psychotropic
substances ... .
Those who publicly incite or induce others, by any means, to
commit any of the offenses discussed or to use narcotic drugs or
psychotropic substances illicitly; or who attempt to or actually do
participate in, associate, or conspire to commit, abet, facilitate,
and counsel the commission of such offenses, will be guilty of an
offense under the Convention.?°
300 Id. at 25-26.
301 See id. at 26.
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Subject to its State constitutional principles and legal system,
each Party was required to adopt the measures necessary to es-
tablish as a criminal offense, the possession, purchase, or cultiva-
tion of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances for personal
consumption. °2 Each Party was further required to add sanc-
tions, in the form of deprivation of liberty, pecuniary sanctions,
and confiscation, for the commission of any offenses established
under Article 3 paragraph 1.303
In addition to conviction or punishment, States may also re-
quire an offender to undergo treatment, education, rehabilita-
tion, or social reintegration.3 °4 In minor cases, instead of a
conviction or punishment, states may provide for other meas-
ures, including education, rehabilitation, social reintegration,
and treatment for drug abuse. 0 5
In its discussion of jurisdiction, the Convention requires
States to ensure that their courts and other competent authori-
ties with jurisdiction could take into account aggravating factual
circumstances that would make the offense particularly serious,
including:
(a) The involvement in the offence of an organized criminal
group to which the offender belongs;
(b) The involvement of the offender in other international or-
ganized criminal activities;
(c) The involvement of the offender in other illegal activities fa-
cilitated by commission of the offence;
(d) The use of violence of arms by the offender;
(e) The fact that the offender holds a public office and that the
offence is connected with the office in question;
(f) [T]he victimization or use of minors;
(g) The fact that the offence is committed in a penal institution
or in an educational institution or social service facility or in
their immediate vicinity or in other places to which school
children and students resort for educational, sports, and so-
cial activities;
(h) Prior conviction, particularly for similar offences, whether
foreign or domestic, to the extent permitted under the do-
mestic law of a Party.30 6
302 See id. Knowledge, intent, or purpose, as required for an offense under




305 See id. at 27.
306 Id.
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The Convention further stipulated that the Parties should en-
sure that their domestic laws relating to the offenses established
in the Convention are enforced so as to maximize their effec-
tiveness as a deterrent.'17 The Parties should encourage their
courts and other authorities to consider the serious nature of
the offenses and other circumstances when considering the
early release or parole of convicted persons.0
Each Party was required to "establish under its domestic law a
long statute of limitations period in which to commence pro-
ceedings for any offence established in accordance with [the
Convention], and a longer period where the alleged offender
has evaded the administration of justice.""' Each Party was fur-
ther required to take appropriate legal measures to ensure that
a person charged with or convicted of an offense established by
the Convention and who is found within the State's territory is
present at the criminal proceedings l° To further cooperation
among the Parties,
offences established in accordance with [the Convention] ...
shall not be considered as fiscal offences or as political offences
or regarded as politically motivated, without prejudice to the
constitutional limitations and the fundamental domestic law of
the Parties .... [The Convention] shall [not] affect the principle
that the description of the offences to which it refers and of legal
defenses thereto is reserved to the domestic law of a Party and
that such offences shall be prosecuted and punished in conform-
ity with that law.3 1
Article 4 of the Convention further discussed the issue of ju-
risdiction, requiring that each Party take the measures necessary
to establish jurisdiction over the offenses when:
(i) The offence is committed in its territory;
(ii) The offence is committed on board a vessel flying its flag or
an aircraft which is registered under its laws at the time the
offence is committed ...... 2
Parties may take any necessary measures to establish their ju-




30" Id. at 28.
310 See id.
311 [d.
312 Id. at 35.
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(i) The offence is committed by one of its nationals or by a
person who has his habitual residence in its territory;
(ii) The offence is committed on board a vessel concerning
which that Party has been authorized to take appropriate
action .. provided that such jurisdiction shall be exercised
only on the basis of agreements or arrangements referred to
[in the Convention];
(iii) The offence is one of those established in accordance with
[the Convention] and is committed outside its territory with
a view to the commission, within its territory, of an offence
established in accordance with the [Convention]. 31 3
Each Party was also required to take the measures necessary to
establish jurisdiction over a person committing the established
offenses when the alleged offender is present in its territory and
is not extradited to another state, on the ground:
(i) That the offence has been committed in its territory or on
board a vessel flying its flag or an aircraft which was regis-
tered under its law at the time the offence was committed; or
(ii) That the offence has been committed by one of its nationals
314
Article 5 of the Convention addressed the issue of confisca-
tion, providing that each Party must adopt measures that are
necessary to allow confiscation of proceeds, or property corre-
sponding to the proceeds, narcotic drugs, psychotropic sub-
stances, materials, equipment, or other instrumentalities used in
or intended for use in any manner in the offenses established by
the Convention. 15
Article 5 further provided that "[e]ach Party shall [also]
adopt such measures as may be necessary to enable its compe-
tent authorities to identify, trace, and freeze or seize proceeds,
property, instrumentalities or any other things[, . . .] for the
purpose of eventual confiscation." '16 In order to carry out the
measures referred to in Article 5, each Party was required to
"empower its courts or other competent authorities to order
that bank, financial or commercial records be made available or
be seized. A Party shall not decline to act under the provisions
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Article 6 of the Convention stipulated that each of the of-
fenses under the Convention was "deemed to be included as an
extraditable offence in any extradition treaty existing between
Parties. The Parties [shall] undertake to include such offences
as extraditable offences in every extradition treaty to be con-
cluded between them. '1 8
Furthermore, "[if] a Party which makes extradition condi-
tional on the existence of a treaty receives a request for extradi-
tion from another Party with which it has no extradition treaty,
it may consider [the] Convention as the legal basis for extradi-
tion . ,,.."" The Parties that require some form of legislation in
order to be able to use this Convention as a legal basis for extra-
dition should consider enacting appropriate legislation.""
If the Parties do not make extradition conditional on the
existence of a treaty, then they should recognize these offenses
as extraditable between themselves.321 Extradition is subject to
the "conditions provided for by the law of the requested Party or
by applicable extradition treaties, including the grounds upon
which the requested Party may refuse extradition. ' 322 In consid-
ering extradition requests, the State to which the request was
submitted may refuse to comply when there are "substantial
grounds leading its judicial or other competent authorities to
believe that compliance would facilitate the prosecution or pun-
ishment [of] any person on account of his race, religion, nation-
ality or political opinions," or when such factors would influence
the decision made.3 23 The Parties were further required to ex-
pedite extradition procedures and simplify their evidentiary re-
quirements relating to the established offenses. 24
Subject to state law and extradition treaties and if the circum-
stances urgently warrant, the requesting Party may take a person
in its territory whose extradition is sought or take other appro-
priate measures to ensure such person's presence at extradition
proceedings.2 ' Also, if the State does not extradite the offender
according to the provisions of the Convention, it must submit
the case to its authorities for the purpose of prosecution, unless









such action is prejudicial to the criminal jurisdiction or as other-
wise agreed with the requesting Party.326 If the Party that re-
ceived the request refuses extradition because the person
sought is a national, then it should "consider the enforcement
of the sentence which has been imposed under the law of the
requesting Party ... 327
The Parties may wish to enter "bilateral and multilateral
agreements to carry out or to enhance the effectiveness of extra-
dition."328 They may also enter agreements based on a general
or case-by-case basis regarding the return of sentenced offenders
back into the state in which they were originally sentenced so
they may complete their sentences there. 29
IX. ICAO INITIATIVES
On February 25, 1957, the Air Navigation Commission (the
"Commission") in its twenty-fourth session considered ICAO's
invitation for comments from States about the transportation of
opiates and derivatives in first-aid kits in aircrafts on interna-
tional flights."" The ICAO specifically requested comments on
the following issues:
(a) Is it believed necessary to carry opiates or drugs containing
opiates and their [respective] derivatives in the first-aid kits
of aircraft for use in case of emergency . . . or in the kits
carried by airlines for the relief of passengers suffering from
certain diseases?
(b) Do the regulations in a country prohibit the carriage of
drugs containing opiates or their derivatives in limited quan-
tities in first-aid kits on board aircraft on international
flights? If so, under what safeguards would you allow such
drugs to be carried?
(c) Do the regulations of that country prohibit a qualified crew
member from administering subcutaneous or intravenous in-
jections in case of emergency on international flights?" '
Substantive replies were received from twenty-eight con-
tracting States, plus the Belgian Congo and Netherlands Antil-
326 See id. at 49-50.
327 Id. at 50.
328 Id.
329 See id.
330 See ICAO, Aviation Medicine, Working Paper No. G-WP/2372, at 1 (July 3,
1957) [hereinafter ICAO, Aviation Medicine].
331 Id. at 1-2.
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les. 132 In addition, three States (Burma, Guatemala, and
Mexico) either acknowledged receipt or had no comments
about the ICAO State Letter.3113 Recommendations were also re-
ceived from the United Nations European Office, Division on
Narcotic Drugs, International Federation of Airline Pilots Asso-
ciation (IFALPA), the Aero Medical Association, and the Air
Transport Association (ATA) through the United States
government. 34
A. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF INTERNATIONAL NARCOTIC CONTROL
In 1957, the Commission noted that any use, carriage, or
transportation of narcotics was subject to international laws.3 35
The Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) Division of Nar-
cotic Drugs, referring to the ICAO State Letter, had indicated
that ICAO's discussions, decisions, or regulations would be im-
portant to the Commission in connection with their preparation
of a new Single Convention to codify all international treaties
relating to narcotic drugs. 36
The Commission also noted that:
[t]he international regulations on narcotic drugs consist of a
complex system of nine Conventions under.., the supervision of
ECOSOC and its Committee on Narcotic Drugs. They [were] di-
rected at establishing international control of all drugs causing
addiction and the application of certain principles as regards the
manufacture, prescription, sale, and traffic of narcotic drugs.
These [had] generally been introduced into national regulations
to prevent any abuse and illicit traffic .... There [was] neverthe-
less some lack of uniformity in the detailed application as not all
States are parties to all Conventions. [It was believed that the]
codification of all existing treaties into a single Convention,
planned by ECOSOC, in the near future, [would] promote uni-
formity. In principle, there [was] no intent in the international
regulations to restrict the legitimate use of opiates or narcotic
drugs for medical purposes and in case of emergencies. A
number of States [had] adopted specific legal provisions for the
carriage of such drugs in aircraft first-aid kits .... Other States
believe[d] that effective control of their contents [was] difficult
so as to prevent any possibility of abuse.337
332 See id. at 2.
See id.
334 See id.





The Commission believed that opiates and other restricted
substances carried on board were generally subject to the laws of
the State of Registry.33 For example, substances can only be
obtained for legitimate, medical, or scientific purposes and in
controlled, limited quantities, by medical prescription, or from
an authorized source. 39 A record must be kept to record use
and replacement of the drugs.340 In order to prevent misuse,
first-aid kits should be locked; opiates or similar drugs should be
kept in a sealed container within the first-aid kit; and a record
should be kept detailing the quantity, name of product, manu-
facturer, date of prescription, dispensing agency, and signature
of the person responsible for the drug's use and control. 41
One of the significant achievements of the Commission was its
conclusion that the phrases "opiates and derivatives," "narcot-
ics," and "narcotic drug" should include "opium, coca leaves,
their alkaloids and preparations or derivatives therefrom,
whether prepared from substances of vegetable origin or by
means of synthesis, or their combinations, and other synthetic
drugs liable to produce addiction and controlled by interna-
tional narcotic regulation. 342
The Commission concluded that the difficulties reported by
some countries might have been caused by "a lack of uniformity
of national laws and practices [that] developed under a complex
system of international narcotic Conventions ... The Com-
mission further concluded that it would be possible to eliminate
the existing differences and difficulties if the States could agree
to some certain principles for effective control and safeguards
against abuse. 44
The ICAO Council adopted the recommendations of the Air
Navigation Commission and decided:
(a) States should be informed of the Commission's study re-
garding the transportation of opiates and derivatives in
first-aid kits aboard international flights. The "Recom-
mendation in 6.2 (a) of Annex 6 continues to be satisfac-
tory and . . . the carriage of opiates and derivatives in
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(b) Foreign carriers should be permitted to carry first-aid kits
with contents as described in Annex 6 "on international
flights, under control, according to international narcotic
laws and subject to satisfactory safeguards against abuse,"
and to notify ICAO when they do not permit this.3 45
The Council invited ECOSOC and the World Health Organiza-
tion (WHO) to study the related "medical and legal problems,
in particular the application of efficient safeguards against
abuse and of uniform principles under which opiates or other
drugs might be used and carried in first-aid kits on board air-
craft, in an effort to promote uniformity under existing laws and
to avoid difficulties. '3 1 46 It was also agreed that the studies
should consider any factors affecting international civil aviation,
including the safety of persons on board and relief in the case of
flight emergencies or accidents. 47
The Air Navigation Commission recognized that there were
three points to consider in deciding whether the carriage of
opiates in first-aid kits was desirable. 4 The first question was:
Is the carriage of opiates in aircraft first-aid kits desirable? The
Commission concluded that it was desirable. 49 The second
question was: Should carriage of the substances be permitted?
From the Commission's standpoint, the answer was yes; how-
ever, the Commission recognized that the issue was complicated
by the fact that the international movement of drugs was subject
to international narcotics control."' The Commission felt that
all it could do at the time was to inform contracting States of the
present study, especially about the implication in Annex 6 al-
lowing foreign operators to carry the substances in their first-aid
kits, and to request States to notify the Organization of any dif-
ferences between their state laws and Annex 6.35'1 To further
promote uniformity, the Commission also invited States,
ECOSOC, and WHO to study the related legal and medical
problems, especially the issues dealing with safeguards, abuses,
and uniform principles for carriage of first-aid kits on board air-
3I5 Id. (citing ICAO, First-Aid Kits to be Carried in Aircraft, Working Paper No.
AN-WP/1984, at 1 (Dec. 18, 1958) [hereinafter ICAO, First-Aid Kits 11]).
Mt4 Id.
'447 See id.
348 See ICAO, First-Aid Kits to be Carried in Aircraft, Working Paper No. AN-WP/






craft.-5 2 The third question asked whether qualified crew mem-
bers should be allowed to administer narcotic drugs in
emergencies. State regulations and practices differed; thus, the
Commission concluded that States should be asked to adopt the
practice of the State of Registry of the aircraft.3
53
The Council's 1957 Annual Report to the Assembly advised
that in the light of States' replies to ICAO's letter inviting com-
ments on the carriage of opiates and derivatives in first-aid kits
on board aircraft on international flights, indicated that Annex
6 (suggesting that first-aid kits should contain analgesics and
narcotics) was acceptable; however, more uniformity in its prac-
tical application was still needed. 54
The ICAO considered what action it could take on a number
of other medical and health problems in aviation, including the
carriage of sick persons, pregnant women, live animals, and
dead bodies; pollution of food and drinking water on board;
and removal of refuse from aircraft. 55 A majority of Council
members concluded that these problems were better left to
other organizations, particularly WHO and the International Air
Transport Association (IATA) .15  The Secretary-General was
asked to monitor developments with those organizations to en-
sure that their actions would not unnecessarily interfere with
ICAO's Facilitation Program. 57
The Air Navigation Commission of ICAO later noted that in
1958, ECOSOC had recommended to governments to "take all
necessary measures to prevent the misuse and diversion" for il-
licit purposes of narcotics drugs carried on board aircraft, par-
ticularly "by ensuring that such drugs were kept in sealed or
locked containers accessible only to authorized persons and that
adequate records of supply and use, and of stocks, of narcotic
drugs would be maintained by the carriers concerned," and that
"such records and stocks would be subject to regular inspec-
tion. 135 In turn, the ECOSOC requested the Secretary-General
to invite the views of the International Criminal Police Organiza-
352 See id.
353 See id.
354 See ICAO, Annual Report of the Council to the Assembly for 1957, Working Paper




358 ICAO, First-Aid Kits I, supra note 348, at 3. ECOSOC accepted ICAO's invi-
tation to study the problem. See U.N. ESCOR, 26th Sess., U.N. Doc. E/Res/689
(XXVI) (1958), reprinted in ICAO, First-Aid Kits I, supra note 348, app. A at 7.
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tion (Interpol) about what safeguards should be taken to pre-
vent the diversion of illicit drugs and asked the Commission on
Narcotic Drugs to advise ECOSOC about whether further meas-
ures should be recommended to governments. 59
The Air Navigation Commission first dealt with the subject of
carriage of opiates in first-aid kits when it considered how to
overcome the difficulties experienced by States in the applica-
tion of Annex 6."" It was these discussions, when reported to
the Council, that resulted in the Council's invitation to the
ECOSOC and WHO to study various aspects of the drug
problem.
As noted above, in Resolution 689F, adopted at its twenty-
sixth session in July 1958, ECOSOC had requested the Secretary-
General to invite the views of the Interpol about what safeguards
should be taken to prevent diversion of illicit drugs.3 6 If the
WHO's study supported the carriage of narcotic drugs in first-
aid kits on aircraft engaged in international flights, the Secre-
tary-General was asked to report on the legal problems
involved. 62
Pursuant to this request, the WHO, with the assistance of a
consultant with wide experience in aviation medicine and air
carrier problems, concluded that it was desirable to carry a lim-
ited amount of narcotics in aircraft first-aid kits.363 The WHO
commented on a number of medical aspects that might be
taken into consideration to prevent abuse. The United Nations
Legal Office also verified that although drugs carried in first-aid
kits were not exempted from narcotic treaties, the import certifi-
cate and export authorization system did not apply to drugs car-
ried under appropriate safeguards in first-aid kits for emergency
cases, as long as they did not cross the customs lines at points of
transit or destination." 4
The WHO report, the U.N. Secretariat's legal opinion, and
the administrative measures proposed by Interpol to prevent di-
version of drugs for illicit purposes were all considered by the
United Nations Commission on Narcotic Drugs at its fourteenth
See U.N. Doc E/RES/689 XXVI, supra note 358, at 7.
: See ICAO, First-Aid Kits II, supra note 345, at 1.
361 See ICAO, First-Aid Kits 1, supra note 348, at 7.
36,2 See id. This report was to be prepared in consultation with the Secretariats
of the ICAO and the WHO. See id.
30 See 1959 U.N.Y.B. 264, U.N. Sales No. 60.1.1.
364 See 1960 U.N.Y.B. 396, U.N. Sales No. 61.1.1.
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session in April/May 1959.365 On the basis of the Narcotic Com-
mission's recommendation, the ECOSOC, at its twenty-eighth
session in July 1959, unanimously adopted Resolution 730G
(XXVIII). 36 6 In the Resolution, the U.N. Secretary-General was
invited
in co-operation with [ICAO] and [WHO], and in consultation
with [Interpol], to prepare and to distribute to Governments in
sufficient time for consideration at the fifteenth session of the
Commission on Narcotic Drugs, a set of requirements essential to
ensure proper use of narcotic drugs and to prevent their abuse
and diversion for illicit purposes, such requirements to be recom-
mended to Governments as a basis for the control of the carriage
of narcotic drugs in first-aid kits on board aircraft engaged in
international flight.36 v
Accordingly, ajoint Secretariat Working Group of the U.N. Divi-
sion of Narcotic Drugs, WHO, ICAO, and Interpol met in Ge-
neva in January 1960 to prepare a set of requirements under
which opiates or similar drugs may be carried in aircraft first-aid
kits on international flights for use in emergencies.
The U.N. Commission on Narcotic Drugs later discussed and
approved the Inter-Secretariat report at its fifteenth session in
May 1960.368 Thereafter, the ECOSOC at its thirtieth session in
July 1960 unanimously adopted Resolution 770E (XXX), as rec-
ommended by the Commission on Narcotic Drugs. 69 The Reso-
lution included recommendations to States about the carriage
of narcotic drugs in first-aid kits of aircraft engaged in interna-
tional flights and suggested safeguards to prevent abuse.
In view of the ECOSOC recommendations aimed at eliminat-
ing the difficulties experienced by States, the Air Navigation
Commission of ICAO considered whether any further action by
ICAO was necessary or whether the subject should be deleted
from its Work Program. 7 1
At its thirty-ninth session, the General Assembly adopted Res-
olution 39/143 on International Campaign Against Traffic in
365 See 1959 U.N.Y.B., supra note 363, at 260, 264.
366 See id. at 264.
367 Id. at 268.
3 6 See 1960 U.N.Y.B., supra note 396, at 390.
369 See id. at 393.
370 See id. at 396-98.
37, The ECOSOC in U.N. Resolution 770E (XXX) made certain recommenda-
tions to governments about safeguards to prevent abuse as a result of the carriage
of narcotic drugs in first-aid kits of aircraft engaged in international flights. See
1960 U.N.Y.B., supra note 396, at 393.
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Drugs, which called upon the specialized agencies to actively par-
ticipate in its implementation. " In December 1984, the Secre-
tary-General addressed a letter to the Executive Heads of
specialized agencies and requested their cooperation to control
the abuse and illicit trafficking of narcotic drugs.173 Because of
the large percentage of illicit narcotic drugs and psychotropic
substances believed to be carried by air, the United Nations Divi-
sion of Narcotic Drugs further requested the cooperation of the
ICAO in this field.3 74
The ICAO's activities in narcotics control became significant
in November 1984 when a representative of ICAO attended the
eleventh meeting of Operational Heads of National Narcotics
Law Enforcement Agencies, Far East Region (HONLEA).375 In
February and September 1985, an ICAO observer attended the
third and fourth sessions of the Enforcement Committee of the
Customs Cooperation Council (CCC)3 76 to discuss matters of
narcotics law enforcement, and the United Nations Ad Hoc In-
ter-agency meetings on coordination in matters of international
drug abuse control. 77
At the CCC's informal meeting on June 11, 1985, the Council
gave preliminary consideration to the ICAO's constitutional
mandate on the suppression of illicit air transportation of nar-
cotic drugs and psychotropic substances 7.3 7  The meeting was
significant because of the ICAO's obligations under the 1948
agreement between the U.N. and ICAO.3 79 According to the
agreement, the Organization is obliged to help establish effec-
tive coordination of the activities of specialized agencies and
those of the U.N °80 Specifically, the ICAO agreed to consider
formal recommendations made by the U.N. and to provide the
U.N. with all required information. 38 1 Also, Resolution 39/143
("International Campaign Against Traffic in Drugs") called
372 See ICAO, The Role of ICAO in the Suppression of Illicit Transportation of Narcotic
Drugs by Air, Working Paper No. C-WP18099, at 1 (Oct. 21, 1985) [hereinafter




376 The CCC is now known as the World Customs Organization.
377 See id.
.17 See id.
379 See id. at 2 (referring to ICAO, Agreement Between the United Nations and the
International Civil Aviation Organization, Doc. No. 7970 (May 13, 1947)).




upon the specialized agencies of the U.N. to actively implement
the Resolution.8 2 ICAO is required to study the problem of
suppression of illicit transport of narcotic drugs and psycho-
tropic substances.8
The Chicago Convention contained six provisions regarding
international air law that may be relevant for the control and
suppression of drug trafficking:3 4
(1) Article 10-If all aircraft coming from abroad land only at
designated customs airports and depart only from such air-
ports, the control of illicit transport would be greatly
facilitated.
(2) Article 13-Clearance and departure of cargo are subject to
the regulations of the contracting States whose territories are
involved; the movement of any specific cargo is subject to
the legal regulations and effective control of the States
concerned.
(3) Article 16-The contracting States have the right to search
aircraft of other contracting States on landing or departure;
obviously, the same right is applicable for the search of air-
craft of their own registry.
(4) Article 23-The customs and immigration procedures affect-
ing international air navigation should be in accordance
with the practices established or recommended from time to
time pursuant to the Convention; that clearly is reflected in
the procedures established in Annex 9 to the Convention;
however, the predominant provisions in this field are en-
acted by States through their immigration and customs legis-
lation, the latter being co-ordinated internationally through
the Customs Co-operation Council. Annex 9 deals with cus-
toms and immigration procedures but mainly in order to en-
sure that the procedures used are efficient and do not
interfere with the speedy clearance of aircraft and their
loads.
(5) Article 35 (b)--Each contracting State has the right, for rea-
sons of public order and safety, to prohibit the carriage in or
above its territory of certain articles; it is within the legislative
power of the contracting States to adopt an unconditional
interdiction on the carriage of narcotic drugs and psycho-
tropic substances into or over their territory and to establish
measures for enforcing such legislation.
(6) Article 37 (j)-It is within the legislative function of the ICAO
Council to adopt standards, recommended practices and
382 See id. at 1.
383 See id. at 2.
384 See id.
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procedures dealing with customs and immigration, import
and export of specific articles." 5
These Chicago Convention articles should be read in con-
junction with Article 22 of the Convention, under which each
contracting State agreed to "adopt all practical measures to facil-
itate and expedite air navigation and to prevent unnecessary de-
lays to aircraft, crews, passengers and cargo. These
requirements are further specified in Annex 9. "1386
A proposal that Annex 9 contain provisions urging aeronauti-
cal authorities to extend all possible assistance to the suppres-
sion of drug trafficking would be out of context with the
character of Annex 9.387 Annex 9's objective should be pre-
served, not diluted by inclusion of provisions that seem to run
counter to it. 8 Nonetheless, recognition of ICAO's coopera-
tion with drug trafficking control could be made by including
text in the Annex to:
(1) [p] rovide that any special inspection procedures required in
the control of narcotics traffic be accomplished speedily,
with efficient equipment, without inconvenience to passen-
gers and in such a way as to ensure the timely clearance of
aircraft and their loads on arrival and departure[;J
(2) [p]oint out that most seizures of narcotics and related sub-
stances in illicit traffic result from police and drug enforce-
ment intelligence rather than from routine inspection and
consequently that sampling rather than exhaustive methods
of inspection are to be preferred. 8
Two other international organizations, Interpol and the CCC,
have a direct responsibility in the suppression of illicit traffic in
narcotic drugs.".. Interpol influences national legislation and
d85 ht. (citing Convention on International Civil Aviation, Dec. 7, 1994, 15
U.N.T.S. 295).
"8( Id. at 3.
387 See id. Annex 9 aims at overcoming obstacles to the rapid clearance of air-
craft and their loads.
488 See id.
I'd hl. On June 17, 1985, the CCC recognized that "the proper balance be-
tween the needs of customs enforcement and the facilitation of legitimate trade
and travel can best be achieved if customs enforcement is selective and intelli-
gence based and that it is therefore essential that every effort be made to develop
and exploit the best possible intelligence." Id. at 3 n.1. Another ICAO program
that could be affected by ICAO activities related to "illicit trafficking in narcotic
drugs and psychotropic substances is Aviation Security (Annex 17 and the Secur-
ity Manual Doc 8973); however the protected interest in the aviation security
program is aviation itself." Id. at 3.
391 See id. at 4.
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coordinates the work of police world-wide to eradicate sources
of raw material, processing and refining facilities, and aides in
the apprehension and prosecution of offenders. 9 1
The [CCC] has, for many years, been concerned with the sup-
pression of smuggling narcotics and psychotropic substances
within its general competence to deal with customs matters. Its
main instrument in this field is the International Convention on
mutual administrative assistance for the prevention, investigation
and repression of customs offences, signed in Nairobi in 1977.
The "Nairobi Convention," as it is called, contains specific refer-
ences to illicit traffic and an Annex (Annex X) dealing with
assistance in action against the smuggling of narcotic drugs and
psychotropic substances. These provisions are designed to com-
plement those of [prevailing treaties on narcotic drugs.] The
CCC is also developing with the International Air Transport Asso-
ciation a Memorandum of Understanding between the two orga-
nizations containing guidelines for both customs authorities and
airlines to follow to help prevent illicit traffic of drugs on board
aircraft. 92
The word "smuggling," as defined by the Nairobi Convention,
applies to all modes of transport. The information exchanged
by customs administrations pursuant to the Convention extends
to all forms of transport involved with the smuggling of narcotic
drugs or psychotropic substances. 93 Surveillance assistance cov-
ers vehicles, ships, aircraft, and other means of transport reason-
ably believed to be used for smuggling into the territory of the
requesting state.394
The CCC's main deliberative organ in these matters is its Com-
mittee on Customs Enforcement. The current work [program]
of this Committee in the area of narcotics smuggling includes
exchanges of information on [couriers], their routes and perti-
nent traffic trends, development of catalogues of enforcement
aids and places of concealment (in co-operation with INTERPOL
and the U.N. Division of Narcotic Drugs), investigative tech-
niques (undercover work), seminars and training [programs]
and action to monitor and pre-empt financial transactions relat-
ing to narcotics smuggling. A recent recommendation of the
CCC adopted on the proposal of its Enforcement Committee
seeks "to secure the fullest co-operation of airline and shipping
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and travel industries to assist the international Customs commu-
nity in suppression [of] the illicit traffic in narcotic drugs and
psychotropic substances.
39 5
In light of the above, it appears that the ICAO can at least play
the following role:
(a) Monitor the preparation of the draft convention against the
illicit traffic in narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances in
order to ensure inter alia that international civil aviation in-
terests are not penalized by objective liability or responsibil-
ity unless there is a specific criminal involvement of the
carrier or his staff;
(b) Formulate and adopt as required technical specifications re-
lated to civil flight operations;
(c) Develop as required guidance materials;
(d) Co-operate with the United Nations Division of Narcotic
Drugs and other international organizations through consul-
tation and attendance at meetings;
(e) Ensure that facilitation measures and measures directed to
control the illicit traffic of drugs do not have an unnecessa-
rily negative impact on each other so as to maintain the sepa-
rate thrusts of these [programs].,396
Another important area that requires discussion is the "Facili-
tation Aspects of Narcotics Control." World organizations have
addressed this important area of concern. In 1985, the ICAO
Council, at its 18th meeting of the 116th session, considered the
role of ICAO in the suppression of illicit transport of narcotic
drugs by air. 9 v The Council requested that the Air Transport
Committee study the need for guidance material to ensure that
facilitation measures and measures for control of the illicit traf-
ficking do not unnecessarily impact each other or hamper pro-
gress in the implementation of the programs. 98
ICAO's facilitation program aims at the rapid and efficient
clearance of aircraft and their loads and the simplification,
standardization, and improvement of all formalities and
paperwork required for border control. There are two ques-
tions at issue: whether the measures for controlling illicit traf-
ficking might conflict with the provisions of Annex 9 and
hamper facilitation progress; and conversely, whether Annex 9
395 Id.
396 ld. at 5-6.
397 See ICAO, Action of the Council, 116th Session, Doc. No. 9480-C/1092, at 16
(Sept. 13-Dec. 20, 1985).
398 See ICAO, Role of ICAO, supra note 372, at 6.
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might unnecessarily interfere with measures directed to control
the illicit trafficking.
From the ICAO's perspective, the main international instru-
ments for controlling narcotics and trafficking are the Single
Convention on Narcotic Drugs, New York 1961, as amended by
the 1972 Protocol; the Convention on Psychotropic Sub-
stances-Vienna 1971; and Annex X to the Nairobi Conven-
tion.3 99 The first two conventions recognize the competence of
the United Nations in the international control of drugs, by en-
trusting the Commission on Narcotic Drugs of the ECOSOC
and the International Narcotics Control Board with specific
functions.
The conventions prohibit the production, manufacture, ex-
port, import, trade, possession, and use of all listed drugs, ex-
cept in quantities necessary for medical use and scientific study.
The drugs referred to are listed in a series of schedules that may
be amended from time to time by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs, subject to review by the ECOSOC, at the request of a
contracting State or the WIO. The Board monitors the produc-
tion, movement, and use of narcotic drugs, using a system of
licensing associated with estimates and statistical reports that al-
low it to quickly discover any illicit trading. Participating states
adopt appropriate penal provisions, make arrangements for the
seizure and confiscation of drugs in illicit traffic, and cooperate
on the international level to campaign against illicit trafficking.
State authorities concerned with the suppression of traffick-
ing recognize that it is impractical to do exhaustive searches and
control all movements of passengers and cargo. Instead, they
also perform random checks of passengers, baggage, and cargo,
as well as thorough examinations and searches of specific targets
on the basis of intelligence reports and observations. Authori-
ties consider this strategy to be the most cost-effective approach.
The majority of seizures result from intelligence reports rather
than routine inspections. In 1985, the CCC urged that customs
enforcement and facilitation of legitimate trade and travel was
best balanced by keeping customs enforcement selective and in-
telligence based; therefore, every effort should be made to de-
velop the best possible intelligence.400
399 See International Convention on Mutual Administrative Assistance for the Preven-
tion, Investigation and Repression of Customs Offenses (1977) (administered by the
CCC).
400 See ICAO, Role of ICAO, supra note 372, at 3 n.1.
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Random searches rarely cause facilitation problems. Annex 9
recommends this practice in a number of provisions dealing
with passengers;4"' with cargo;4 "" and with transit traffic.4 '" The
other pertinent provisions of Annex 9 deal with the use of effec-
tive search and screening equipment.40 4
Similar provisions of the World Customs Organization
(WCO) Kyoto Convention also support the above Annex 9 pro-
visions.40 5 The WCO has supported the development of proce-
dures which demonstrate its concern for facilitation
requirements, notably through the dual-channel baggage clear-
ance system;" and through Recommended Practice 10 and Ap-
pendix I to Annex F.3 to the Kyoto Convention. The Kyoto
Convention's Annex F.3 specifies that Customs Authorities shall
normally apply Customs control of travellers only on a selective
or sampling basis (Standard 7);47 that personal searches "shall
be carried out only in exceptional cases and when there are rea-
sonable grounds to suspect smuggling or other offenses" (Stan-
dard 8);48 that unaccompanied baggage "shall be cleared under
the procedure applicable to accompanied baggage or under an-
other simplified Customs procedure" (Standard 16); that the
Customs formalities for departing travellers "shall be as simple
as possible and eliminated when this is feasible" (Standard 40);
and that "transit passengers who do not leave the transit area
shall not be required to pass through any Customs control," ex-
cept when a customs offense is suspected (Standard 46).
The question that arises is whether the actions of Customs
and other authorities concerned with the suppression of narcot-
ics trafficking could interfere with facilitation requirements
40) See Annex 9 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation Concerning Stan-
dards and Recommended Practices-Facilitation 3.17, 3.17.1, 3.29, 3.30, 6.27 (10th
ed. 1997) [hereinafter Annex 9].
402 See id. 4.12, 4.13, 4.22, 4.28, 4.46.
40-1 See id. It 5.1, 5.5, 5.8. See generally ICAO, 1985 Review of the Status of Imple-
mentation of Annex 9, Working Paper No. AT-WP/1467, at 10-20, (Nov. 26, 1985)
[hereinafter ICAO, 1985 Review].
404 See Annex 9, supra note 401, 7 6.15, 6.16.
405 See World Customs Organization, Handbook: International Convention on the
Simplification and Harmonization of Customs Procedures, Annex F-3 (May 18, 1973)
(visited Nov. 11, 1997) <http://www.unece.org/trade/kyoto> [hereinafter Kyoto
Convention].
406 See Annex 9, supra note 401, 3.17.1, app. 5. See also Kyoto Convention,
supra note 405; ICAO, Role of ICAO, supra note 372, at 10.





when their actions are based on intelligence searches rather
than on routine sample inspections. For passenger searches, au-
thorities must keep lists of names of persons closely or remotely
connected with narcotics trafficking, smuggler personality
profiles, origins, destinations, itineraries, routes, carriers, places
of concealment, and methods of smuggling.4 0
Enforcement authorities should match the names of travellers
with lists of suspected persons and may sometimes demand pas-
senger manifests, which are no longer a requirement for aircraft
clearance.411 Authorities' efforts to require the manifests as a
control document have been successfully countered by pointing
out the limitations of the manifests; for example, passenger
manifests show only family names, resulting in a number of un-
related people with the same family name travelling on the same
aircraft. Inaccuracies also exist due to spelling errors, last min-
ute changes, last minute boardings, and the fact that smugglers
rarely travel under their real names. These limitations have
been recognized by the WCO in Recommended Practice 13 of
Annex F.3 to the Kyoto Convention, which provides that
"[r] egardless of the mode of transport used, a list of travellers or
a list of their accompanying baggage should not be required for
Customs purposes.14 12 Accordingly, the need for passenger lists
will be more satisfactorily met by the examination of Embarka-
tion/Disembarkation (E/D) cards and passports, and by the use
of machine readable passports. The latter offers strong discour-
agement against passport alteration, forgery, or counterfeiting,
as it will allow efficient and rapid matching of passenger data
with lists of suspects.
The control methods used with cargo searches involve the cat-
aloguing of suspect shippers and consignees; the identification
of controlled or prohibited substances; the detection of unusual
or improbable trade relationships (such as the shipment of
chemical substances by industrial equipment or parts manufac-
turers); and the detection of tampering with aircraft or
shipments.
Methods used by customs and other drug enforcement au-
thorities to control cargo movements may lead to a demand for
cargo manifests, baggage lists, stores lists and detailed mail lists,
the use of which has either been eliminated or discouraged in
410 See id.
41 See Annex 9, supra note 401, 2.6, 2.6.1, 2.3, 2.4.2.
412 Kyoto Convention, supra note 405.
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various provisions of Annex 9.413 Again, the authorities' require-
ments will be better met by an examination of commercial in-
voices, export declarations, and air waybills, which contain all
the information required in original and accurate form.414 The
issue dealing with mail is discussed in Annex F.4 to the Kyoto
Convention; 415 possible amendments would have to be agreed
upon by the customs authorities and the Universal Postal Union.
Control has generally become more difficult by the diversion
of listed drugs, precursors, and essential chemicals from interna-
tional commerce.4 1" Most of these substances have various in-
dustrial applications for which there is a legitimate trade, as in
the pharmaceutical industry, for manufacture of pigments, for
lubricants and plastics, and for processing waxes, oils, scents,
gums and alkaloids. However, they can also be used to manufac-
ture narcotic drugs. They tend to have complex names that are
not readily meaningful to customs officers and, as a rule, they
have no obvious identifying characteristics, often taking the
form of a colorless and odorless liquid or powder. A reasonably
comprehensive list of the substances concerned contains up to
one hundred complex scientific names, in addition to more
than one hundred substances that are listed in the schedules to
the New York and the Vienna Conventions.
Another problem for the control authorities is the "designer
drugs" that only require slight manipulations of the chemical
structure of listed narcotics. The formulae can be varied at will
and because the modified substances are not formally listed or
described in the conventions, this complicates the task of prose-
cuting traffickers.
These new substances are increasing the pressure on enforce-
ment authorities to require carriers to produce advance docu-
mentation giving detailed information on all shipments. In the
December 1985 meeting in Vienna, the United Nations Expert
Group on Countermeasures Against Drug Smuggling by Air and
Sea recommended that governments be encouraged to ensure
the provision of cargo manifests as far in advance as possible of
413 See An nex 9, supra note 401, 2.7, 2.8, 2.8.1, 2.9, 2.10, 2.11.
414 See id. 4.8, 4.9, 4.11, 4.15, 4.16, 4.17, 4.18, 4.19, 4.23, 4.24.
415 See Kyoto Convention, supra note 405.
416 A precursor is a product used as a nucleus, reagent or solvent, which can be
used for producing drugs covered by the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, New
York, 1961, and the Convention on Psychotropic Substances, Vienna 1971. Examples
of precursors and essential chemicals are acetic anhydride, which is used in the
production of heroin, and ethyl ether, which is used for cocaine.
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the arrival of any aircraft or vessel at its port of destination, espe-
cially with respect to container traffic.
In surface transport, particularly in shipping, advance docu-
mentation does not present a particular problem because the
shipping documents usually arrive well ahead of the consign-
ments. However, because of the speed of air transport, advance
shipment documentation can only be arranged through the use
of electronic data processing.4 1 7
To cope efficiently with growing volumes of freight traffic, air-
lines have developed improved methods of handling, process-
ing, and customs clearance. These methods involve the use of
computer and communication networks linking freight forward-
ers and brokers with airlines and customs offices, thereby ensur-
ing immediate transmission of essential information and
replacing obsolete documents with machine readable
evidence.418
The World Customs Organization (WCO) is presently en-
gaged in a joint project with JATA to develop an interface be-
tween airline and customs computers. The objective is to
establish a communications system with instantaneous notifica-
tion to the customs office of the destination airport from when a
shipment departs for that airport. The customs office at the des-
tination airport can then plan and arrange for rapid and effi-
cient clearance of the cargo following its arrival.
A related development that will assist drug enforcement au-
thorities to meet their objectives without hindering the clear-
ance of aircraft and their cargo is the completion of the CCC's
work on classification. A new commodity description and cod-
ing system has been developed by the CCC, harmonizing the
Brussels Nomenclature (1950) with the Standard International
Trade Classification (SITC) and other less utilized but impor-
tant nomenclatures. An International Convention on the Har-
monized Commodity Description and Coding System developed
by the CCC was to be applied from January 1, 1987. The new
system will facilitate the proposed interface between airline and
customs computers. In order to accelerate the process, IATA
417 See Annex 9, supra note 401, 4.4, 4.5, 4.5.1, 4.6, 4.7.
418 As reported to the Committee in connection with the triennial review of
the implementation of Annex 9, recent studies by UNCITRAL have confirmed
the acceptability of machine readable data as evidence in legal proceedings. See
ICAO, 1985 Review, supra note 403, at 13.
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will merge its own Commodity Classification System (used for
rate-making purposes) with the Harmonized System.
The remaining question is what are drug enforcement author-
ities expected to do in circumstances of high volume operations
where the amount of suspected smuggling is such that the au-
thorities cannot rely on random or sampling checks, thereby ne-
cessitating exhaustive inspections. A related problem is the
inspection of cargo in containers. Recent information reveals
that there is an increasing use of regular and volume cargo ship-
ments for the smuggling of narcotics, as well as the use of perish-
able and refrigerated goods as a decoy, such as flowers,
vegetables, frozen meat, and fish, which are given priority and
minimum formalities for customs clearance. In the case of these
container loads, the inspection of one or more containers may
cause major clearance delays; inspection of particular consign-
ments or unit loads within the containers also presents similar
problems.
The only effective methods for the systematic inspection of
high volume passenger and cargo operations (apart from the
use of trained dogs) requires the use of modern, sophisticated
techniques, including machine readable passports; X-ray bag-
gage scanners; bar-code baggage tag scanners (for matching pas-
sengers with their baggage); and advanced methods of detecting
weapons and narcotics, such as mass spectroscopy, chemilumi-
nescence, and low-energy neutron bombardment. Some of
these methods are very expensive and will tax the resources of
even the most advanced States. For instance, a cargo container
examination system based on mass spectroscopy has already
been developed to rapidly determine the presence of weapons
or narcotics in a container only by sampling the air within the
container, which can be examined from a sealable window.
Other methods (e.g., digital X-ray images, dual-energy radiogra-
phy, nuclear magnetic resonance, various tuned-frequency laser
beams, and advanced biotechnology techniques) are still in the
experimental stages.
B. ICAO ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION A 27-12
At its twenty-seventh session, held in September and October
1989, the ICAO Assembly adopted Resolution A 27-12, recogniz-
ing the enormity of drug abuse and illicit trafficking.4 "9 The
Resolution urged the ICAO Council to give the highest priority
419 See Assembly Resolutions in Force, ICAO Doc. 9662, at 1-36 (Oct. 4, 1995).
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to adopt concrete measures to prevent and eliminate the use of
illicit drugs by international civil aviation staff.42° The Resolu-
tion also urged the Council to continue its work to prevent illicit
transport of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances.4 2' A
fortiori, the Assembly called upon contracting States to continue
their efforts to prevent the illicit trafficking of drugs by air and
to take appropriate legislative measures to ensure that the crime
of illicit transportation of narcotic drugs by air is punishable by
severe penalties.422 Contracting States were also urged by this
Resolution to become parties to the United Nations Convention
of 1988.423
X. OTHER RECENT EFFORTS OF THE UNITED NATIONS
One of the General Assembly's most significant steps in the
international campaign against drug trafficking was its pro-
nouncement in December 1984, where the Assembly recalled
Resolutions 36/132 of December 14, 1981, and 38/93 of De-
cember 16, 1983, which acknowledged economic and technical
constraints impeding developing countries from combating the
production and trafficking of illicit drugs.4 24 The Assembly rec-
ognized the need for greater efforts to reduce trafficking.425
The Assembly also considered "the activities of the Commission
on Narcotic Drugs and the International Narcotic Control
Board," and appreciated "the action being taken by the United
Nations Fund for Drug Abuse Control in providing financial re-
sources and support for integrated development [programs], in-
cluding the replacement of illicit crops in affected areas. "426
The Assembly reaffirmed the need to improve and maintain re-
gional and interregional cooperation and coordination, espe-
cially in law enforcement, to eliminate drug trafficking and
abuse.427
There was concern that despite the significant national efforts
deployed to stop trafficking, especially by the Latin American,
Caribbean, and Asian countries, the illicit trafficking had actu-




424 See International Campaign Against Traffic in Drugs, G.A. Res. 39/143, U.N.
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ally noticeably increased.4 2' The Assembly was "[a]ware of the
serious impact on the life and health of peoples and on the sta-
bility of democratic institutions resulting from the illicit produc-
tion, marketing, distribution and use of drugs," and recognized
that, "to root out this evil, integrated action was required for
simultaneously reducing and controlling illicit demand produc-
tion, distribution and marketing. ' 429 The Assembly further
noted that action to eliminate the illegal cultivation and traffick-
ing of drugs must be accompanied by economic and social de-
velopment programs to replace illegal crops in a manner to
conserve and improve the environment and quality of life.43
The Assembly recognized the "dilemma of transit States which
are seriously affected, both domestically and internationally, by
drug trafficking, stimulated by demand for and production and
use of illicit drugs and psychotropic substances in other coun-
tries. ' 431 The Assembly was aware of the need for a coordinated
strategy at the national, regional, and international levels to
cover countries with illegal users, producers, and transporters in
the world-wide distribution and marketing circuit to eliminate
drug trafficking and drug abuse.4 2
The Assembly recognized the importance of ratifying interna-
tional drug control treaties, and it:
1. [Took] note of the report of the Secretary-General;
2. Reiterate[d] that urgent attention and highest priority
should be given to the struggle against the illicit production
of, demand for, use of and traffic in drugs;
3. Call[ed] upon Member States... to ratify the international
drug control treaties and ... make serious efforts to comply
with the provisions thereof,
4. Reiterate[d] the importance of integrated action, co-ordi-
nated at the regional and international levels, and ... to
step up efforts and initiatives designed to establish, on a
continuing basis, co-ordinating machinery for law enforce-
ment in regions where this does not yet exist;
5. Recommend[ed] that the highest priority be given to the
preparation of specific technical and economic co-opera-
tion [programs] for the countries most affected by the illicit








6. Also recommend[ed] that appropriate priority be given to
the adoption of measures designed to solve the specific
problems of transit States through joint regional and inter-
regional efforts;
7. Urge [d] Member States with available resources and experi-
ence to increase their contributions for combating the ille-
gal production of and illicit traffic in drugs and drug abuse,
in particular in the countries most affected and where the
problem is most serious;
8. Encourage[d] Member States to contribute or to continue
contributing to the United Nations Fund for Drug Abuse
Control so as to enable it to increase its support of drug
abuse control [programs];
9. Request[ed] the Economic and Social Council .. . to con-
sider the legal, institutional and social elements ... of com-
bating drug trafficking, including the possibility of
convening a specialized conference;
10. Request[ed] the Secretary-General to ensure that appropri-
ate steps are taken to implement paragraph 5 (c) of resolu-
tion 37/198 and that a meeting of heads of national drug
law enforcement agencies is convened in 1986;
11. Also request[ed] the Secretary-General to ... [arrange] in-
terregional seminars to study the... United Nations system,
in particular by the United Nations Fund for Drug Abuse
Control, and by Member States in integrated rural develop-
ment [programs] for replacing illegal crops;
12. Call[ed] upon the specialized agencies and all other rele-
vant bodies of the United Nations system to participate ac-
tively in the implementation of the present resolution;
13. Request[ed] the Secretary-General to report to the General
Assembly at its fortieth session on the implementation of
the present resolution;
14. Decide[d] to include in the provisional agenda of its forti-
eth session the item entitled "International campaign
against traffic in drugs. 433
In December 1993, at its eighty-fifth plenary meeting, the As-
sembly presented its global program of action titled International
Action to Combat Drug Abuse and Illicit Production and Trafficking.43 4
The Assembly expressed concern over the increasing illicit de-
mand for, production of, and traffic in narcotic drugs and
psychotropic substances that continued to seriously threaten the
433 Id.
434 International Action to Combat Drug Abuse and Illicit Production and Trafficking,
G.A. Res. 48/112, U.N. GAOR, 48th Sess., 85th plen. mtg., U.N. Doc. A/112
(1994).
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socio-economic and political systems, stability, national security,
and sovereignty of an increasing number of nations.4"5
The Assembly was
[flully aware that the international community is confronted
with the dramatic problem of drug abuse and the illicit cultiva-
tion, production, demand, processing, distribution and traffick-
ing of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances and that States
need to work at the international and national levels to deal with
this scourge, which has a strong potential to undermine develop-
ment, economic and political stability and democratic
institutions.43 "
The Assembly emphasized that the problems of drug abuse and
trafficking had to be considered within the broader economic
and social context.47 There was a great need for an analysis of
transit routes used by drug traffickers, which were changing and
expanding to include a growing number of countries and re-
gions in all parts of the world. 411 The Assembly was alarmed by
the "growing connection between drug trafficking and terrorism
in various parts of the world," despite the efforts of countries
that produce narcotic drugs for scientific, medicinal and thera-
peutic uses to prevent the channelling of such substances to il-
licit markets. 4"' The Assembly stressed the important role of the
United Nations in supporting concerted action in the fight
against drug abuse at all international levels, and the role of the
Commission on Narcotic Drugs, as the principal United Nations
policy-making body on drug control issues.44
The Assembly deemed the United Nations International Drug
Control Program the main focus for concerted international ac-
tion for drug abuse control and commended the program for its
performance of the functions entrusted to it. 441' The Assembly
also affirmed the proposals in the United Nations System-Wide
Action Plan on Drug Abuse Control, recognizing that further
efforts were needed to implement it, update it, and increase
U.N. agencies' progress in incorporating the proposals into









problems.442 On the subject of "[r]espect for the principles en-
shrined in the Charter of the United Nations and international
law in the fight against drug abuse and illicit trafficking," the
Assembly:
1. Reaffirm [ed] that the fight against drug abuse and illicit traf-
ficking should continue to be based on strict respect for the
principles enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations
and international law, particularly respect for the sovereignty
and territorial integrity of States and non-use of force or the
threat of force in international relations;
2. Call[ed] upon all States to intensify their actions to promote
effective co-operation in the efforts to combat drug abuse
and illicit trafficking, so as to contribute to a climate condu-
cive to achieving this end, and to refrain from using the issue
for political purposes;
3. Reaffirm[ed] that the international fight against drug traf-
ficking should not in any way justify violation of the princi-
ples enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations and
international law; 4.
With regard to international action to combat drug abuse and
illicit trafficking, the Assembly:
1. Reiterat[ed] its condemnation of the crime of drug traffick-
ing in all its forms, and urge [d] continued and effective in-
ternational action to combat it, in keeping with the
principle of shared responsibility;
2. Support[ed] the focus on national and regional strategies
for drug abuse control, particularly the master-plan ap-
proach, and urge[d] the United Nations International
Drug Control [Program] to keep in mind that these should
be complemented with effective interregional strategies;
3. Request[ed] the Secretary-General to report on the ar-
rangements made by the [Program] to promote and moni-
tor the United Nations Decade Against Drug Abuse, 1991-
2000, under the theme, "A global response to a global chal-
lenge," and on the progress made in attaining the objectives
of the Decade by Member States, the [Program] and the
United Nations system;
4. Welcome[d] the trend towards ratification and implemen-
tation of the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs of 1961,
as amended by the 1972 Protocol, the Convention on
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Convention against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and
Psychotropic Substances of 1988;
5. Request[ed] the [Program] to include in its report to the
Commission on Narcotic Drugs on the implementation of
the United Nations Convention against Illicit Traffic in Nar-
cotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances a section on expe-
rience gained to date in implementing the Convention,
which should contain recommendations and strategies for
its further implementation, and invite[d] Member States to
co-operate with the [Program] in this regard;
6. Encourage [d] all countries to take action'to prevent the il-
licit arms trade by which weapons are provided to drug
traffickers;
7. Express[ed] its satisfaction with the efforts of the Commis-
sion on Narcotic Drugs to improve the functioning and im-
pact of the meetings of heads of national drug law
enforcement agencies;
8. Request[ed] the [Program] in its report on illicit traffic in
drugs to analyze world-wide trends in illicit traffic and
transit in narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances, in-
cluding methods and routes used, and to recommend ways
and means for improving the capacity of States along those
routes to deal with all aspects of the drug problem;
9. Emphasize [d] the link between the illicit production of, de-
mand for and traffic in narcotic drugs and psychotropic
substances and the economic and social conditions in the
affected countries and the differences and diversity of the
problems in each country;
10. Call[ed] upon the international community to provide in-
creased economic and technical support to Governments
that request it in support of [programs] of alternative devel-
opment that take fully into account the cultural traditions
of peoples;
11. [Took] note of the initiative of the [Program] to study the
concept of swapping debt for alternative development in
the area of international drug abuse control and re-
quest[ed] the Executive Director of the [Program] to in-
form the Commission on Narcotic Drugs of any progress
made in this area;
12. Encourage[d] Governments to nominate experts for the
roster maintained by the [Program], to ensure that the
[Program] and the Commission on Narcotic Drugs may
draw from the widest pool of expertise and experience in
implementing its policies and [programs];
13. Stresse [d] the need for effective action to prevent the diver-
sion for illicit purposes of precursors and essential chemi-
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cals, materials and equipment frequently used in the illicit
manufacture of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances;
14. Commend[ed] the International Narcotics Control Board
for its valuable work in monitoring production and distribu-
tion of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances so as to
limit their use to medical and scientific purposes, and for
the effective manner in which it has implemented .its addi-
tional responsibilities, under article 12 of the United Na-
tions Convention against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs
and Psychotropic Substances, concerning the control of
precursors and essential chemicals;
15. Expresse[d] its satisfaction with efforts being made by the
[Program] and other United Nations bodies to obtain relia-
ble data on drug abuse and illicit trafficking, including the
development of the International Drug Abuse Assessment
System;
16. Recommend[ed] to the Commission on Narcotic Drugs
that it consider, at its thirty-seventh session, the world-wide
research study on the economic and social consequences of
drug abuse and illicit trafficking prepared by the United
Nations Research Institute for Social Development in con-
junction with the report of the Executive Director of the
[Program] on the economic and social consequences of
drug abuse and illicit trafficking, and that it consider in-
cluding this issue as an item on its agenda;
444
The Assembly next discussed its global program of action and
took the following action:
1. Reaffirm [ed] the importance of the Global [Program] of Ac-
tion as a framework for national, regional and international
action to combat the illicit production of, demand for and
trafficking in narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances,
and its commitment to implementing the mandates and rec-
ommendations contained therein;
2. Call[ed] upon States individually and in cooperation with
other States to promote the Global [Program] of Action and
to implement its mandates and recommendations with a view
to translating it into practical action for drug abuse control;
3. Call [ed] upon the relevant bodies of the United Nations, the
specialized agencies, the international financial institutions
and other concerned intergovernmental and non-govern-
mental organizations to cooperate with and assist States in
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4. Request[ed] the Commission on Narcotic Drugs, in discharg-
ing its mandate, to monitor the Global [Program] of Action,
to take into account the recommendations contained in the
report of the Secretary-General on the implementation by
Member States of the Global [Program] of Action;
5. Request[ed] the Commission on Narcotic Drugs and the
United Nations International Drug Control [Program] to
consider ways and means to facilitate reporting by Govern-
ments on the implementation of the Global [Program] of
Action, so as to increase the level of responses; 445
The Assembly asked States to cooperate in the implementa-
tion of the United Nations System-Wide Action Plan on Drug
Abuse Control, stating that the Assembly:
1. Reaffirm[ed] the role of the Executive Director of the
United Nations International Drug Control [Program] to
coordinate and provide effective leadership for all United
Nations drug control activities, in order to ensure coher-
ence of actions within the [Program] as well as coordina-
tion, complementarity and non-duplication of such
activities across the United Nations system;
2. Call[ed] for the completion of the updated United Nations
System-Wide Action Plan on Drug Abuse Control, as was re-
quested in [its resolutions], in full cooperation with the Ad-
ministrative Committee on Coordination, in time for the
review and recommendation of the Commission on Nar-
cotic Drugs at its thirty-seventh session and for the consider-
ation of the Economic and Social Council at its substantive
session of 1994 and of the General Assembly at its forty-
ninth session;
3. Reiterate[d] that the following should be included in the
updated System-Wide Action Plan:
(a) An annex containing agency-specific implementing
plans;
(b) A reference to the important role of the international
financial institutions, as noted in chapter II of the
Comprehensive Multidisciplinary Outline of Future Ac-
tivities in Drug Abuse Control, 446 and the ability of
such institutions to promote economic stability and un-
dermine the drug industry;
4. Call[ed] upon all relevant United Nations agencies to com-
plete their agency-specific implementation plans for inclu-
sion in the updated System-Wide Action Plan and to
445 Id. (citations omitted).
446 See Declaration, supra note 1, at 31-51.
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incorporate fully into their [programs] all the mandates
and activities contained in the Action Plan and its annex;
5. Request[ed] the Commission on Narcotic Drugs to pay par-
ticular attention to reviewing the agency-specific implemen-
tation plans of the System-Wide Action Plan for
consideration by the Economic and Social Council at its co-
ordination segment in 1994;
6. Request[ed] the Economic and Social Council, at its coordi-
nation segment, to pay due attention to the role of the in-
ternational financial institutions in supporting
international drug control efforts, particularly in the field
of alternative development;
7. Call[ed] upon the governing bodies of all United Nations
agencies associated with the System-Wide Action Plan to in-
clude the issue of drug control in their agendas with a view
to examining the need for a mandate on drug control as-
sessing the activities taken to comply with the Action Plan
and, as appropriate, reporting on how the issue of drug
control is taken into account in the relevant programs;
8. Request[ed] the United Nations International Drug Con-
trol [Program], in cooperation with the relevant agencies,
particularly the United Nations Children's Fund, to report
on the efforts to study the impact of drug abuse and related
crime on children and to recommend measures that may be
taken to address this problem;
9. Recommend[ed] that the United Nations International Drug
Control [Program] cooperate and coordinate with the Crime
Prevention and CriminalJustice Branch [of the Center for So-
cial Development and Humanitarian Affairs of the Secreta-
riat] on activities to counter drug-related criminality,
including money-laundering, to ensure complementarity and
non-duplication of efforts;
10. Request[ed] that the System-Wide Action Plan be reviewed
and updated on a biennial basis .... "
Finally, the General Assembly called for the implementation
of the United Nations International Drug Control Program.
The Assembly welcomed the United Nations International Drug
Control Program efforts to implement the Assembly's mandates
within the framework of various international drug control trea-
ties, the Comprehensive Multidisciplinary Outline of Future Ac-
tivities in Drug Abuse Control, the Global Program of Action,
and other relevant consensus documents; the Assembly then
447 G.A. Res. 48/112, supra note 434.
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urged all states to provide the fullest possible financial and polit-
ical support to the program.44
The Assembly thanked the United Nations International Drug
Control Program for its efforts to comply with the Drug Control
Program's format, budget, and methodology, especially in re-
gard to the resolutions of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs.44 9
The Assembly encouraged the Executive Director of the United
Nations International Drug Control Program to continue his ef-
forts to improve the presentation of the budget of the Fund.45 °
The Assembly also noted the Secretary-General's reports enti-
tled "International drug control," requesting the Secretary-Gen-
eral to report again to the Assembly about the implementation
of the present resolution.45 '
XI. CONCLUSION
The foregoing discussion brings to light the concerted efforts
of the international community both through the United Na-
tions Organization (through its General Assembly) and through
the International Civil Aviation Organization, towards control-
ling the problem of narcotic drug trafficking. A third force-
the carriers themselves-has also had considerable success with
anti-narcotic drug programs. One of the best examples of car-
rier action is reflected in the 1984 United States Customs Car-
rier Initiative Agreement Program, a purely voluntary
arrangement between governments and carriers in which the
government allows each airline to create a security program as
approved by Customs. The Carrier Initiative Agreement Pro-
grams are aimed at both prevention and interdiction, and cover
areas of training, prevention, and cooperation.
The enormous volume of trafficking by air leads to hijackings,
destruction of aircraft, interception of aircraft, and several other
offenses that have lead to the loss of life and the destruction of
property. In the overall perspective, the offenses could be
called "misuse of civil aviation. 452
The problems of the "misuse of civil aviation," "improper use
of civil aviation," "undue use of civil aviation," and "criminal use
448 See id.
449 See id.
450 See id. The U.N. General Assembly Working Paper, No. A/43/678, is on file
with the author.
451 See id.
452 Convention on International Civil Aviation, Dec. 7, 1944, art. 4, 15 U.N.T.S.
295, 298 [hereinafter Chicago Convention].
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of civil aviation" was raised by several delegations at the twenty-
fifth session (Extraordinary) of the ICAO Assembly in April/
May 1984,451 as well as by several Council Representatives during
discussions on the proposed amendment of Annex 2 to the Chi-
cago Convention. In that context, several Representatives ex-
pressed concern that necessary procedures must be foreseen to
prevent the use of civil aviation for unlawful purposes, in partic-
ular, for drug trafficking, which is a serious crimes against hu-
manity. The problem is how to reconcile the protections of civil
aircraft in situations of interception with the protection of the
law and order of States. The scope of the problem encompasses
whether Article 3 bis of the Chicago Convention and the
amended Annex 2 leave sufficient safeguards for States to pre-
vent, prosecute, punish, and deliberate on the use of civil air-
craft for unlawful purposes.
Article 3 bis provides that "every State must refrain from
resorting to the use of weapons against civil aircraft in flight
.... The phrase "refrain from" does not provide the neces-
sary strength to the provision, as it does not explicitly prohibit
the use of weapons against aircraft in flight.
A. ARTICLE 4 OF THE CHICAGO CONVENTION
Article 4 of the Chicago Convention is the only provision
from the Convention to explicitly use the words "misuse of civil
aviation," but even there, it is only in the heading, not in the
substantive text of the article.455 The first paragraph of the Pre-
amble to the Convention refers to "abuse" of international civil
aviation without ever defining the term.456
Article 4 of the Convention has never been involved with or
discussed by the Assembly or Council. Therefore, Article 4 is
not relevant to the problem because it refers only to the obliga-
tions and acts of States. The drafting history of this article indi-
cates that the representatives intended to prevent State's use of
civil aviation for purposes threatened the security of another
State. The intent of Article 4 originated in the Canadian "Pre-
liminary Draft," which stated that one purpose of ICAO (or PI-
CAO, as was then envisaged) was "to avert the possibility of the
453 See Executive Committee & Plenary Committee, 25th Sess. (Extraordinary),
ICAO Docs. 9437, 9438 (1984).
454 Assembly Resolutions in Force, at 1-10-11, ICAO Doc. 9443 (May 10, 1984)
[hereinafter Article 3 bis].
455 See Chicago Convention, supra note 452, 15 U.N.T.S. at 298.
456 See id. at 296.
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misuse of civil aviation creating a threat to the security of na-
tions and to make the most effective contribution to the estab-
lishment and maintenance of a permanent system of general
security. '457  In a subsequent draft ("Tripartite Proposal"
presented to the Conference by the Delegations of the United
States, United Kingdom, and Canada), the wording was
changed to read: "Each member State rejects the use of civil air
transport as an instrument of national policy in international
relations. ' 458 This language repeated the text of the Kellog-Bri-
and Pact, which renounced war between nations "as an instru-
ment of national policy in their relations with one another.
45 9
The words "purpose inconsistent with the aims of this Conven-
tion" in Article 4, therefore, essentially mean threats to the gen-
eral security.460 In sum, Article 4 does not offer any solution to
the problem of "misuse of civil aviation" as it relates to the status
of an aircraft which is used for criminal purposes or other un-
lawful purposes.
B. OTHER PROVISIONS OF THE CHICAGO CONVENTION
The Chicago Convention, in general, does not contain any
provisions that foresee specific situations in which an aircraft is
used for or involved in criminal and other activities that violate
the law and public order of a State. However, while other Con-
vention provisions offer effective safeguards to States, while ob-
serving their applicable laws and public order. With respect to
aircraft of its own registry, the State concerned has unrestricted
jurisdiction. Articles 11-13 of the Convention confirm the rule
of international law that foreign aircraft, its crew, passengers,
and cargo do not enjoy any "extraterritorial" status while in the
airspace or on the ground of another State; such aircraft are
fully subject to the applicable laws of the State concerned.46'
Under the Convention, a State may require the landing of a for-
eign aircraft involved in non-scheduled flight,46 2 prohibit or re-
strict foreign aircraft from flying over certain parts of its
territory or over the whole territory,463- require landing of for-
457 Historical document on file with author.
458 Id.
459 Treaty for the Renunciation of War, Aug. 27, 1928, art. I, 46 Stat. 2343,
2345-46, 94 L.N.T.S. 57.
460 Chicago Convention, supra note 452, 15 U.N.T.S. at 298.
461 See id. arts. 11-13.
462 See id. art. 5.
463' See id. art. 9.
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eign aircraft at a designated customs airport,464 search the for-
eign aircraft,"65 and regulate or prohibit the carriage of certain
articles in or above its territory."66
Under the Convention, all States possess full jurisdiction in
the application of their respective laws to prevent or prohibit
the use of civil aircraft for unlawful purposes. The practical
problem, therefore, is not the applicability of particular laws;
rather, the problem relates to the enforcement of such laws with
respect to aircraft, particularly aircraft in flight.
C. ENFORCEMENT OF LEGAL OBLIGATIONS IN GENERAL
When dealing with criminal acts, enforcement involves legal
procedure, including the arrest and taking into custody of the
suspected offender, collection and presentation of pertinent evi-
dence, judicial evaluation of the evidence and defense, judicial
conviction, sentencing, and execution of the judgement. All as-
pects of these legal procedure are governed by lex fon, the do-
mestic law of the court seized of the case. Lex fori determines
what degree of force (including the possible use of weapons)
may be legally employed in the arrest of suspects. Generally, the
level of force should be proportionate and adequate to the level
of public danger created by the suspect, as well as the level of
force used by the suspect.
The applicable legal procedure is determined by each individ-
ual state and "the general principles of law recognized by civi-
lized nations" as reflected in Article 38 (1) (c) of the Statute of the
International Court of Justice.46 7 Principles of modern general in-
ternational law require procedural process in the enforcement
of laws.
D. ARTICLE 3 BIs
The problems of interception and enforcement measures of
civil aircraft in flight are addressed in Article 3 bis, adopted by
unanimous consensus on May 10, 1984 by the Twenty-Fifth Ses-
sion (Extraordinary) of the ICAO Assembly."68 The drafting his-
tory of this Article supports the conclusion that Article 3 bis is
464 See id. art. 10.
465 See id. art. 16.
466 See id. art. 35(b).
467 Statute of International Court of Justice, June 26, 1945, art. 38(1)(c), 59
Stat. 1055, 1066.
468 See Article 3 bis, supra note 454.
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declaratory of existing general international law, with respect to
the following elements:
(a) Obligation of States to refrain from using weapons
against civil aircraft while in flight;
(b) In case of interception, the obligation not to endanger
the lives and safety of persons on board and of the
aircraft;
(c) States's rights to require the landing of a civil aircraft in
its territory without authority or if reasonably believed to
be acting inconsistently with the aims of the Chicago
Convention."'
While Article 3 bis uses the terminology "for any purpose in-
consistent with the aims of the Convention" as it is used in Arti-
cle 4 of the Convention, the drafting history indicates that the
scope of the phrase in Article 3 bis is different than in Article 4.
At the Assembly's twenty-fifth session (Extraordinary), this
phrase was meant to cover not only violations of the "aims" of
the Chicago Convention as spelled out in the Preamble and Ar-
ticle 44 (which deals with the aims and objectives of the Organi-
zation rather than the Convention), but also any violations of
State law and public order. The Assembly discussions referred
to the transportation of illicit drugs, contraband, gun running,
illegal transport of persons and any other common crimes. The
scope of Article 3 bis is subject to significant restrictions; it is
only applicable to:
(a) "civil aircraft"; consequently, "state aircraft" would not en-
joy the same protection; and
(b) civil aircraft "in flight;" while the Convention does not de-
fine the concept "in flight," it is likely that this phrase will
be interpreted in harmony with Article 1 of the Rome
Convention on Damage Caused by Foreign Aircraft to
Third Parties on the Surface of 1952470 and Article 1 of
the Tokyo Convention of 1963. 47' An aircraft shall be
deemed to be in flight from the moment when power is
applied for the purpose of take-off until the moment
when the landing run ends. Consequently, aircraft which
469 See ICAO Docs. 9437, 9438, supra note 453.
470 Conference on Private International Air Law, Convention On Damages
Caused by Foreign Aircraft to Third Parties on the Surface, Oct. 7, 1952, art. 1,
ICAO Doc. 7379-LC/134, 247.
471 See Convention on Offences and Certain Other Acts Committed on Board




are not "in flight" do not enjoy the special protection of
Article 3 bis.4 72
Article 3 bis originally was reserved to "foreign" aircraft and
did not include aircraft of the state's own registration. After
discussions in the Executive Committee of the Assembly, the ref-
erence to aircraft "of the other contracting State" was dropped
because the protection was to be mandatory with respect to air-
craft, whether the aircraft belonged to a contracting or non-con-
tracting state. At no point during the deliberations and drafting
did the Assembly contemplate regulation of the status of an air-
craft in relation to the state of its own registration; such regula-
tion would have exceeded the scope of the Convention, which
dealt with international civil aviation. Thus, the purpose of the
Chicago Convention is to establish conventional rules of con-
duct between sovereign states, but not to govern matters in the
States' exclusive domestic jurisdiction. Consequently, Article 3
bis will not apply to the treatment of aircraft by the states of their
registration. This conclusion does not imply that a state is free
to treat aircraft of its own registration without regard to interna-
tional law; other sources of international law, such as the Inter-
national Covenants on Human Rights, may be relevant
(protection of the right to life, requirement of due legal pro-
cess, and presumption of innocence).
When requiring the landing of a civil aircraft flying above its
territory or when issuing other instructions to the aircraft to put
an end to a "violation," contracting States may resort to any ap-
propriate means consistent with relevant rules of international
law, including the Chicago Convention and Article 3 bis. Conse-
quently, Article 3 bis does not exclude enforcement against for-
eign aircraft in flight, does not rule out the use of adequate and
proportionate force, and does not rule out interception as such.
Any act of interception or enforcement not involving the use of
weapons against civil aircraft in flight and not endangering the
lives of persons on board and the safety of flight is legitimate
and acceptable. Any interception procedures consistent with
the applicable Standards and Recommended Practices adopted
by the Council of ICAO pursuant to Articles 37, 54(1) and 90 of
the Chicago Convention would be "consistent with relevant
rules of international law."473
472 See Chicago Convention, supra note 452, art. 3.
473 Article 3 bis, supra note 454, at I-11.
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Two additional provisions of Article 3 bis are likely to deter
the "misuse of civil aviation." First, civil aircraft are uncondition-
ally obliged to comply with an order to land or other instruc-
tion; and contracting States are obliged to "establish all
necessary provisions in their national law or regulations to make
such compliance mandatory for . . . aircraft registered in that
State or operated by a person having his principal place of busi-
ness or permanent residence in that State. 474 Additionally, con-
tracting States are obliged to make any "violation of such ...
laws or regulations punishable by severe penalties and [to] sub-
mit the case to [their] competent authorities .... ,4" This pro-
vision offers the safeguard that no violators will go unpunished,
even if they escaped from the state where they committed the
unlawful act; they will be prosecuted and punished by the state
where the aircraft is registered. In practical application, existing
or future arrangements for the extradition of offenders may re-
inforce this provision.
In Article 3 bis, all contracting states agree to accept an un-
conditional obligation to take appropriate measures to prohibit
any deliberate "misuse" of any civil aircraft registered or oper-
ated by a person having his principal place of business or perma-
nent residence in that State. Legislative implementation of such
a prohibition will no doubt be accompanied by appropriate
penalties.
E. OTHER LEGAL ASPECTS
States can exercise criminal jurisdiction over foreign aircraft
in flight over their territory, over the territory not subject to that
State (e.g., the high seas), and under conditions set forth in the
Tokyo Convention. 476 Article 4 of the Tokyo Convention per-
mits interference with an aircraft in flight to exercise criminal
jurisdiction over an offense committed on board in the follow-
ing cases:
(a) the offence has effect on the territory of such State;
(b) the offence has been committed by or against a national or
permanent resident of such State;
(c) the offence is against the security of such State;
474 Id.
'475 Id.
476 See Tokyo Convention, supra note 471.
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(d) the offence consists of a breach of any rules or regulations
relating to the flight or maneuver of aircraft in force in such
State;
(e) the exercise of jurisdiction is necessary to ensure the obser-
vance of any obligation of such State under a multilateral
international agreement.477
Since the Tokyo Convention has been accepted by many of
ICAO's contracting states, this provision in Article 4 represents
an important clarification to Article 3 bis of the Chicago Con-
vention, with respect to the interpretation of the term "any pur-
pose inconsistent with the aims of this Convention." Any
offense foreseen in Article 4 of the Tokyo Convention gives the
State concerned the right to "interfere," including requiring
landing, giving the aircraft other instructions, and resorting to
proportionate and adequate use of force against such aircraft.
The study of the problem of "misuse" of civil aviation and of
its consequences for law enforcement with respect to civil air-
craft in flight leads to the following conclusions:
(a) Although the term "misuse of civil aviation" is a legally
imprecise term which has no firm basis in the Chicago
Convention on International Civil Aviation it still reflects
the overall threat posed by unlawful interference with
civil aviation.
(b) Historically, the phrase "any purpose inconsistent with
the aims of this Convention" had a different meaning in
Article 4 of the Convention than in Article 3 bis.
(c) The concept of "misuse of civil aircraft" is best referred to
as "deliberate use of civil aircraft for unlawful purposes."
(d) The Chicago Convention contains effective provisions
that safeguard the jurisdiction of states to enable them to
prevent or prohibit the use of foreign aircraft for unlaw-
ful purposes in their territory.
The above conclusions, used in conjunction with the relevant
provisions of the Chicago Convention, can be a basis for formu-
lating other legal documents that would more stringently en-
force controls over the misuse of civil aviation.
477 Id. art. 4. The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea does not
foresee the right of hot pursuit of aircraft. Although the target of hot pursuit
may be exclusively a ship, the procedures of hot pursuit may be effected by an
aircraft. See id. (referring to United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea,
art. III, U.N. Doc. A/CONF.62/122 (1982)).
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